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Conventions Used in This Book

Presentation ofExamples

Examples are presented in traditional characters, simplified characters, and pinyin

romanization.

zhe ben shu ben you yisi.

This book is very interesting.

When no character in an example has a simplified form, a single line of characters is

presented.

wo didi hen gao.

Myyounger brother is very tall

In pinyin examples, capitalization is used only for proper names.

4M&-
wo hen xihuan chi Zhongguo fan.

I like to eat Chinesefood very much.

Ungrammatical Forms

Ungrammatical examples are occasionally presented to indicate improper usage. All

ungrammatical forms are preceded by ®, Ungrammatical forms are always presented

along with grammatical forms.

wo de pengyou pengyou de wo
myfriend

Conventions used in tone marking

neutral tone

This book follows the conventions ofBeijing Mandarin in the use of neutral tone:

The classifier IS/d^ge is presented in neutral tone.

* The second syllable of most nouns occurs in neutral tone: (e.g. meimei

JW& pengyou)

1 The infixes^ bh and # de in resultative verb compounds are presented as bu

and de (e.g. kandejian able to see
, f maibudao unable to buy).



VI CONVENTIONS USED IN THIS BOOK

tone sandhi

In spoken Mandarin, certain tone sandhi (tone change) rules apply.

a Third tone change: Third tone is spoken as second tone when it occurs before

another third tone (e.g. m hao becomes ni hao, woxYhuan becomes wo
xYhuan).

In this book third tone change is represented in the tone spelling only if the change

occurs within a single word. It is not indicated if the change occurs across word

boundaries. In this way, the two syllable words & and 7jc^ are written in pinyin as

keyY and shuiguo (not as keyY and shuYguo) but the two word phrase ft# is written in

pinyin as hen hao, not hen hao.

B Special tone changes:

^ bh becomes bu when it occurs before a fourth toned syllable (e.g. bit hui

becomes bu hui, bh dui becomes bu dui.

In this book, fourth tone change is represented in the tone spelling within and across

word boundaries.

H The numbers — yi one, ’
-fc ql seven, and /V ba eight sometimes change to

second tone before a fourth toned syllable (e.g. — ri'-yige, yikuai).

In this book these numbers are always represented in first tone.

Conventionsfor writing de

de

- the marker ofnoun modification:

s
tushuguan de shu

the library's books .

*de
- the marker of pre-verbal modification of activity verbs:

toutou de kan

secretly take a look

#de
- the marker of post-verbal modification of activity verbs:

pao de kuai

runfast
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- the potential infix in resultative verb compounds:

chldewan

able tofinish eating

- the marker of extent modification of adjectival stative verbs:

*«-#**&* °

&*##*&* °

ta lei de zhanbuqilai.

He is so tired that he can’t stand up.

Conventionsfor writing zuo

ft zuo as the verb meaning to do or to assume the role of:

zuo cai zuo shi

to cook to work

zuo as a constituent in noun compounds:

m
itik

zuoye

homework



COUNTING

Numbers 1-99

Numbers

When numbers are used for counting, they occur without any additional words:

- yi 1

_r_ er 2

5. san 3

si 4

JL wu 5

* liit 6

-t qi 7

A ba 8

k jiu 9

shi 10

0 0 OR:

The numbers 1 1-99 are built upon

+- shiyi 11

+- shfer 12

shisan 13

shisi 14

kk shiwu 15

sMifr 16

+“t shiql 17

+A shiba 18

shijiii 19

ershi 20

ershiyl 21

ershfer 22

ershisan 23

ershisi 24

ershiwu 25

ling 0

-10 as follows:

kk sanshi 30

kkk sanshiwu 35

E9-f- sishi 40

V3kk sishrwii 45

kk wushi 50

kkk wushiwu 55

kk liiishi 60

kkk liiishiwu 65

kk qlshi 70

kkk qlshrwu 75

A-J- bashi 80

A-j-jL bashiwu 85

kk jiushi 90

kkk jiushiwu 95

kkk jiushijiu 99
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er and $}/ liang

a When counting numbers without a following classifier, the number “2” is always

— N— er

:

— yl, ^ er, =. san ...

(For more on classifiers, see Chapter 2: Nouns, Noun Phrases, and Noun

Modification.) /

* When the number “2” is part ofthe number 12, 22, 32, 42, 52, 62, 72, 82, or 92, it

is always — er:

shi'er ' ershfer ' sanshfer ...

B In all other cases, when the number “2” occurs before a classifier, it is

liang. (See Chapter 2: Nouns, Noun Phrases, and Noun Modification.)

liang ben shu

two books

liang ge ren

two people

1. Complete the chart by converting the Chinese numbers to Arabic numerals and the

Arabic numerals to Chinese numbers:

Arabic Chinese Arabic Chinese
Numeral Number Numeral Number

1. 14 8. er shi hi

2. zz-fS- ershisan 9. 92

3. 28 10. +A shiba

4. J1+ 5T wu shi liii 11. 77

5. 39 12. A-J-A ba shi ba

6. ql shi si 13. 26

7. 67 14. E9+— si shiyi

Numbers 100-10,000

w bai 100

+ qian 1,000

wan 10,000
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Numbers through 9,999 are constructed as they are in English:

thousands hundreds tens ones

667 -t

lib bai liii shi qi

2,894 Af a+
liang qian babai jiu shi si

9,999 A. "S’ A+ a
jiu qian jiu bai jiu shi jiu

In Mandarin, the numbers 10,000 and higher are counted in terms of the number

of %f75 wan ten thousands
,
followed by the number ofthousands, the number of

hundreds, the number of tens, and the number of ones. The number 24, 000 is read %

25 liang wan si qian two ten thousands (and)four thousands. Numbers

between 10,000 and 1,000,000 are illustrated here.

1-900

ten-thousands

thousands hundreds tens ones

89, 667 a a* AW -t

ba wan jiu qian lib bai liu shi qi

273,561 if A+ —
ershiql wan san qian wubai lib shi yi

892,894 ah-ah/^ Af A+
bashijiu wan liang qian babai jiu shi si

2,735,610 -+
1

liang bai qlshisan wan wu qian liu bai yl shi

8,979,999 AlFA.-t—t %!7i A^ AW a+ a
ba bai jibshiqi wan jiu qian jiu bai jiu shi jiu
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1 Million, 10 Million, 100 Million

1,000,000 HF H/3F

bai wan

fone hundred ten-

thousands)

one million

10,000,000 4- S/7
qian wan

(one thousand ten-

thousands)

ten million

100,000,000 'ft/fc (or) one hundred million
!

yi wanwan

Note: When the number “2” occurs before bai hundred
, -f* qian thousand

,
ox % 1

wan tew thousand it may be either ~ er or $j liang.

200: erbai, liang bai

A note on reading OI$- ling:

An empty hundreds place or tens place may be read as O/#- ling. Compare the

following two numbers:

3,053 iL-f-lfli+iL

san qian ling wiishisan

70,182

qi wan yl bai bashi er

When reading a number with a series of zeroes, the word O/#- ling is only

included once:

2,001

ft+O-
liang qian ling yl

2. Complete the chart by converting the Chinese numbers to Arabic numerals and the

Arabic numerals to Chinese numbers:

Arabic Numeral Chinese Number

6,700,000

— •f'Ts If—

H

-—
wii wan yi qian lib bai er shi er
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9,202,002

ifA-f© IF

E-UA-f-E?# ft-f— If i+rr
san bai ba shi si wan liang qian yl bai wu shi liu

74,000

si shi jiu wan yi bai san shi

2,000,000

ftfit
liang bai wu shi wu wan liu qian jiu bai ling er

438,059

1

-f*A, % -5. -f- ft¥3~
+

—

jiu shi jiu wan san qian liang bai wu shi yi

ESTIMATES AND APPROXIMATIONS

j| ^ ^ chabuduo almost

M T' 0 chabuduo 4-Number + classifier indicates that a value is near but less

than the specified number. J: ^ £ chabuduo is always followed by a Number +

Classifier. (See Chapter 2: Nouns, Noun Phrases, and Noun Modification, and Chapter 4:

Adverbs.)

o

ta chabuduo bashf sui.

He is almost 80 years old.
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° £*#**+A «

0 £*£©+& °

jintian tebie re. chabuduo sishi du.

Today it isparticularly hot It is almostforty degrees.

jE. iq zuoyou about/more or less

Number + classiifier i is zuoyou indicates that a value is a little more or a little

less than the specified number. zuoyou is always preceded by a Number +

Classifier.

teA+ati# o

ta bashi sui zuoyou.

He is about 80 years old.

jintian sishi du zuoyou.

Today it is aboutforty degrees.

& Ji yYshang above, VX "F yYxia below

Number M _L yYshang indicates that a value is equal to or greater than the

specified number. Number &T yYxia indicates that a value is equal to or less than the

specified number. Vk Ji yYshang and &T yYxia may directly follow a number alone, or

a noun phrase that includes a number.

wushi yYshang

fifty or more

wushi yYxia

fifty or less

sanshi kuai qian yYshang

thirty dollars or more
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sanshi kuai qian yixia

thirty dollars or less

% duo

Number £ duo indicates that a value is greater than the specified number. If the

number is part of a noun phrase, $ duo precedes the classifier.

wushi duo

more thanfifty

sanshi duo kuai qian

more than thirty dollars

3. Complete the chart to express the following expressions in Chinese and English.

75 people more or less

— f-j'X.h

yl qian yishang

almost 100 people

san bai kuai qian zuoyou

75 or more people

chabuduo san bai kuai qian.

40 or fewer7 .
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yl bai duo kuai qian

more than 75

ifmT
san bai yYxia

ORDINALIZATION

Ordinalization refers to sequencing or ordering: first, second, third
,
etc.

1 — 2 3 =_ 4 V3 5 JL

eryi san si WU

diyl di hr di san

"4®

disi di wu

4. Rewrite the Chinese ordinal numbers into English and the English ordinal numbers

into Chinese:

1.3
rd

2. 8
th

3. 10
th

4. 2
nd

5.99
th

6. di wu

7. dier shi

8. dijiu

9. % — di yl

10. % m di si

READING NUMBERS

In certain contexts, numbers are read as individual digits. These include numbers

which are part ofphone numbers, addresses, licenses, passports, and other documents

used for identification. The reading ofphone numbers is illustrated here. Decimal

fractions described below in this chapter are also read as individual digits.
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Note: In standard Mandarin as spoken in Beijing and other parts of China, the number ‘ V

is pronounced yao.

68 1 0-2232 liu ba yl ling - er er san er

lib ba yao lmg - er er san er

3551-8867 san wu wii yi - ba ba liu qi

san wu wu yao - ba ba lib qi

5. Read the following phone numbers. Provide your responses in pinyin.

1. 6839-1234

2. 5334-2387

3. 8833-1111

4. 119 (fire-emergency in China)

5. 114 (information in China)

6. 13521056666 (cell phone number)

FRACTIONS AND PERCENTAGES

Fractions and Percentages Expressed as ‘Parts of the Whole*

Fractions and percentages are expressed as a ‘parts of the whole
5

as follows:

A ^
A fen zhl B

B parts of A parts

wu fen zhl yi

one part offive — onefifth

Notice that in Chinese, the ‘whole’ is always the first number in the expression.

If the ‘whole
5

is expressed in terms ofthe number 100, then a percentage ofthe

whole is expressed as 'parts ofone hundred.’

bai fen zhl si shf

40 parts of100 ... 40%

¥ +
bai fen zhl shi

10 parts of100 ... 10%

bai fen zh! wushf

50 parts of100 ... 50%
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If the ‘whole
7

is a expressed as a number smaller than 100, then a fraction of the

whole is expressed as 'parts ofthe whole' ,

si fen zhl yi

lpartof4... 1/4

san fen zhl er

2 parts of3 ... 2/3

ba fen zhl wu

5parts of8 ... 5/8

shi fen zhl yi

1 part of10 ... 1/10

6. Complete the chart to express the following fractions and percentages in Chinese and

in Arabic numerals.
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er fen zhl yi

5/6

Questioning Percentages and Fractions

The question words £ •}' duoshao and H//t ji are used to ask about the value of

a percent or fraction. In the response, a number replaces the question word. (See

Chapter 8: Questions and Question Words.)

Percentages

Q:¥^£* ?

bai fen zhl duoshao?

whatpercent?

Q: ¥ $ ')' ?

bai fen zhl duoshao?

whatpercent?

A: +
bai fen zhl qishi

70%

A:

bai fen zhl ershi si

24%

Fractions

A ?

Afr^Ul ?

A fen zhl jT?

Q: ?

wfi fen zhl jT?

How manyfifths?

Q: ?

?

jiu fen zhl jT?

How many ninths?

wu fen zhl —
two-fifths (2/5)

jiu fen zhl wu
five-ninths (5/9)

7. Answer the following questions in Chinese based on the number in parentheses.

1. ? (9i%

)

bai fen zhl duoshao?

2. *y ? (26% )

bai fen zhl duoshao?
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3. *y ? (49%

)

bai fen zhi duoshao?

4. (7/8)

A^4l/1 ?

ba fen zhi jT?

5. H— ^4L#fe? (10/11 )

shfyl fen zhi jT

?

wu fen zhi jT?

Decimal Fractions

Decimal fractions are expressed by ,&/,& dian followed by the decimal number.

The decimal number is read as a series of individual digits.

Notes: If a number begins with a decimal point, the number may optionally be read as

OS/O ling dian. In decimal fractions, the number
lT is always read as — er.

.5
( O ) ft.fi.

( O ) AJL
(ling) dian wu

.75
( 0 ) ft-fcJL

( O ) A -til

(ling) dian ql wu

. 758
( o ) #-tiA
( O ) A-tJ.A
(ling) dian qi wu ba

.7508
( O ) ft-fcJLOA

( O ) A-tiOA
(ling) dian qi wu ling ba

1.8 —ftA/—

A

yi dian ba

34.69

i+raAAA
sanshl si dian liii jiu
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8. Complete the chart to express these decimal fractions in Chinese and in Arabic

numerals.

1 . OSOi/OAOi
ling dian ling wu

2. 2.3

3. -6-00 a/-A— 00-=-

yi dian yi ling ling san

4. .666
1

5. O -ftA7T/0 A 7\

lmg dian ba liu

6 . 9.7

7. 0 A0 tt/O A0
lmg dian ba ling lib

8. 1.05

9. — /—+— A-^-—
ershi er dian er er

10. 8.4

Discounts; Percentage Off Total Price

Discounts are expressed as the percentage of the original price at which goods are

offered as follows:

Number + iff zhe

Note; Typically, Arabic numerals rather than Chinese numbers are used with iff zhe to

express discounted price.

A# (9 if)

jiu zhe

~To%off

aif (8 iff)

ba zhe

20% off

—jttJUfr (2.5 if)

er dian wu zhe

75% off

A# (5 #)
wuzhe

50% off
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3-S'J ra# (3-4#)

san dao si zhe

or

=-#£Jz9# (3-4 #)
san zhe dao si zhe

60-70% off

(2 #)
er zhe

80% off

The verb used to express discounts is ij da. The following examples express the

percentage and the discounted selling price of an item whose original price was $100.

Note: The question word H//1 ji is used to ask the percentage of the discount.

Original Price Percentage ofDiscount?

da jY zhe?

Discount Discounted

Selling

Price

$100

dajiu zhe

10% $90

$100

da ba zhe

20% $80

$100

da er dian wu zhe

75% $25

$100

da wu zhe

50% $50

$100

da er zhe

80% $20

9. Express these discounts in Chinese using Jf zhe.

1 . 40% off

2. 25% off

it
j. 60% off

4. 65% off

5. 90% off
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10. Compute the discounted price for each of the following items.

Original Price Discount Discounted Selling Price

1 . shoes: $100 8-iff

2. sweater: $60 9#
3. jacket: $150 4 if

4. gloves: $20 2.5 if

5. socks: $ 8 \5 if



Nouns, Noun Phrases, and Noun Modification

NOUNS

Mandarin has three kinds of nouns: common nouns, pronouns, and proper nouns.

Common Nouns fV-ft shu book
,
#>/£ ehe car

, && yisi

Common nouns may be concrete or
,

abstract
etC *

Pronouns Singular

^ wo 1
st

person (I/me)

m 2
nd
person (you)

M nm 2
nd
person politeform (you)

ft*/#./ iS ta 3
rd
person (he, she, it/him, her, it)

£] zljT reflexive pronoun (self)

Plural

women 1
st

person (we, us)

*f] jn zanmen 1
st
person inclusive

(includes speaker and addressees) (we, us)

nxmen 2
nd

person (you)

ft.fl/^fM], # /

fF1/#'fn i 'Stfl/'&tf] tamen
'

3
rd

person (they, them)

Proper Nouns 1 1 /1 S Zhongguo China

Jt.lI/fl.B Meiguo America

lUlll'tf
1

J-j Sun Zhongshan Sun Yatsen

Features of Mandarin Nouns

Number: Common nouns are typically neutral with respect to number and have no

separate singular and plural forms. Common nouns referring to people may be

suffixed with the plural suffix ifVlU men haizimen children
,

Writ'll xueshengmen students), though the use of the plural suffix is

relatively uncommon. Pronouns have distinct singular and plural forms.

In this form, nouns cannot be further modified by a number + classifier phrase. In addition, they are

definite in reference.
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a Gender: Common nouns are neutral with respect to gender and Mandarin does not

distinguish ‘masculine
,

5

‘feminine
,

5

and ‘neuter
5

nouns. Pronouns are neutral in

their spoken form. As illustrated above, gender is distinguished in the third

person in the contemporary written language: #. ta he
,
him l-kk ta she

,
her H? ta

it.

m Grammatical case: In Mandarin, there are no separate forms ofnouns associated

with their use as subject (nominative case), possessive (genitive case), object

(accusative case), etc. There is no distinction among pronouns equivalent to

English 'I/my/me, ' etc.

Special Uses of Pronouns

ill zanmen and ^.ifl/^lin women

Mandarin spoken in and around Beijing makes a distinction between inclusive we

and exclusive we.

Inclusive we includes the speaker and the addressee and is expressed with the

word zanmen:

!

p
il in £*£ !

zanmen zou ba!

Let's go!

*iin^*- + BA°
zanmen dou shi Zhongguo ren.

We are all Chinese.

Exclusive we includes the speaker and not necessarily the addressee and is

expressed with the word ^W^iH women:

*

women xiang gen ni tantan.

We want to speak with you,

p-itftxo
£ o

women dou xihuan xue Zhongwen.
We all like to study Chinese.
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Even in Beijing, women may be used for both senses ofwe.

jj £» zijY self

Mandarin has a single reflexive pronoun, i] cL zijY self, which is unmarked for

person or gender, il tL zijY has the following uses.

It occurs as an object to mark identity of reference with the subject:

il e* °

ni zai waiguo ylding dei zhaogu ziji.

Whenyou are in aforeign countryyou must take care ofyourself

ii °

wo bu xYhuan zijY.

I don’t like myself

It can follow a personal pronoun for emphasis, especially for contrastive

emphasis. (See section on modification of pronouns below for additional examples using

3 £ ziji.)

il &:f

°

wo xlwang tamen jiehun, keshi wo zijY bii xiang jiehun.

/ hope they will get married, hut I myselfdon’tplan to get married,

$ o

0

zhe shi wo zijY de shi.

This is my affair,

1 . Complete the following sentences according to the English translations by adding the

appropriate pronoun or pronouns.

1.

shi daxuesheng.

They are college students.

2

.

ye shi daxuesheng.

We are also college students.
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3 .. *$?

iki?s ?

renshi ma?
Doyou know them?

4

.

?

&+5L*4 ?

nian Zhongwen ma?
Doyou study Chinese?

5.

ftft ' fe-JtalP&tsL ° T'iti”
ftft ' x. ° x. °

meimei, jiejie dou nian Zhongwen. bu nian Zhongwen.

s Myyounger sister and older sister both study Chinese. I myselfdon't study

Chinese.

6.

OK *6
!

qh chang kalaOK ba!

Let’s go sing karaoke!

7

.

0

shi wo xiao jY ge zui congming de nusheng.

They are afew of the brightest women students in our school

8.

*ti£°
o

jlntian wanshang you shi, bu neng gen ehT fan.

Tm busy tonight. I can't eat with you.

9.

? (you polite)

shi nei wei?

Who are you?

10.

at**#-?* ’
o

-

hai zhi shi haizi, bixu you bieren guan .

You are still only a child. You have to have otherpeople taking care ofyou.

NOUN PHRASES

A noun phrase (NP) is a noun and any modifiers of the noun. NPs serve as the

topic of a sentence, the subject of a sentence, the direct or indirect object of a verb, or the

object of a preposition.
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Topic

—ft °

— A °

zhe ge xuexiao, ntt haizi bx nan haizi duo yldian.

(In) this school
,
$ere are somewhat more girls than boys.

Subject

0

na ge daxue hen you mmg.
That college is veryfamous.

Direct Object of a verb

3^ T —

°

wo zuotian wanshang kan le yi ge dianylng.

I saw a movie last night.

Indirect object of a verb

S o

o

wo bu xiang gei ni zhao mafan.

I don ’t want to give you trouble.

Object of a preposition

wo mei ge zhoumo dou gen pengyou ylqT wan.

I havefun with myfriends every weekend

Note: Verb phrases (VPs) may also be used like NPs. In this case, the VPs are

considered 'nominalized.
1

*t#jm&& t jjt o

t *

chi fan gen shui jiao shi renlei zui ji ben de xuqiu.

Eating andsleepim are human beings ’ basic needs.

Identity of Reference

There are two ways to indicate identity of reference between NPs in Mandarin:

omission and pronominalization.
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Omission

When NPs with identical reference occur in the same grammatical role (subject or

object) in a series of sentences, all instances of the NP after the first one are often

omitted.*

NPs with identical reference are both subjects:

°

£*#**££ ’ HU*ifc#dk7 «

wo didi shi daxuesheng, mrngnian jiu blye le.

My younger brother is a college student. Nextyear he graduates.

Q:SP*#&&£.?

na ben shu zenmeyang?

How is that book?

A: && O

hen you yisi.

(It is) very interesting.

NPs with identical reference are both objects:

Q: ?

ni renshi Wang Ming ma?
Doyou know WangMing?

A: 1&|j| o

°

renshi.

1 know (him).

When a NP refers to an inanimate object, a second reference in subject or object

position is always omitted.

Q: 3 ? A: °

a °

ni chlguo Rlben cai ma? mei chlguo.

Have you eatenJapanesefood before? I've never eaten (it) before.

Pronominalization

When NPs with identical reference occur in different grammatical roles in a series

of sentences, the second occurrence is typically represented with a pronoun.

° °

Wdng Mfng hen heqi. wo xiang nT yiding hui xihuan ta.

WangMing is veryfriendly. 1 thinkyou will certainly like him.

* Omission of an NP marks it as the topic of the passage.
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2. Complete the sentences with a pronoun or omission. For some sentences, either

choice is possible.

1.
0 ? (i£/$

° ? ('&/$

zhe ge dongxi jiao jianbing. nY chlguo le mei you?( ta/ tf>)

This is called afriedpancake. Have you eaten one before?
‘

2. faMm ° AA#4Mlt 0 (te/0

ftA^W o AAlp - (

W

ta ren hen hao. renren dou zunjlng . (ta/</>)

He is a really goodperson. Everyone respects him.

3. +H $ +
+ S $ +
Zhongguo gaozhongsheng tebie null, xia ke yihou jib huijia xuexi.

(tamen/$

Chinese high school students are especially hard working. After they get out of

class they go home and study.

4.

Q:im A: ^ ? (A/0

YfR ’ ’ iWAiR ^ ? (A/0

Q: qYngwen, nY shi shei? A: wo shi nYde biaoge nY bu renshi ma?

(wo/f)
Q: Excuse me. Who are you? A: I am your cousin. Don'tyou recognize

me?

° ('S/0

ta hai mei kanguo na ge dianyYng. ta jlntian wanshang yao gen nY qu

kan . (ta/0

She still hasn't seen that movie. She wants to see it with you tonight.

NOUN MODIFICATION

Noun modification is the description of a noun by another word or phrase. The

noun which is being described is the 'head noun' and the description is the 'noun

modifier.' In the Mandarin nounphrase, the modifier alwaysprecedes the head noun.

There are two types ofnoun modifiers in Mandarin, those that involve numbers

and specifiers (il/it zhe this or up na that), and those that involve any other kind of

phrase. Both types of noun modification structures are described below.
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Modification Involving Numbers and Specifiers

Modification Involving Numbers: the Number+Classifier phrase

Common nouns may be described in terms of quantity: one book
,
two books

;

several books
,
etc. In Mandarin, numbers may not directly precede a noun. Numbers

precede classifiers, and the number+classifier phrase precedes the noun.

yl ben shu

one book

iMiA
=-^A
san ge ren

three people

Quantifiers, words which indicate an indefinite quantity, may also modify the

noun. The following quantifiers must be followed by a classifier.

ji ben shu

several books

*«A
*^A
mei ge ren

everyperson

The phrase —# yi xie several/afew may also serve as a quantifier phrase.

ylxie shu

several books

Some classifiers indicate a specific meaning (for example, the shape of a noun, or

some information about the quantity of a noun) and are always used with a particular

noun in a particular context.
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—

yl tiao he

one (long thin) river

-34

1

*]

yl kuai rou

one lump ofmeat

yl zhang zhi

one sheet ofpaper

Some classifiers provide information about the container of a noun, or its size or

weight.

-ft**
yl jin pfngguo

one pound ofapples
*

yi bei cha

one cup oftea

When the noun does not have a specialized classifier, the classifier ge is

used.

zhe ge wenti bu tai da. wo xiang women ylding keyi jiejue.

Thisproblem isn't too big. I think we can certainly solve it

wo mei ge zhoumo don hrn jia.

Igo home every weekend.

One Jf jin is .5 kilograms, slightly more than a pound.
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3.

Match each number + classifier with the appropriate noun.

1. — Y'|7'— yi tiao long thin shape

2. ^ ff:/ ft & liang zhangflat surface

3 . A JJi/ san zhangflat surface

4. V3 si liang vehicle

5. wii ge general classifier

6. 7T liii zhl long narrow things

7. 4r qi ba things which can be

grasped with the hand

8. ba ben volume

9. bottle

10. shi wan Zww/

a. che car

b. A renperson

c. #/£ bT pen

d. A ?" zhuozi table

e. shufoo#

f. YK./& fan nee

g. ?VJ<~ qishm soda (pop)

h. J&/M zhTpaper

i. /'<T he river

j. yTzi chair

4.

Rewrite these noun phrases in Mandarin.

1. 12 pencils

2. 5 cups of tea

3. 22 people

4. 3 bowls of rice

5. 2 cars

6. 7 rivers

7. 8 books

8. 2 chairs

9. 4 sheets ofpaper

10. 5 bottles of soda

Omission of the Head Noun

When the identity of the noun is clear from the context, the number + classifier

phrase can occur without a following noun.

ft&°
nY yao mai j i zhl bi ? liang zhl

How manypens do you want to buy? Two .

Classifiers Which Always Occur without a Head Noun

Some classifiers have nominal meaning and do not have an associated noun.

These include the following words:

^ nian year

A tian d°y

iit wei person (polite classifierforpeople)

0 T °

wo zai Riben zhu le yi nian.

I lived in Japanfor ayear.
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ta yl tian mei chi fan.

She didn't eatfor a whole day.

?

?

na wei shi shei?

Who is thatperson?

Using the Word baa half with Classifiers

B 4* ban is used in the expression 'a number and a half.' It follows the classifier:

— yl ge banyue 1 Vi months
,
^4*4- wu nianbani ^

years

B When indicating half of a noun, -f
1 ban precedes the classifier:

4Ly
f® ^ ban ge yue halfa month,

+4* ban nian halfayear

5. Rewrite these number phrases in Mandarin, being careful to put the word ban in the

right place.

1.21/2 days 6. 9 1/2 years

2. 4 1/2 hours 7. 12 1/2 minutes

3. 1/2 bowl of rice 8. 1/2 a book

4. 1 1/2 pounds of rice 9. 5 1/2 bottles of soda

5. 3 1/2 months 10. 1/2 a year

Specifiers

The most common specifiers are na (alternatively pronounced nei) that/those

and ii/S zhe (alternatively pronounced zhei) this/these.

Like numbers, specifiers cannot immediately precede a noun. They are followed

by a number + classifier phrase, or by a classifier.

zhe san ben shii

these three books
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zhe ben shu

this book

ap-MMS
na san ben shu

those three books

*P;M
,

na ben shu

that book

Specifiers may also be used to refer to a physical, concrete object. In this usage,

they can occur without a following classifier.

?

na shi shenme?

What’s that

?

*!**£*•
na shi maobY.

That’s a Chinese writing brush.

Specifiers with Literary Usage

^ ben and ^ mou may be used as specifiers in formal, literary contexts.

4- ben refers to a specific NP which is associated with the speaker. Its meaning

incorporates 'our
1

and 'this.’

ben xiao chengli yu yl ba si wu nian.

This school ofours was established in 1845.

4 1*1$ o

yangrou chuk shi ben diki de techki.

Lamb kebabs are the specialty ofour store.
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mou refers to an entity whose identity is not revealed by the speaker.

o

zhe xie shi mouren de dongxi.

These are somebody's things
. (These things belong to someone.)

m shuo de Zhang mou shi shei? shi Zhang Ming ma?
Who is this Zhang so-and-so thatyou are talking about? Is it ZhangMing?

6, Rewrite these NPs in Mandarin:

1. four pencils

2. three friends

3. 17 books

4. that cup of tea

5. these 10 years

7. Rewrite these KPs in English:

1. ershiwu zhang zhY

2. na lib ba yizi

3. -f-—I® ft /A—A® shfer ge yue

4. it JL A/i|LiLA zhe wu tian

5. A/# $3^A na liang ge ren

Time and Money

Calendar Time

The Days of the Week

S.M- Monday

xlngql yi lTbai yi

Tuesday

xlngql er libai er

mz- ^ —/Y'L Wednesday

xlngql san libai san

fj!© Thursday

xlngql si libai si

5J&1JL Friday

xlngql wu libai wu
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Saturday

xingql liii libai lib

Sunday

xingql tian lYbai tian

s.% a a a

xingql ri libai ri

Years

Years are presented as a series of single digits followed by ^ nian year.

1997; — yl jm jiu ql nian

1492; —m9b^ yl si jiuernian

1911: —)i ^yljiuylylnian

The Months of the Year

ylyue January qlyue July

eryue February bayue August

sanyue March jiuyue September

siyue April +/S shiyue October

JL^ wuyue May +-J3 shiylyue November

lihyue June shferyue December

Note: The names of the months of the year do not include a classifier. However, when

months are counted, a classifier occurs; — -fSl yl ge yue one month, /J /

liang ge yue two months
,
etc.

Dates of the Month

Dates of the month are indicated with a number plus the classifier hao

(spoken/informal form) or 0 ri (literary/formal form); san hao or ^ Q san

ri the third (day ofthe month).
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Reciting Dates

Dates are always presented from the largest to the smallest unit :

Year Month Date of the month

August 22, 2001 -+-$/?( a)

er lmg ling yi nian bayue ershi er hao (ri)

May 3, 1995 B >

yl jiu jiu wu nian wuyue san hao (ri)

December 3

1

shfer yue

-h-H

—

jSfc/-9-( a

)

sanshf yi hao (ri)

8. Write the Chinese dates in English and the English dates in Chinese.

1. January 1, 1980

2.

yi jiu lib jiu nian qi yue er shi ri

3. July 4, 1776

4. — 3.+— El

yl jiu jiu jiu nian shf'er yue sanshiyl ri

5. October 5, 2002

6 .

er lmg lmg san nian shiyl yue ershiwu hao

7. February 14, 1997

8. Aff;
— A-f*

yi jiu si wu nian wuyue bahao

9. August 16, 1970

10

.

-A* =.^+-^+^0
yl ba lib san nian shfyl yue shi jiu ri

Clock Time

The units oftime in Mandarin are zhongtou or 'J'B# xiaoshi

hour, fen minute, and $jr miao second*

Different regions of China have different preferences for zhongtou and 4>#/4'Bt xiaoshi.

zk zhongtou is used in Beijing and northern China 4' Nf/ 4'H xiaoshi is used in Taiwan,
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san ge zhongtou san ge xiaoshi

3 hours 3 hours

+^(if/4+)
shi er fen (zhong)

12 minutes

ershi miao

20 seconds

When reciting time, time on the hour (o’clock time) is expressed using the

expression ft/ ,&dian dot . Clock time phrases may end with the noun IfAff zhong,

clock, but the use of IjIMf zhong is not common in standard Mandarin as spoken in and

around Beijing.

I£/,&(#/#)

liang dian (zhong)

2 o ’clock

mm
lid dian (zhong)

,
6 o ’clock

mm
shfer dian (zhong)

12 o ’clock

Note: When reading or reciting time, 2 o 'clock is read as i%ft/$ & liang dian.

When time includes minutes, it can be recited as follows:

minutes past the hour (with optional i^Ji£ guo):

( )M(
( ) Alt (

( ) dian guo ( )fen

-t

ql dian guo shi fen

10 minutespast 7 (7:10)
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AH—
liang dian guo ershi fen

20 minutespast 2 (2:20)

iS/S guo can be omitted from the phrase, as can the classifier it fen.

+ft~+

shi dian ershi

10:20

rr A+iL
liu dian shiwu

6:15

^ft®-f*iL

ft A®
liang dian sishiwu

2:45

B j| cha + minutes to the hour

& cha + minutes can occur before the hour or after the hour. j| cha and it fen

cannot be omitted from the expression.

Jl cha + minutes before the hour:

4 ( ) fro ft

4 ( ) dM ) A
cha

( ) fen ( ) dian

Aid^Lft

cha wu fen jiu dian

5 minutes to 9 (8:55)

4+d^Aft
Jt+ dihAA
cha shi fen ba dian

70 minutes to 8 (7:50)
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Jl cha + minutes occurring after the hour:

( ) * * <

( ) 4 4 ( ) ^
( ) dian cha

( ) fen

jiu dian cha wu fen

5 minutes to 9 (8:55)

Aft4+^

ba dian cha shi fen

10 minutes to 8 (7:50)

Expressions used with clock time

ban half

^ ban £e zhongtou halfan hour

“¥*4® 'J
N 'h N* ban ge xiaoshi

~~ y

f® J®/— yige ban zhongtou 7 i/2 /?02*rs

—f® 'j x Bf/— 'J'H yi ge ban xiaoshf

TZ9 |i ,#N si dian ban halfpast 4 (4:30)

M ke the quarter hour

-E-Sfe/A— $1

*3 fkI&

yi ke zhong

san dian yike

si dian san ke

wh dian cha yike

15 minutes

a quarter past three (3:15)

45 minutes after 4 (4:45)

a quarter tofive (4:45)

Note: There is no expression er ke. 30 minutes is expressed as 4* ban or as

3k sanshi fen.
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9. Complete the chart by converting the times to Arabic numerals or Mandarin. Use

i§/it guo or jl cha in the Mandarin times where indicated.

1. 2:15 (iS/it guo)

2. +— Jiil-S-i)'

+—
shiyl dian cha wu fen ,

3. 3:45 (1 cha)

4.

it. it

wu dian guo shiql fen

5. 7:50 (1 cha)

6.

shfer dian ban
7. 8:20 (ig/i± gu6)

8.

lib dian cha liang fen

9. 4:10

10.

cha yl fen jiu dian
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Money

Money is indicated as a series of number + classifier phrases followed by the

noun M/4%, qian money , The units ofmoney in informal spoken Mandarin are

kuai dollar
,
4, mao dime (one-tenth of5k,l$k kuai) and fenpenny* (one-tenth o/a4

mao). In formal, written Mandarin the word for dollar is it yuan and the word for dime

is M jiao^ When it yuan and M jiao are used, the noun qian does not occur in

the phrase. As illustrated below, it yuan and j| jiao are generally when the monetary

expression can be expressed exclusively in either it yuan or % jiao.

Monetary values of less than one dollar are expressed as follows.

4
mao

fr

fen

75 cents

ql mao

3i.fr

wufen

12 cents

yl mao
-fr
erfen

36 cents

sanmao liii fen

$
jiao

$ .30

sanjiao

Monetary values of a dollar or more are expressed as follows:

&Jik
kuai

4
mao

fr

fen qian

$17.35 fr-tik/ik frfr

shi ql kuai san mao wufen qian

$6.22 TtikOk -4,

lib kuai er mao er fen qidn

* .

ir fen as a unit ofmoney is rapidly disappearing in China.

!it yuan and $ jiao are the words printed on Chinese currency.
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2

7t

yuan

$17
"f“ -tr 70

shiq! yuan

The noun H/4% qian is optional in a money phrase. If it is omitted, the classifier

•£i mao or ^ fenpenny may be omitted if it is the last classifier in the number phrase.

kuai

4
mao fen

$17.35 jl

shi ql kuai san mao wu

$23.81 —
ershisan kuai ba mao yi

$48.90 A
slshi ba kuai jiu

$6.20

lib kuai
\

er

10. Complete the chart so that all prices are presented in English and Chinese.

1 .

2.

3.

4.

5.

Price in English Price in Mandarin

$ 18.25

sishijiu kuai ba mao si fen qian

$519.31

liang bai sanshi wu kuai si

$117.62

-tW~-j'7T7C

ql bai ershi lib yuan

6 .
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Noun Modifiers That End with $} de

Common nouns may be modified by pronouns, nouns, NPs, verbs, VPs, subject +

verb sequences, and clauses.

The modifier is typically followed by de

m The modifying phrase (modifier + $]) always precedes the head noun regardless

of the properties of the modifier.

When the modifier is a pronoun, noun, or an adjectival stative verb, the order of

the modifier and the head in Mandarin is the same as in the English translation.

Modifier is

Pronoun* &
wo
1
st
person singular wo de shu

my book

#
ni ni de dizhi

2
nd
person singular your address

ie*
\*v

ziji zij i de shi

reflexive pronoun one's own affairs

Noun w&rtt
pengyou

friend pengyou de shu

friend's book

NP

wo de pengyou

myfriend wo de pengyou de shu

myfriend’s book

Adjectival if ifftt
Stative Verb hao

good
hao de shu

a good book

There is no separate set of possessive pronouns in Mandarin.
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Modifiers involving other kinds ofverbs or a clause also precede the head noun.

Notice, however, that their English equivalents follow the noun, typically in the form of a

relative clause. There is no Mandarin equivalent for relative pronouns (who, whom
,

which) or the complementizer (that) which introduces the modifier in English relative

clauses. (See Chapter 3; Verbs and Verb Phrases.)

Modifier is

Verb A
chi chi de ren

eat the people who are eating

PP+Verh
or Verb

Phrase
gen wo lai gen wo lai de na ge ren

come with me theperson who comes with me

Verb +

Object

maihua mai hua de na ge rdn

sellflowers theperson who sellsflowers

Subject +

Verb wo chi

I eat wo chi de dongxi

things that I eat

clause xf ^ 3-tmm
gongzl gao Xf
wages are high

gongzl gao de zhfye

an occupation in which wages are high

In formal, written texts, when the modifier includes an activity verb, suo can

occur before the verb.

LT laoshl suo xie de shu dou hen hao.

The hooks that teacher Li wrote are very good.

Pronouns and proper nouns are more restricted than common nouns in their

choice of modifiers. Pronouns can be modified by a very limited number of stative verbs;

When the modifier is a clause, the verb of the clause is typically a stative verb.
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kelian de wo
poor me

meili de ta

beautiful her

3l G-Hfc

congming de ni

smart you/cleveryou

Proper nouns can also be modified by a limited number of stative verbs:

#A# t @/i$ + SI

weida de Zhonggud

great China

JHrlfetf ***«*

zhuangguan de Da Xiagu

magnificent Grand Canyon

The reflexive pronoun i) eL zijT can be modified by a personal pronoun, de

never occurs between a personal pronoun and £} cL ziji. (See section on Special Uses of

Pronouns above for additional examples using ii cL ziji.)

bieren yao ta lai, keshi ta ziji bu yuanyi lai.

Otherpeople want him to come but he himselfis not willing to come.

Hiatt# 0

hen duo ren you aihao, keshi wo ziji mei you aihao.

Lots ofpeople have a hobby
,
but I don 't have a hobby.

The Order of Modifying Phrases

A noun may be modified by any number of modifying phrases. Each modifying

phrase occurs in succession, and the last one is followed by the head noun itself:

na ge gao gao shou shou de ren

that very tall
,
veiy thinperson
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Modifiers which involve specifiers and numbers generally occur at the beginning

of the NP, though they may occur closer to the head noun to contrast one NP with

another:

gao gao shou shou de na ge ren

that very tall very thin person (in contrast to some other person)

Modifiers which describe inherent, permanent characteristics of a noun tend to

occur closest to the head noun.

na ge chuan day! de bai toufa de lao ren

that old white haired man who is wearing an overcoat

1 1 . Put the Mandarin phrases in the proper order to correspond to the English

translations.

1.

X.

shu de wo Zhongwen
my Chinese book

2.

t @ -ft £ Ml

Zhongguo shu chu de

a bookpublished in China

3. 7jc

shuiguo hen tian de

very sweetfruit

pengyou nan de ni jiejie

your older sister's boyfriend

5 .

shi de wo xihuan zuo

things I like to do
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6 .

An
guojia de duo renkou

a country with a large population

r

a
che zhizao de zai Meiguo

a car manufactured in America

8 .

na ge nu haizi shuo hua de gen ni

that girl who is speaking with you

9.

yx ge daxue mou chengshi de Mazhou
a college in a certain city in Massachusetts

10. t
+
Zhongwen kaoshi de hen nan
a very difficult Chinese exam

12. Translate the following noun phrases into English,

na bu hen you yisi de dianying

2. it |ij 0 {liji&IMik zhizao manufacture,

ii #J 0 ^ erhuan earrings)

zhe fu Riben zhizao de hen gui de erhuan

3.

wo de Hang ge gege

4 .
—^88^+ 13^# ( §fj$7^ -J- guanyu regarding)

yixie guanyu Zhongguo de shu
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2

5. @ ^ (?£#/ JL ^ ftiza complicated)

zhe ge hen fuza de Zhongguo zi

6. shoubiao wz^ wafc/z)

hen gui de shoubiao
,

7. *P*t

wo nian de na ben shu

8.

^

zuotian kaoshi de xuesheng

9. JS &^#

hong yanse de b l

10 .

xue Zhongwen de xuesheng

NP Modification without £\j de

Modifiers which are numerals or specifiers must end in a classifier. Modifiers

which belong to other categories usually end in 6$, but in some cases, ^ may be absent.

Here are some common conditions in which ^ is absent.

H The modifier and the head noun form a compound word or a name for a thing:

t§7 g Baigong the White House

g xlgua watermelon

XfVXn damen front door/main gate

% JL^^/ZF Wanli Changcheng the Great Wall
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If £§ is inserted between the modifier and the head, the phrase is unacceptable

or the meaning of the phrase changes:

bai de gong

xldegua

dademen

wanlY de

Tim&iik changcheng

a white palace

a western melon

a big door

a ten thousand mile wall

8 The modifier and the head noun describe a specific entity with consistent

reference:

Meiguo zongtong

The American President

wo mama
my mom

Note: For this kind of phrase, M) de may occur between the modifier and the head

with no change in meaning.

8 The modifier is a one-syllable stative verb commonly associated with the noun.

Notice that the meaning may shift when de is included.

hao pengyou hao de pengyou

goodfriend (refers to a specificfriend) a goodfriend (a type offriend)

bai yanse

white

bai de yanse

whitish color

When a stative verb is preceded by an intensifer, de must occur between the

modifier and the noun:

hen hao de pengyou hen hao pengyou
very goodfriend
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tai jib de ylfu tai jiii ylfu

clothing that is too old

Omission of the Head Noun in #y de Modification Structures

The head noun may be omitted when its identity is clear from context. Typically,

the identity of a noun is clear if it has been mentioned in the preceding discourse:

Q: ? A: kMjtm ° °

o A#

°

juzi zenme yang? da de hen tian. xiao de you yldian suan.

How are the tangerines? The big ones are very sweet

The small ones are a little sour.

The head noun may also be omitted when the modifier + 6y refers to an entity

with the properties ofthe modifier:

saodi de

something which sweeps thefloor = a broom
or

one who sweeps thefloor = afloor sweeper

suan ming de

one whofigures out someone 's life = afortune teller

yaofan de

one who begsforfood = begger

song xin de

one who delivers letters = letter carrier

song bao de

one who delivers newspapers = newspaper deliveryperson
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jiao shu de

one who teaches = teacher

13. Name the entity referred to in each ofthe following phrases.

1. zuo fan de

2. kanbingde

3. kaichede

4. % you qian de

5. meiqiande

6. zuofeijlde

7. I’J 3& ^/|!

] ~k^ ti tou de

8. |j ^ mai dongxi de

9. zuo ylfu de

10. nian shu de



Verbs and Verb Phrases

PROPERTIES OF MANDARIN VERBS

All Mandarin verbs have the following properties:

Full Predicate Status

Mandarin verbs can serve as the predicate in a complete sentence without an

intervening helping verb such as the verb ‘to be’ in English.

o

4%, -§-&# °

wo xYhuan ta.

1 HM. him.

na ge dongxi tai gm.
That thing is too expensive.

Negation

Mandarin verbs can be directly preceded by negation. The words that are used for

negation in Mandarin are T" bii and mei.

°

meimei bh gao.

Younger sister is not tall

wo zuotian mei chi wanfan.

Yesterday, I didn 7 eat dinner.

Verb-NEG-Verb Questions

Mandarin verbs can be used as the repeated word in Verb-NEG-Verb questions

(See Chapter 8: Questions and Question Words.) Note that Mandarin verbs are not

always translated by verbs in English. This will be discussed in more detail below.
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?

ni xihuan bu xihuan ta?

Do you like him?

t***±*±?
*.#*±*±?
dianying piao gui bu gut?

Are movie tickets expensive?

fojtZ'jtPUkX. ?

nT hui bu hm shuo Yingwen?

Ca/? you speak English ?

3 ^A. ?

ta shl bu shi Riben ren?

Is he Japanese?

?

m g|l bb gai gei xiaofei?

Shouldyou give a tip?

f ?

f ?

liuxue yiqian, vinggai bb vinggai shentT jiancha?

Before studying abroad, shouldyou have aphysical exam?

Inflection

Mandarin verbs are not inflected. A single verb formis used regardless of the

tense, aspect, or modality ofthe sentence, and regardless ofthe number or gender ofthe

subject.*

T 7jC^ o

fe/Wfeifl 7 7jC^L O

ta/ta/tamen chi le shuiguo.

He/she/they atefruit

In inflected languages, verbal inflection also serves to identify the inflected word as a verb and to prevent

it from being used in any other category.
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ta xiang chi shrnguo.

He wants to eat fruit

shrnguo rang haizi gei chlwan le.

Thefruit was eaten up hy the children.

Based on their meanings and grammatical properties, Mandarin Verbs can be

grouped into one of three types of verb categories: Siative Verbs
,
Activity Verbs

,
and

Achievement Verbs. Each of these types of verbs has certain properties which are not

shared by the other verb types. Activity verbs and achievement verbs have some

properties in common because they both describe actions
,
that is, things that happen (e.g.

eating, speaking, sitting down, selling, breaking, etc.) Stative verbs do not describe

actions and do not share many properties with the other two verb types.

Grammatical Category Shifts

A very important feature ofMandarin is that a word may belong to more than one

category depending on the way it is used in a sentence.* For example, the word & bing

may function as a verb or a noun.

°

ta you bing .

He has an illness
, (noun)

7 °

ta bing le.

He has become ill, (verb)

The word gei may function as either a preposition or a verb. (See Chapter

5 : Prepositions and Prepositional Phrases.)

&)i *

ta zuotian gei ta de nu pengyou mai le huar.

Yesterday he boughtflowersfor his girlfriend, (preposition)

This is primarily due to the absence of inflection in Mandarin.
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#&+ °

ni zai Zhongguo bubi gei xiaofei.

In China
,

you don ’t have to give tips
.
(verb)

Many verbs belong to more than one verb category. The meaning of a verb is

slightly different depending upon the category in which it is used. For example, the verb

% dman may behave in some contexts like a stative verb, and in others like an

achievement verb. As a stative verb it refers to a state and means to be wearing

.

As an

achievement verb it refers to an action and means to put on. One ofthe most challenging

tasks in learning Chinese is to become familiar with the different ways in which a single

word may be used.

: Keep in mind that each verb category is identified by a group of properties. If a

verb has one ofthe properties associated with a verb category, it will have all of the

properties that characterize that category of verbs. A list of some common verbs which

function in two or more categories is provided at the end of this chapter.

STATIVE VERBS

Stative verbs are words which describe states of being. Some stative verbs can be

translated as adjectives in English. These are referred to here as adjectival stative verbs.

Other stative verbs are translated as English verbs. These are referred to here as non-

adjeciival stative verbs. Examples of adjectival and non-adjectival stative verbs include

the following.

adjectival stative verbs

hao good

f/t gui expensive.

ft kuai fast

$k % zhaoji anxious

gaoxing happy

shufu comfortable

jinzhang nervous

k dh big

6 bai white (and other color words)

# tian sweet

jiandan simple
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non-adiectival stative verbs

S-tt/-8-* xihuan like

xiang resemble

yuanyi willing

pa fear

Jt/i: ai love

m zunjing respect

xiangnian miss, longfor

it dong understand

In addition, the linking verbs A shi and #. xing, the words which indicate ability

and possibilty it/& hui, neng, and T & key!, and the obligation words

yinggai, gai and S yingdang, are stative verbs. They will be discussed

in more detail at the end of this section.

Many textbooks and grammars label adjectival stative verbs as ‘adjectives.'

While these words have the descriptive meaning associated with adjectives, they differ

from adjectives in a language like English in one very important way:

Adjectival stative verbs are not preceded by a 'helping verb’ such as

the verb ‘to be’ in English/

Compare these correct and incorrect uses of adjectival stative verbs.

Correct Incorrect

ifg 0

ta hen gao.

She is tall

°

°

dianymg piao gui.

Movie tickets are expensive.

ta shi (hen) gao.

©ti***(»)* °

dianyYng piao shi (hen) gui.

The veib A shi may precede a stative verb, but only for contrastive emphasis. When A shi occurs

before a stative verb, it functions to emphasize the predicate and to contrast it with some belief or

expectation held by the speaker or listener.

iikA$k ft !

ta shi h&i gao!

She is tallI (... and until I saw her I didn 't believe you when you said she was.

)
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Properties of All Stative Verbs

All stative verbs have the following properties:

Negation

The word which negates stative verbs is ^ bu. mei (or mei you) is not

used to negate stative verbs, with one exception. The verb % you may only be negated

by 8: mei.

jij o ©:fek$Lrij 0

ta bu gao.

She is not tall

ta mei gao.

© o

oK-•eP

dianyYng piao bu gui.

Movie tickets are not expensive.

dianyYng piao mei gui.

-a-#

gonggong qiche bu kuai.

Buses are notfast

gonggong qiche mei kuai.

°

°

wo bh xThuan ta.

I don ’t like him.

wo mei xThuan ta.

ta bu yuanyi zuo feijl.

He is not willing to travel byplane.

ta mei yuanyi zuo feijl.

&***#£ • ©"fe °

«>

ta bu shi daxuesheng.

He is not a college student.

ta mei shi daxuesheng.

° ©ffe °

ta bu hui kai che.

He isn 't able to drive a car.

ta mei hui kai che.
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ta bu you nfi pengyou. ta mei you nu pengyou.

He doesn ’t have a girlfriend

Aspectual Suffixes

Stative verbs cannot be suffixed with the aspectual suffixes V- T le or ig/it guo.

The reason for this is that they are not compatible with the meanings contributed by these

suffixes. (For a detailed presentation of the meanings associated with these suffixes, see
i

Chapter 6; The Suffixes 7 le, # zhe, and ig/it guo.) As the last example below shows,

a stative verb can be followed by 7 le, but only if it is the last word in the sentence. In

this case, 7 le must be interpreted as sentence final 7 le in which it contributes the

meaning of change of state or new situation. 7 le after a stative.verb never contributes

the meaning of completion or conclusion associated with V- 7 le .

©41-$-HUiL'fe °

4l-§

°

£4*7^°
wo xihuan ta.

I like him.

wo xihuanle ta. wo xThuanguo ta.

o o

ta shi daxuesheng.

He is a college student

ta shile daxuesheng. ta shiguo daxuesheng.

®i&it 7 °

O #*^7 if4- 0

ta hui kai che.

He is able to drive a car.

ta huile kai che. ta huiguo kai che.

fttiij o ©fef Ai§°
ta hen zhaoji.

He is very anxious.

ta hen zhaojile.

He has become

anxious.

This sentence cannot

have the meaning

associated with the use of

V- 7 le. It cannot mean:

He was very anxious.

'

ta zhaojiguo.
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Some stative verbs can be suffixed with the durational aspect marker lr zhe.

Ir zhe emphasizes the general continuation of the state and not the specific length of the

duration. Stative verbs which can be suffixed with If zhe may often also be used as

achievement verbs. See the last section of this chapter for additional examples of this

kind of verb.

zhuozi shang fangzhe hen duo dongxi.

There are a lot ofthings sitting on the table.

o

ta daizhe hen gni de erhuan.

She ’s wearing very expensive earrings.

Duration and Frequency Complementation

Unlike activity verbs, stative verbs cannot be used with durational complements

that quantify duration. For example, one cannot say in Chinese: I liked himfor a year.

Unlike activity verbs and achievement verbs, stative verbs cannot be used with frequency

complements that indicate the number oftimes a situation occurs.

Modification by Intensifiers

Intensifiers are words which express the degree of a state. They are compatible

with all words whose meanings can be qualified in terms of degree/ Almost all stative

verbs can be modified by intensifiers. The small number of exceptions which cannot be

modified by intensifiers include the the linking verbs 7k shi and •$£ xing, the words of

possibility and ability, neng and T& keyY, and the obligation words

ylnggai, gai, and M’t/A i yingdang. Note that the word hui can be

modified by intensifiers.

*
Linguists sometimes refer to words which can be qualified in terms of degree as ‘scalar predicates.’
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Intensifies

tai too

* zui the most

feichang extremely (colloquial)

jiqi extremely (formal)

tebie especially

youqi especially <

% zhen really

hen very

ting very, rather

£ geng even more

bijiao relatively (colloquial)

4® tlfa i xiangdang rather (formal)

(*)-#/(#)-£ (you) yldian a little

Intensifier + Stative Verb

iv jfj
tai gao very tall/too tall

zui gao the tallest

i?)
feichang gao extremely tall

Si/fe-S- Si jiqi gao extremely tall (literary)

4^#] I?)
tebie gao especially tall

•fc-S- Si youqi gao especially tall

zhen gao really tall

hen gao very tall

4&si ting gao very tall

t.% geng gao even taller

MslitSiAblj Si bljiao gao relatively tall

4at-^/4ii i ^ xiangdang gao rather tall

you yldian gao a little tall

A Note on Stative Verbs. Syllable Length, and Intensifies

If the stative verb is one syllable in length, it must be preceded by a modifier. In

negated sentences, the modifier is bn. In affirmative sentences, the default modifier is

the intensifier^ hen. Without^ hen, the sentence is grammatical but not natural

sounding.
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ni de didi hen gao. nY de didi gao.

Youryounger brother is (very) tall Youryounger brother is tall

7 ilj
0

m de didi bii gao.

Youryounger brother is not tall

Modification Involving Progressive Change

The following structures involving the word yue indicate a change in a

situation over time.

8 SV yue lai yue SV more and more SV

B Vi SV yue Vi yue SV the more Vi the more SV

All stative verbs which can be modified by intensifiers may occur in these

patterns in the position indicated. Only stative verbs are acceptable. Activity verbs and

achievement verbs cannot be used in these structures.

i SV yue lai yue SV more and more SV

ifj
°

°

didi yue lai yue gao.

Younger brother is taller and taller (more and more tall)

kuangquan shui yue lai yue gui.

Spring water is more and more expensive,

ta yue lai yue xihuan na ge nan de.

She likes that guy more and more.

Han zi, yue xie yue haokan.

Chinese characters
, the more you write (them), the nicer looking they get
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^ Vi Mi SV yue Vi yue SV the more Vi the more SV

In this pattern, the first verb (Vi) can be either a stative verb or an activity verb,

but the second verb (labeled as SV) must be stative.

didi yue pao yue kuai.

The more younger brother runs, thefaster he gets. .

°

yue kuai yne hao.

Thefaster the better.

+ @ 16.

’ °

+ ®i6 ’ o

Zhongguo fan, wo yue chi yue xThuan.

Chinesefood
\
the more 1 eat it, the more I like it

1.

Describe Zhang Ming in complete sentences using the following stative verbs.

Zhang Ming is:

1. gao tall

2. ffr parugfat

3. congming smart

4. #1 *h yonggong hardworking

5. qianxu modest

2. The main verb in each of the following

sentence in the negative form.

ta shi xuesheng.

She is a student.

Zhang Ming is not;

6. ^ ai short

7. shou thin

8. ben stupid

9. 'HI lan lazy

10. T# kekao reliable

sentences is a stative verb. Rewrite each

2. 4fc-8-iMU& °

wo xThuan zuo fan.

I like to cook.
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o

gonggong qiche piao hen gui.

Bus tickets are very expensive,

wo yao mai na ben shu.

I want to buy that book.

5. A^JHf*;!* °

na ge ren hen hao kan.

That person is very good looking.

6 .
°

wo xiang gen ni shuo hua.

I want to speak with you.

7.

itA—

°

zhe shi yl ge hen da de wenti.

This is a bigproblem.

8 . ttg-azf °

ft-iti&JL-tTMteffl °

m zai zher keyi ehou yan.

You can smoke here.

9. a °

wo hui shuo Riyu.

I can speak Japanese.

10. apfct&fcfcfc °

na zhang huar hen piaoliang.

Thatpicture is very pretty.
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3. The main verb in each of the following sentences is ^ you. Rewrite each sentence

in the negative form.

— o

ta you yl ge didi.

He has ayounger brother.

2 .

o

zhuozi shang you shu.

There are books on the table.

0

tamen you wenti.

They have aproblem/question.

4. A °

IHlAo
wuzi IT you ren.

There are people in the room

.

5. °

'fiMJMf 4% °

ta hen you qian.

He has a lot ofmoney, (negative: He doesn ’t have money.)

4. Select the right intensifier from the list above to complete each sentence according to

its English translation.

1

.

°

° ax# # °

wo you ylzhl gou. zhe zhi gou hao.

1 have a dog. This dog is very good

2. ft -g-«U°
°

ta xThuan wo.

He likes me a lot.

3. -S-ftfe °

-S-&4& °

wo ye xYhuan ta.

I also like him extremely much.
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4. ft

ft J£* °

ta xihuan zai gongyuan IT pao.

He likes best to run in the park.

5. ft ft °

ft*# ft 0

ta paode kuai.

He runs extremelyfast, (use a colloquial intensifler)

6
.

$•&”£4- $ °

ft.
°

ta xihuan chi niurou.

He especially likes to eat beef.

7. &&&<£# £ “ ft flf o

^ ° ft ^ °

wo xiang ta chide duo. ta pang.

I think he eats too much. He is a littlefat.

8. ’ #— JL#j 0

°

shuo shizai, yang ylzhl gou mafan.

Truthfully speaking, raising a dog is relatively bothersome/time-consuming,

9. jul ’

bingqie, yao hua duo qian.

Also, you have to spend a lot ofmoney.

10.

*r£ °

keshi youyisi.

But it is really interesting.

5. Write Mandarin sentences using the yuelaiyue+ StativeVerb

pattern with each of the following pairs of phrases.

1.

fttiffl£ ... $
ta de pengyou ... duo
Hisfriends ... more

2.

fttfPJJ* ... y
ft^fp]® ... y
wenta... shao

Hisproblems
...
fewer
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3.

#*$$^ ... $10
... £*

nT de gushi ... fuza

your story ... complex

4. * - *
^ ... -S'

shu ... gui

books ... expensive

5. ... ft

ft* ... ft

qiche ... kuai

cars ... fast

6.

Use the pattern^ V^ SV yue V yue SV with each of the following pairs of

phrases to write Mandarin sentences that match the English meanings.

1 . The more you do it the better it gets.

$C ... if zuo ... hao do ... well/good

2. The more you read thefaster you get.

... ft nian ... kuai read ...fast

3. The more you sleep the more tiredyou get.

... % shui ... lei sleep ... tired

4. The more you eat thefatteryou get.

*L ... chi ... pimg eat ...fat

5. The more you practice the more accurate you get.

Tj ... lianxi ... zhim practice ... accurate

1.

Translate these sentences into English.

1 .
°

ta pao de yue lai yue kuai.

2, 0 (% lei tired)

o

wo yue lai yue lei.

3. ! (^|§[/4-4£ nianqlng young)

m yue lai yue nianqlng!
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4. ° fayln pronunciation,

0 biaozhun accurate)

ta de fayln yue lai yue biaozhun.

5. ° (-h/Jk S) zhang gao grow tall)

ta zhang de yue lai yue gao.

6. + ° ltd chi green tea),

+ 0

Zhongguo lii cha yue lai yue gui.

7. ° shuxuemar/z,

° |fl/ nan difficult)

shuxue yue lai yue nan.

8. ^ 'ff^ ° (^tf shiqing situation,

¥r^ 'HM& ° ?il^/JL ^ fhza complicated)

zhe jian shiqing yue lai yue fhza.

9. °

•44 4v;% °

ta de pengyou yue lai yue duo.

10. ° ylnyue mws/c,

° JifLlf liuxing popular)

zhe zhong ylnyue yue lai yue liuxing.

Modification of Adjectival Stative Verbs

In addition to modification by preceding intensifies, adjectival stative verbs can

also be modified in the following ways.

Modification by Intensifier Suffixes

A small number of intensifiers are verb suffixes. They include 7 /fe 7 jfle

extremely
, #^#7 de budeliao extremely, and de hen very. These intensifier

suffixes can only modify adjectival stative verbs.
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Intensifier Suffix Stative Verb +lntensifier Example Sentence

mvfai *1 *.*£#*-* 7 »

jfle haojile # S °

extremely extremely good Meiguo daxue xuefei suiiile.

The tuition at American universities is

extremeIv expensive.

##
dehen haodehen

very very good Meiguo daxue xuefei euidehen.

The tuition at American universities is

verv expensive.

debudeliao haodebudeliao

extremely extremely good Meieuo daxue xuefei euidebudeliao.

The tuition at American universities is

extremelv expensive.

Modification by Repetition

Some one-syllable adjectival stative verbs can serve as noun modifiers when they

are repeated. The meaning of this structure is equivalent to very+stative verb+noun.

§i *§*

i~J 1^3 SpffiA
”cT 'xd~

gao gao de na ge ren hen gao de na ge ren

that very tallperson

na ge shou shou de haizi

that very thin child

that very tallperson

na ge hen shou de haizi

that very thin child

Modification by Extent Phrases: So Adjectival Stative Verb that ...

Extent phrases introduce the consequence of an adjectival stative verb. They are

formed as follows:

Adj. Stative Verb # de VP/Clause

$m4-± as o

na zhong che gui de mei you ren mai.

That kind ofcar is so expensive that no one buys it.
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•fe iR ^ 0

•jA 0

ta gaoxlng de shuo bu chu hua lai.

She is so happy that she can ’t speak.

ta leide zhanzhe shui jiao.

He is so tired that he is sleeping standing up.

8. Select the best extent phrase from the list below to complete each sentence and

translate each sentence into English.

l. ° re hot)

o

jlntian re de

2. -fell# ° (H qiong poor)

ta qiong de

3. 0 ( lei tired)

wo lei de

4. ° ('[£ mang busy)

wo mang de

5. ° ('fr/'f' gui expensive )

& H M -f*# o

Faguojiu guide

6. ° (#P jiaofoot/feet)

ta de jiao da de

7. it*#***# ° (-hi chang long)

o

zhe ci kaoshi chang de

8. &## ° (#/pT xiafrightened)

o

wo xia de

lan lazy)
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10
.

ta hao de

Extent Phrases

a.
0

ban dayl dou mei you.

he doesn't even have an overcoat

b. AA^4-M 0

o

ren ren dou xThuan ta.

everyone likes her.

C. f o

chuanbushang xiezi.

can'tput on shoes.

d. 7 °

shuibuzhao le.

couldn't sleep

.

e.

women dou xiebuwan.

we all couldn’tfinish.

f. 7 0

°

zuobubao gongke.

unable to do school work

g. °

^ -tk* -k 7^ °

shei ye maibuqT.

no one can afford to buy it.

h. *3lfe4L7 °

jib kuqilai le.

began to cry.
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i. ifc*# o

°

lian fan dou bu zuo.

doesn ’t even cook.

j. S T vt$i °

wang le chi fan.

forgot to eat

Properties of 7k shi, & xing and % yon

& shi to be NPi Jk shi NP2

The verb ^ shi joins two NPs and expresses a relationship of identity between

the NPs.

0

wo shi xuesheng.

I am a student

4^ Ml $1 4L 7k. 0 A 0

wo de pengyou shi Riben ren.

Myfriend is Japanese.

fl °

jmtian shi qiyue sihao.

Today is July 4
th

.

In affirmative sentences, when NP2 refers to time, money, or age, ^ shi may be

omitted.

B 0

J=l
0

jlntian (shi) qiyue si hao.

Today is July 4™.

0

nei ben shu (shi)ershf kuai qian.

Thai hook is $20.
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*MM*)*A ?

?

meimei (shi) jY sui?

old isyounger sister ?

-?t shi may never be omitted in negated sentences. The negation of Jk shi is

always ^ 4k bu shi.

4"^^ £-fc ft
0 '

jintian bu shi qlyue sihao.

Today is not July 4
th

.

»P****^+&« 0

nei ben shu bu shi ershi kuai qian.

That hook is not $20.

cjt; 0

0

meimei bu shi lib sui.

Younger sister is not 6years old

•feL xing to be surnamed

*4£ xing introduces a surname (family name).

The polite way to inquire about a surname is as follows:

A: j§3
°

wo xing Gao.

Myfamily name is Gao.

What isyourfamily name?

The neutral way to inquire about a surname is as follows:

Q: #•&'[+ it- ? A: $,-4tSj °

? wo xing Gao.

nixing sheW? Myfamily name is Gao.

What isyourfamily name?

Q: it"#. ?

«•*-*?
run gui xing?
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Notice that the reply is the same for both forms of the question.*

xing is always followed by the family name alone. When including a family

name plus a given name or title, the word ^ shi is used.

° °

ta xing Gao. ta shi Gao laoshl.

Herfamily name is Gao. She is teacher Gao.

° 0

ta xing Wang, ta shi Wang Meilmg.

Herfamily name is Wang. She is WangMeilmg.

# yon to have, to exist

% you has two distinct meanings:

Possessive you to have

o

wo you yi ben Zhong-Ying zidian.

I have a Chinese-English dictionary.

Existential ^ you to exist

o

zhuozi shang you yi ben Zhong-Ying zidian.

On the table there is a Chinese-English dictionary.

Existential # you does not take a subject.

Existential # you typically occurs in expressions referring to location. (See

Chapter 9: Location, Directional Movement, and Distance.)

9. Fill in the blanks with & shi, #. xing, or % you.

i. «

,

MflL-gW # °

wo de Zhongwen laoshl Huang.

My Chinese teacher'sfamily name is Huang.

' A rarely used, self-deprecating reply to the polite question is as follows, (ft bi means lowly/miserable.)

!'£•&$ °

bixing Gao.

My lowly surname is Gao.
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2.

ft#&£ ft °

fttf&£ ft °

ta de xiansheng Chen.

Her husbandsfamily name is Chen .

3. fttf « A-T*—

°

Ml ’ — 7V£7‘-~7V^:£ °

tamen liang ge haizi, yi ge erzi yi ge nu’er.

They have two children, a son and a daughter.

4.

ft7n ^ £7- £ °

tamen de erzi daxuesheng.

Their son is a college student

5

.

ft -=^+A °

ft, o

ta ershi sui.

He is 20 years old

6. $4 o

-^^£ o

na ge dame yxwan duo xuesheng.

That college has more than 10,000 students.

7.1h£*p6H:&* ^£7 °

^£7 o

Huang laoshl de nfi'er bii xuesheng le.

Teacher Huang's daughter is not a student anymore.

8. ft XS^f o

ft XS# °

ta gongchengshi.

She is an engineer.

Properties of Stative Verbs of Ability, Possibility, and Permission

^fl^r hui, ib neng, and T & keyY are equivalent in meaning to modal

auxiliary verbs in English. The meanings they convey are as follows.

hui future, probability, ability or skill: ‘will

,

’ ‘can ’

ib neng physical ability, capability: ‘can
1

*T & keyY permission: ‘may, ’ ‘can ’
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The English equivalents of these words are not inflected and are therefore not full

verbs. As we have seen, in Mandarin, these words have the properties of full verbs. In

Mandarin, they are typically followed directly by another verb, though they may occur

without a following verb in response to a question or in other contexts in which the

following verb is implied.

A: ^ °

ru hui shuo Yingwen ma? hui.

Can you speak English? Yes.

A: T& 0

keyY

zai zher keyY bu keyY chou yan?

Is it okay to smoke here?

Ifs okay.

When used in the V-NEG-V structure, #/# hui and bu hui may be

split up. #/# hui occurs as the first verb ofthe VP, before any prepositional phrase or

location phrase, # bu hui occurs at the end of the VP, after the object. (See

Chapter 8: Questions and Question Words.)

Q: ? A: ^ 0

°

nY hui shuo Yingwen bu hui? hui.

Can you speak English? Yes.

10. Select #/# hui, neng, or '®T & keyY to complete each sentence. Some sentences

may have two correct choices,

1. Q: +*7 oft * f&fr ?

T « ft * # ?

wo-de che huai le. m bu bang wo xiu?

My car is broken. Canyou help mefix it?

2. A: o o

o &X' 0

duibuqT. wo bu
.

Sorry. I can't.
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3

3.

Q:ft * ?

ft 7 ?

nT bu xie zhe ge zi?

Can you write this character?

4. A:

lean.

5. i! ’ 7 it 1?® ?

« ’ * it tl> ?

ma, wo jlntian wanshang bu qii kan dianying?

Mom
,
can Igo see a movie tonight?

6 . ft * #3 + ?

# * #3ff£ ?

ni bu qi zixmgche?

Canyou ride a bicycle?

7. T ^ ?

?

na ge xiao haizi shuo hua le ma?
Can that child speakyet?

8. S tit X $+ ?

Iti * ?

gaozhongsheng bh kaiche?

Can high school students drive?

9. ft * ?

ft *
hi bu ba zhe zhang zhuozi ban jin qu?

Cmyou move this table in?

10. ft ^
ft * jfe-i-aMf?

ni bu gen women yiqi qu luyou?

Can you go traveling with us?
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1 1 . Complete these sentences to match the English translations, adding the parenthesized

expressions in the correct location.

°(&)

• (fife)

nT zai tushuguan jie na ben shu. (neng)

You can borrow that book at the library.

nT dangran jie wo de che. (key!)

Ofcourse you can borrow my car.

3 . ?(w
kai che de shfliou yong shoujl ma? (keyi)

When you drive a car canyou use a cellphone?

4.

wo gen nT tanhua? (keyi bii key!)

Can I speak with you?

5. (t)

(*)
Meigud ren dou kaiche ma? (hui)

Can allAmericans drive?

6.

wo jlntian wanshang gen nT nian shu? (neng bu neng)

Can I study with you tonight?

i.nm ’ ^w4w^?(j&)
? (t&)

zhe ge men, nT kaidekai ma? (neng)

Canyou open this door?

8. * o (+)
o ($.)

wo zhT zuo zaofan. (hui)

I can only cook breakfast.
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9. ° it)

Jl 0 (^)
mao dou zhua laoshu. (hui)

All cats can catch mice.

10 .

ni shuo waiyu? (hui bu hui)

Can you speak aforeign language ?

Properties of Words of Obligation

ylnggai, gai, and £ ylngdang are three of the words

used to express obligation in Mandarin. They are included in this chapter because they

have the properties of stative verbs, including the ability to occur in Verb-NEG-Verb

questions. The other words of obligation are adverbs. They are presented in more detail

in Chapter 4: Adverbs.

ACTIVITY VERBS

Activity verbs refer to actions that have duration. Examples include;

% kan to read/to look

%l% xie to write

wot shuo to talk

mi'fr ting to listen

I/3f mai to shop

at shui to sleep

man to study

Properties of Activity Verbs

Negation

Activity verbs may be negated with bu or mei. ^ bu is used for non-past

or general time. mei is used to indicate that the action did not happen in the past.

(See Chapter 6: The Suffixes T le, # zhe, and ifi/ii guo.)

4% °

wo bh chi zaofan.

I don *t eat breakfast.
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A^*-f
wo jlntian zaoshang mei chi zaofan.

Today I didn ’t eat breakfast

Aspectual Suffixes

Activity verbs can be suffixed by the aspect markers T le, If zhe, and iS/i±

guo. (See Chapter 6: The Suffixes T le, lr zhe, and iS/it guo.)

s Perfective aspect marker V- T le.

A£^l*£7 -fii °

A °

wo yijing chile zaofan.

I've already eaten breakfast

H Durational suffix V-|f zhe.

feiE o

ta zheng chlzhe fan ne.

He’s eating.

0 Experiential aspect marker i§/i± guo.

A*£i§+B& °

A*£3i+ °

wo chlguo Zhongguo fan.

I have eaten Chinesefood before.

Duration

Activity verbs describe actions which have duration. As noted above, they can be

suffixed by the durational suffix V-lr zhe. The suffix highlights the ongoing activity.

baba hezhe kafei kan baozhY.

Dad drinks coffee while reading the newspaper.

Activity verbs can also be used with other expressions which indicate duration.

These include the following:

* iE zheng + VP, j£fk zhengzai + VP. These phrases immediately precede the

verb and often occur with the durational suffix V-|f zhe.
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ft °

° —

°

ta zhengzai xi zao. yihuir gei ni hui dianhua.

He ’s taking a shower right now. He 11 callyou hack soon.

(He '5 right in the middle ofa shower.)

m Durational complements. These expressions follow the verb. When the verb is

not followed by an object, the durational complement immediately follows the

verb:

Verb + Duration

4&B&7 -HSUS °

s§7 —

°

ta shui le yl ge zhongtou.

He sleptfor an hour

.

When the verb is followed by an object and a durational complement, the

sentence may take either of the following forms:

Verb + Duration $ de Object or Verb + Object Verb + Duration

im *

feii T—

°

ta shui le yl ge zhongtou de jiao.

He sleptfor an hour.

Frequency

Activity verbs may be suffixed with frequency complements.

When the verb is not followed by an object, the frequency complement simply

follows the verb:

Verb + Frequency

na bu dianymg, wo yijing kan le liang ci.

That movie
,
I've already seen it two times.

When the verb is followed by an object and a frequency complement, the

structure is as follows:

#.a&3Ei£7-HB&S °

7 —

°

ta shui jiao shui le yl ge zhongtou.

He sleptfor an hour.
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Verb + Object Verb + Frequency

wo jlntian chi jiaozi yYjing chile liang ci.

Today I've already eaten dumplings twice.

Obligatory Objects

Almost all activity verbs are transitive, taking a direct object NP. Many activity

verbs have a default object which automatically occurs with the verb unless the verb has

a specific object. These default objects are typically absent in the English translations,

but their presence in Mandarin is required. Activity verbs with default objects include

the following;

Activity Verb Activity Verb + Default Object English Translation

;§ kan read kanshu read

xie write % ?/ 3? ^ xie zi write

1 shuo talk MitfclvL'fe shuo hua ta^

ch! eat chi fan eat

shui sleep Sfe 5£/B§- jt shui jiao sleep

Verb + Default Object :

!

women chi fen ba!

Let ’s eat!

Verb + Question Word:

?

?

m yao chi shenme?

What do you want to eat?

When there is a more specific object, it replaces the default object;

Verb + Content Object

o

women chi jiaozi ba.

Let's eat dumplings.
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Resultative Endings

Activity verbs refer to open-ended actions. Resultative verb endings can be added

to activity verbs to indicate the ending or result of the action, Only activity verbs can be

suffixed with resultative verb endings.

4rlL kanjian to perceive

Il/it xiecuo to write incorrectly

shuohao to come to an agreement

tlngdong to understand (by listening)

maidao to buy

nianwan tofinish studying

For more on resultative endings, including exercises involving the resultative

structure, see Chapter 7: The Resultative Structure and Potential Suffixes.

12. Rewrite these sentences to include the frequency or duration expression.

l.&nr-t-tft ° (—fa'j'Bf)

wo ting le yiriyue. (yl ge xiaoshi)

I listened to musicfor an hour.

2 . ° (—

wo meitian kan dianshi. (yl ge ban zhongtou)

I watch television every dayfor an hour and a half

3. 7 ftHo(j=&)

7 -**(.<> (=•*)

wo qirnihn zuo le feijl. (san ci)

I rode aplane three times lastyear.

4. °

° (B9&)

wo qiiguo Faguo. (si d)

I went to Francefour times.

5.

+ o (=_

wo meitian wanshang xue Zhongwen. (san ge xiaoshi)

I study Chinese every nightfor three hours.
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6 .

° (ft&)

wo kan le na ge dianying. (liang ci)

I saw that movie twice.

7. $l£f;7 °

^BHt7 ° (-t-Ht*)
wo shui jiao le. (ql ge zhongtou)

/ sleptfor seven hours

.

8 .

°

° (/t<£)

wo chiguo Zhongguo fan, (jT ci)

/ ar/e Chinesefoodafew times

.

9 .
°

7" <»(-&)

wo yongguo kuaizi. (yl ci)

I've used chopsticks once.

10. °(HB'M$)

wo meitian xie Zhongguo zi. (yl ge xiaoshi)

/ wnte Chinese charactersfor an hour every day.

Modification by Manner Adverbials

Activity verbs can be modified by phrases which indicate the manner in which an

activity isperformed. Mandarin uses two patterns to express modification in terms of

manner.

Pattern 1

:

The manner phrase occurs after the verb. This pattern is used to describe the

way that the verb is performed by the subject.

The marker for this kind of adverbial modification is # de.

Verb # de Stative Verb

chi de man wo meimei chi de hen man.

eat slowly My little sister eats slowly

.
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3

xiede hao # ^ °

write well ny zhongguo zi xiede hen hao.

You write Chinese characters well

Note: Negation precedes the stative verb:

ft#

shuo de bu zhun

speaks inaccurately

ft#^ °

ta de sisheng shuo de bu zhun.

He speaks his tones inaccurately

.

If the verb is followed by an object and a manner adverbial, verb + obiect must

be stated before verb # de stative verb .

Verb + Obiect Verb# de Stative Verb

°

ta chi fan chi de hen man.

She eats slowly

.

ta xie Zhongwen zi xie de hen hao.

She writes Chinese characters well

ifcM a 0

ikvL a °

ta shuo Riwen shuo de hen biaozhun.

She speaks Japanese accurately.

ta chi fan chi de hen man.

She eats slowly.

Note : When an activity verb is modified by a stative verb in this way, the VP behaves like

a stative verb phrase. The verb cannot be suffixed by the aspect markers T le ori§/it

guo. zhe is also not acceptable.

O&M T a °

bkvt 7 a °

ta shuo le Riwen shuo de hen biaozhun.
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ta xiegiio Zhongwen zi xie de hen hao.

Pattern 2: The manner phrase occurs before the VP. This pattern describes the way that

the entire VP is performed by the subject.

The marker for this kind of adverbial modification is de.

Stative Verb de VP

ta marnnan de ba men kai kai le.

He slowly opened the door.

nt dei haohaor de zhunbei gongke.

You'd better prepare your lessons well

Negation precedes the adverbial modifier.

o

ta mei you haohaor de zuo.

He didn't do thejob well

13. Complete these sentences with the appropriate Mandarin words to match the

English translation. Use the 'Verb + Object Verb # de Stative Verb' pattern.

meimei xie Yingwen

Little sister writes English slowly.

2
.

+
zhongxuesheng chi fan

Middle school students eat a lot

. (man)

•<£)

° <£)

.
(duo)

3.

-&IL

jiejie shuo hua

Older sister speaks quickly .

° (ft)

° (kuai)

.
(kuai)
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4. & ° cit)

« (ft)

didi chi fan . (man)

Little brother eats slowly.

»(*)

° (^)

baba kan shti . (duo)

Dad reads a lot.

_ <(*#)

_ • (*%-)

wo xie zi . (bu hao)

1 write Chinese characters poorly.

»(«)

°m
mama kai che .(hao)

Mom drives well

8. 0 O')
gege he kafei

.
(shao)

Older brother drinks little coffee

.

9. :ML.f^ °(*£)
•(**)

iiejie xie zi .
(piaoliang)

Older sister writes characters beautifully.

10. °(2)

•(#)

didi kan dianshi . (duo)

Younger brother watches a lot oftelevision.

14. Put the adverbial phrase in the right place in each sentence to match the English

translations.

U&fcgmttzt T o

ta ba dangao chiwan le. (toutou

He secretly ate the cake up.

de)
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2. (##£*)

ni dei zuo. (haohaor de)

You have to do it well

3. ft o (ftft)

zou. (man man)

Don’t hurry off. (Go slowly)

4.
! (ft ft)

\ (ftft)

xie ba! (kuai kuai)

Hurry mid write it.

5.

*teriB8WT

ta ba men kaikai le. (manman de)

She slowly opened the door.

6 . ^ 0

ta tang zai chuangshang kan shu. (jmg jmg de)

She quietly lay on the bed reading.

JMjfcvST**: o (&&*)
feng cong nanfang chul lai. (qlngqing de)

The breeze blows softlyfrom the south.

- (**»***)
fe3M£4fcT ° (*&*£*)
ta kuqilai le. (bu zhi bii jue de)

He unconsicously started to cry.

4MT]Jfe®&7 ° (S5 ft***)
tamen pao hui jia le. (gaogao xingxing de)

They ran home happily.

10. it o (tt 'If&*)
ft'f&te^'lfll-ft— ft 0 (ii'liftft)

qmg m ba shiqing zai shuo yibian. (manmar de)

Please explain the situation again slowly.
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ACHIEVEMENT VERBS

Achievement verbs are verbs whose actions are instantaneous and have no

duration. The actions of many achievement verbs also result in a change of state. They

include:

A' wang toforget

ft si to die 1

chuan to put on (clothing) (on the torso or legs)

* dai to put on (clothing) (on the head or arms)

& peng to bump

ft po to break

Ml tiao tojump

f/£ mai to sell

*/* lai to come (to a location identifiedwith the speaker)

* qh to go (to a location distinctfrom the location ofthe speaker)

zhan to stand (a changefrom being seated to standing)

zuo to sit (a changefrom standing to seated)

zk. fang toplace down (a changefrom up to down)

MAfr kai to open (a changefrom closed to open)

Properties of Achievement Verbs

Negation

Like activity verbs, achievement verbs may be negated with ^ bu or & mei.

bu is used for non-past or general time. >1 mei is used to indicate that the action did not

happen in the past. (See Chapter 6: The Suffixes T le, Jr zhe, and guo.)

tiff#- ° °

° °

ta bu mai zbringche. ta mai qiche.

He doesn 'i sell bicycles. He sells cars.

i6 il #-$• 0

o

ta mei qiguo zixmgche.

He *s never ridden a bicycle before.
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Aspectual Suffixes

Achievement verbs may be marked as completed or terminated with the

perfective suffix V- T le.

T °

ta zuotian mang de wang le chi fan.

Yesterday he was so busy that heforgot to eat

T °

ta si le.

He died

7^ 6$+°
0

ta mat le ta de che.

She sold her car.

Some achievement verbs describe repeatable actions. Those which do may be

suffixed with the experiential suffix V-i§/it guo.

Repeatable Event Non-Repeatable Event

° 0

wo quguo Zhongguo. wo wangguo ni de mmgzi.

I’ve gone to China before. (intended: Iforgotyour name before)

Duration

Since achievement verbs do not have duration, they cannot be suffixed with the

durational suffix V-lf zhe and they cannot occur with durational complements or with

any expressions which mark duration.

Frequency

Achievement verbs may be suffixed with frequency complements. The

complement immediately follows the verb.

wo zuo le yi ci feijl.

I rode on aplane once before.
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Properties of the Achievement Verbs gei and song

The achievement verbs gei and song are distinguished from most verbs

in Mandarin because they can take both a direct object and an indirect object. Most

Mandarin verbs take no object or a single, direct object. gei and song can also

occur with a direct object and no indirect object.

Direct Object and Indirect Object Direct Object
,

o
If

°

&**&&&&&&& o & + o

ni bubi gei wo renhe dongxi. zai Zhongguo bubi gei xiaofei.

You don 7 have to give me anything.. You don 7 have to give a tip in China.

ft tU °

women ylnggai song ta shenme yang de ni bubi song liwii.

lYwu? You don 7 have to give a gift

.

What kind ofgift should we present to him?

15. The main verb in each of the following sentences is an activity verb or an

achievement verb. Rewrite each sentence in the negative form. When doing this exercise,

consult Chapter 6: The Suffixes T le, # zhe, and iS/5± guo. Note that V- 7 le does not

occur in sentences negated with S. mei.

wo kan le na ge dianymg .

I saw that movie.

2. #1^ 7 0

T °

ta zuo le gonggong qiche.

He traveled by bus.

3. °

0

women xlngqiliu shang ke.

We attend class on Saturday(s).

4 . tiLif o

wo zuotian shang le Zhongwen ke.

I attended Chinese class yesterday.
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ta jlntian chi le blngqilin.

She ate ice cream today

.

6 .

. wo jlntian dai le shoubiao.

Iput on a watch today.

7.

fcfT^°
ta chuan le dayl.

He wore an overcoat.

8. #.iH 7 °

-feiH 7 71# 0

ta song le llwh.

He presented a gift

9 .

4^*17
wo jlntian chi le zaofan.

I ate hreaJfast today.

10. t! °

women mingtian kao Zhongwen.

Tomorrow we have a test in Chinese.

MEMBERSHIP IN MORE THAN ONE VERB CATEGORY

Many verbs shift their verb categories based on the overall properties of the

sentence in which they occur. When functioning as a member of a particular category,

the verb has all of the properties of that category and also the meaning associated with

verbs in that category. Notice how the meanings of the following verbs shift slightly

depending upon the category to which they belong. Since many achievement verbs

describe actions which have resulting states, shifts between the categories of state and

achievement are particularly common.

Stative Verb Achievement Verb Activity Verb

If :£(T) °

zu6 4r ° 0

qing zuo (xia).

& °
Please sit (down). 7"^#^ $4- °
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«/#
kai

&
fang

dai

gua

tamen zai wuzi 1Y

zuozhe.

They are sitting in the

room.

ta meitian shang

ban zuo yl ge duo

zhongtou de che.

Every day he travels

by bus more than one

hour to get to work.

rina**, »

men kaizhe ne.

The door is open.

fete 0

ta ba men kaikai le.

He opened the door.

ta meitian dou kai

che.

He drives every day.

© 0

ffi
°

zhuozi shang fangzhe

hen duo dongxi.

There are a lot ofthings

placed (sitting)

on the table.

£-^±7 °

ta ba ta de pibao fang

zai zhuozi shang le.

She took her handbag

andput it on the table.

3R. °

jp °

ta daizhe hen gui de

erhuan.

She is wearing very

expensive earrings.

ttlTflf o

ta dai shang maozi le.
;

He put on a hat

:

jft-t

o

ttJRJf o

qiang shang guazhe ta

nu pengyou de

zhaopian.

His girlfriend'sphoto is

hanging on the wall

)h Ji o

ta ba ta nfi pengyou

de zhaopian gua zai

qiang shang.

He hung his

girlfriend'sphoto on

the wall.
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Sir
° 7

chuan & °

ta chuanzhe hen hou zuotian hen leng. wo
de day!. chuan le hen hou de

He is wearing a very day!.

thick overcoat It was very cold

yesterday. Iput on a

very thick overcoat.

&
zhan l«A" !

° &&
l«A° ^ !

zenme hui shi? laoshi kuai lai le.

waibian zhanzhe hen zhanqilai ba!

duo ren. The teacher is almost

What ’s going on? There

are a lot ofpeople

standing outside.

here. Stand up!

t 'ffeflMr st ° T 0

you ta hen you qian. 0

He has a lot of ta you le yi bT qian.
money. He has acquireda sum

ofmoney.



Adverbs

CHARACTERISTICS OF ADVERBS

Adverbs are words that modify the VP. In Mandarin, they have the following

characteristics:
'

Position in the VP

Adverbs occur at the beginning of the VP, before the verb and any prepositional

phrase.

o

wo vlding qu.

I am definitely going.

tamen dou hui shuo Fayu.

They can all speak French.

o

ta chang gei nu pengyou da dianhua.

He oftenphones his girlfriend.

Exclusion from V-NEG-V Structure

Adverbs do not participate in Verb-NEG-Verb question formation.

ni yiding bu yiding qh?

Are you definitely going?

@fe**#*?
ftf ^ ?

ta chang bu chang lai?

Does he often come?

88
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Co-occurrence with Other Adverbs

Adverbs may co-occur with adverbs from other meaning groups (presented

below). Generally, adverbs which indicate uniqueness such as jiu, W zhi, t cai, and

jt guang occur closest to the verb.

ta keneng zhT hui xie yi liang ge zi

°

Perhaps he can only write one or two characters.

-ft-fn

#

%Lik$r—& °

rumen dou bixu geng renzhen ylxie.

You should all he more conscientious.

iisJ % °

ni dei mashang hui jia.

You shouldgo home immediately.

Adverbs and Negation

Adverbs usually occur before negation.

°

0

wo hai bu dong.

I still don ’t understand

tajlntianyexu bu lai.

Perhaps he won ’t come today. (He may not come today.)

A small number of adverbs may occur before or after negation. Those which can

include If1 dou and —^ yiding.

wo bu yiding qu.

I am not definitely going. women bil dou qu.

We are not all going.
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° ^MHlPT'-ir 0

wo ylding bu qu. ^MHlP^f-i- °

/am definitely not going. women dou bu qu.

We are all not going.

As these examples illustrate, the relative position of adverb and negation

influences the meaning of the sentence. The changes in meaning will be discussed below

in the section on IP dou.

COMMON ADVERBS CATEGORIZED BY MEANING

Universality

IP

& ( h

)

£

dou all/always (see belowfor specialfocus)

zong(shi) always

lao always (colloquial)

xianglai always (in the past up to the present time)

conglai never (Note: must befollowed by negation.

When is used, the verb is usually suffixed

with the experiential suffix i§/i± guoj

ifc&'tJLM °
!

m lao chi doufu. jlntian chi biede dongxi ba!

You always eat beancurd. Eat something else today

!

o

wo conglai mei chuguo guo.

I have never been abroad before.

Special Focus

IP dou all/alwavs

The basic function of IP dou is to indicate that something is true for an entire

noun phrase. The NP to which IP dou refers must come before the VP.

8 When the subject is plural, the presence of IP dou typically indicates that the VP

is true for the entire subject:
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women dou xThuan kan dianymg.

We all like to see movies.

IIs dou can also be used to indicate that the VP is true for the entire object. In

order for dou to refer to the object, the object must occur before the VP as a

‘topic.’ (See Chapter 13: Focusing Constructions.)

naxie shu, wo dou kanguo le.

I've read all ofthose hooks before.

(Those hooks
,
I’ve read them all before.)

wo dou kanguo le naxie shu.

B^ > +® ' ^lP*i§o

B & ' t SI A c

Riben, Zhongguo, wo dou quguo.

Japan, China, I have been to them both.

©^-iriia^ ' t a °

wo dou quguo Riben,

Zhongguo.

# dou can be interpreted as referring to the object if the object is implied but not

specified.

*

wo dou dong.

I understand completely.

CM# ’ ) H^'li °

(nT de hua » ) wo dou dong.

(Whatyou say,) I understand completely.

I understand everythingyou say.

m M dou can occur before or after negation. The relative position of dou and

negation influences the meaning ofthe sentence.

IIs dou before negation indicates that the negated predicate refers to the entire

NP:
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Not true for the entire subject

women dou bu xihuan na ge dianying.

We all do not like that movie. (None ofus like that movie.)

a °

women dou mei chlguo Riben cai.

We have all not eaten Japanesefood. (None ofus have eaten Japanesefood.)

Not true for the entire object

ni de hua, wo dou bu dong.

Whatyou said, I don 't understand at all. (I completely do not understand.)

a °

Riben, Zhongguo, wo dou mei qiiguo,

Japan, China, I haven ’t been there.

fl5 dou after negation indicates that the negated predicate does not refer to all of

the NP. That is, it conveys the meaning not all

Not ail of the subject

women bu dou xihuan na ge dianying.

Not all ofus like that movie. (Some of us don ’t like it.)

budouldi.

pg ^
They won ’t all come, (not all)

jintian de wanhui, nT de tongxue

dou lai ma?
Are all ofyour classmates coming to

tonight 'sparty?
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Not all of the object

Q: ft AN! ?

?

ni dong ma?
Do you understand?

A: o

wo bu dou dong.

I don 7 completely understand (not all)

Q:

+ S£ ’ ?

Zhongguo cai, nY dou

xihuan ma?
Do you like all Chinesefood?

A: °

o

bu dou xihuan.

7 don 7 like all of it. (not all)

8 Words that translate dou in English include all
,
both

,
always, etc. Note that

Mandarin does not use separate words to distinguish two entities {both) from

more than two entities {all).

8 dou is used with question words to indicate indefinite meaning. (See Chapter

8: Questions and Question Words.)

shei dou xihuan chi jiaozi.

Everyone likes to eat dumplings.

Inclusion and Continuity

ye also

hai still

mm rengran still, as before

—X yl zhi continuously

xianglai all along/always in the past up to the present

— l°J yl xiang all along/always in the past up to the present

(often used with negation)

& & M W 0 ?§. -£ °

% %M W iSt 0
-ir °

didi xiang mmgtian dao haibian qii wan. meimei ye xiang qii.

Younger brother is going to the ocean tomorrow to havefun. Younger sister

wants to go too.
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wo ylxiang bii xThuan kan dianyYng.

I’ve never liked to watch movies.

wo yizhi xiang qii Zhongguo xuexi.

I've always wanted to go to China to study.

?

nT yYjing chile hen duo. hai xiang chi ma?
You've already eaten a lot Do you still want to eat?

ta rengran shi wo de hao pengyou.

She is stillmy goodfriend.

Frequency. Repetition and Quantity

#=- zai san repeatedly

wangwang often/frequently

f chang often

ft chang chang often

jlngchang regularly/frequently/withoutfail

4 zai do again in thefuture

5L you do again in the past

* duo more

y shao less

laoshl zai san gaosu wo bie wang le xuexi.

The teacher told me again and again not toforget to study.

zhe ge zi wo wangwang xiecuo.

This character I often write incorrectly.
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mit f o

ta jlngchang bangzhii bieren.

He always helps others

.

wo jlntian you wang le zenme xie.

Today 1forgot how to write it again.

0

wo zui hao zai xie ji ci.

I'd best write it again several times.

o

ta wangwang chidao.

He’s often late.

ta chang chuqu bii guan men.

He often goes out without shutting the door.

m dei shao kan dianshi, duo zhuyi gongke.

You shouldwatch less television andpay more attention toyour schoolwork.

Obliaation

affirmative

yinggai should

yingdang should

gai should

!&# bidei must

# dei must

bixu must

## feidei must
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negative

bn yinggai

bu yingdang

bn gai

T'‘SL' bubi

bu yong

Sf
beng

T'MIT'M bb xu

ke bu

V#] ke bie

G&)tf */(&)«* (yfng)gai bu

need not; do not have to

need not; do not have to

need not; do not have to

need not; do not have to

need not; do not have to

need not; do not have to (colloquial)

not necessary to !

should not

should not

must not

«#***«.** !

zhe jian shlqing hen zhongyao. ni ke bie wang le!

This matter is very important. Don'tforget it!

m yinggai anshi shang ke. bu yinggai chidao.

You should come to class on time. You shouldn't be late.

nT bubi meitian don xT toufa.

You don't have to wash your hair everyday.

A* 7 -

T 0 4-aT 0

wo dong le. ni beng zai shuo le.

1 understand. You don't have to say it again.

.o

zhuce qian bixu fu xuefei.

Before you registeryou mustpay tuition.

if beng is a contraction of if] buybng.
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shenqYng jiashi zheng, ni feidei qlnzi qu.

When you applyfor a driver’s license you must go in person.

Note: While included in this group of adverbs, it I yinggai, i£/ig gai and it#/

H 'M yingdang have the properties of stative verbs. (See Chapter 3 : Verbs and Verb

Phrases.)

Special Focus

# V ^ ”T fei V bu ke must

While not an adverb, the expresssion # V WT fei V bu ke must is also used to

indicate affirmative obligation. The literal meaning of # V WT fei V bu ke is it is not

possible to not do V. Note that the verb is incorporated into the expression.

thfc&i£ ° o

jlntian wanshang de hulyi hen zhongyao. fei qu bu ke.

Tonight's meeting is very important. You must go.

zhe jian shiqing hen zhongyao. fei zuo bu ke.

This task is very important. You must do it.

Certainty or Possibility

yiding certainly

kending certainly

bijing after all, in thefinal analysis

dique infact, really

guoran sure enough

keneng possibly

ifrl yexu maybe

huozhe perhaps (colloquial)

hubxu perhaps, maybe (literary)
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ta shuo ta jlntian wanshang yiding lai.

He said he is definitely coming tonight.

Q: sMt'SI ? A: Attir °

nT gen wo qii ltbdng ma? wo kending qii.

Q: Are you going to travel with me? A: 1 am definitely going. ,

ta bijing shi yi ge xiao haizi. ni bii neng dui ta yaoqiii tai gao.

He is only a child after all You should not demand too much ofhim.

ta dique shi ge hao ren.

She is certainly a goodperson.

7 °

ta shuo ta jlntian gei wo qian, guoran gei wo qian le.

He said he would give me money today. Sure enough
,
he gave me money.

mm ’ ^

°

mm * °

ta hen mang, keneng bu hui gen women ylqi qii kan diktying.

He is very busy
,
(and) perhaps won't be able to go with us to see a movie.

ft °

A °

ta yexu hui wan yldian.

Perhaps she will be a little late.

ft-ft^a !
o

tfc— o

kuai yldian ba! huozhe hai laidejf chi wanfan.
Hurry up! Perhaps we will be on timefor dinner.
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huoxu wo neng zu6 cT shi.

Perhaps I will be able to do this.

Uniqueness or Punctuality

jib only/precisely (see belowfor specialfocus)

cai only/merely, only then (see belowfor specialfocus)

guang solely/merely

gang exactly/just

jing completely
,
merely/barely

jm merely/barely

zheng (zai) precisely
,
right now

ft**» *41$: °

ta guang shuo, bu yuanyi zuo.

He only talks
,
fo's not willing to do anything.

ft«l*7 °

ft®l*7 0

ta gang zou le.

yfrs* left.

°

iij-tfG °

ta jing du shu, dou bu chu qii wan.

He only studies
,
(and he) never goes out to havefun.

tamen zheng(zai) changzhe ge ne.

They are singing right now.

ML

t
*
ffi/H!

•*/*

£(&)

* This example from Far East Chinese-English Dictionaiy (it H ki*3 &/it £kM& yuandong

hanylng da cidian), Far East Publishing Company, 1995.
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Special Focus

iiti - only, precisely

n WL jib as a marker ofuniqueness:

wo jib you yl kuai qian. ,

I only hove one dollar.

* jib as a marker of identification. In this sense it is often qsed to signal a

location at the end of a series of directions:

o

tushuguan jib zai zher °

The library is right here.

As a marker of identification tfc jib may also signal that a person has been

located:

?

nY zhao shei?

Who are you lookingfor?

6 J|:4§P
o

°

wo zhao Bai Lina.

I am lookingfor Bai Lina.

°

wojiushi.

That's me.

B WL jib as a marker of immediacy: the VP will happen momentarily.

°

°

wo jib lai.

I'll be right there.
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When s)L jih occurs in sentences indicating narrative sequence, it contributes the

meaning of immediacy: the second action happens right after the first one. (For more on

sequence sentences, see Chapter 12; Phrase and Clause Connection.)

7 °

wo chile fan jiu zou.

I'll eat and leave.

dr cai onlv/merelv, only then

dr cai reflects a situation viewed from the speaker’s perspective. It signals that

the situation expressed in the VP is less than what the speaker had expected.

0 When dr cai occurs in a simple sentence, it can often be translated with the

English word only or merely.

Wil °

ifodr ja# °

ta cai wii sui.

She is only 5 years old.

— ft o

#^*£7 -A o

m cai chi le yldian.

You ’ve only eaten a little.

dr cai may occur before the second VP in a series oftwo VPs. In this case, it

often indicates that the event described by the second VP occurs only after the

completion of the event described by the first VP. The VPs may have different

subjects.

women zuowan le shi cai neng xia ban.

Only after wefinish work can we go offduty.

(literally: After wefinish work, only then can we go offduty.

)

f °

deng m ba zuoye zuowan cai neng kan dianshi.

Wait untilyoufinish your homework and only then can you watch television.
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nY gen wo qh wo cai yuanyi qii.

Only ifyon go with me ami willing to go.

(literally: Ifyou go with me, only then ami willing to go.)

Approximation

jihu

jl — |£/j| — A cha yldian

j| chabuduo

^ kuai

just about/almost

almost (usually in negative context)

almost

almost
,
momentarily,

soon

7 °

ta de gou jlhu bei che yasi le.

Bis dog was almost crushed to death by a car.

°

wo cha yldian wang le,

I almostforgot

ta chabuduo dou dong.

He understands almost everything,

3Lft j| 7 ft il\ °

xianzai chabuduo Hang dian yi ke.

Now it is almost 2:15.

c&7 -

7 o

women kuai zuowan le.

We're almost done

.

Note: For expressions used in numerical approximations, see ‘Estimates and

Approximations’ in Chapter 1 : Numbers.
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Temporal Reference

Beginnings and Endings

fa fa yuanlai

fafa/ fa benlai

•$tWl§W dangchu

faw qYchU

fa'fa/fafe zuihou

faifar/ fa/fa zuizhong

$'] fa daodt

originally, atfirst, all along

originally, atfirst

originally, atfirst

originally, atfirst (same as Olio I § ffl)

finally, in the end

finally, in the end (literary)

after all

I
1 HA ’ 3 ^A °

tlA’ ^ 3 ^A °

wo yYwei ta shi Zhongguo ren, yuanlai ta shi Riben ren.

I thought she was Chinese . All along she was Japanese.

fcfafa*}fa£&fafa& • °

ta benlai dui lishY mei you xingqii, xianzai ta hen xYhuan xue lishY le.

Originally he wasn't interested in history. Now he likes to study it a lot.

fa » fafefafal »

wo dangchii bu xYhuan xue Zhongwen, zui hou xYhuan le.

At the beginning I didn't like to study Chinese. In the endI liked it.

•ftMs##— fa ’ fefalkfa'Ul °

ta qYchu you yldian jYnzhang, houlai ta fang xln le.

At the beginning he was a bit nervous, afterwards he calmed down.

’ *#•$*,] 7 0 6$ °

mtt-frtl * o

ta feichang null, zui zhong dadao le miidi.

She was extremely hardworking, (and) in the end she achieved her goal.

fa$)fafafa4-$i%?

nY daodY xY bu xYhuan ta?

After all, do you like him or not?
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Other Temporal Reference

huran suddenly

turan suddenly and unexpectedly

ft kuai soon

Jkxnk^ mashang immediately

sj^'/ra'jsi' gangcai just before now

jinlai recently

fM/f cengjlng once in the past

#/ f zanshi temporarily

&&&&&&

°

wo huran xiangqilai le ta de mmgzi.

I suddenly remembered his name.

°

ta turan si le.

He suddenly and unexpectedly died.

•

zhe jian shi lai de hen turan.

This matter came up very suddenly and unexpectedly.

women dei mashang hrn jia.

We have to go home immediately.

^F'li ?

wo gangcai shuo de hua ni dong bu dong?
The thing Ijust toldyou, do you understand (it) or not?

duibuqT. wo jinlai mei banfa gen nT lianluo.

I am sorry. I recently have been unable to get in touch with you.

£ f® # t x.'4ct t-& »

£ f fe4-8f # t SLfoti&S °

wo cengjlng gaosuguo m xue Zhongwen hen you yisi.

I already toldyou, studying Chinese is very interesting.
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duibuqi, women zanshi mei you dian.

I am sorry. We temporarily do not have electricity.

Speaker Perspective

These adverbs are subjective, conveying the speaker’s attitude towards an event. See

Chapter 14: Speaker Perspective, for additional structures which convey speaker

perspective and for additional exercises using these adverbs.

mm
Kit

JL/-7

f

6

mmgmmg clearly

haoxiang seemingly, apparently

xiande seemingly, apparently

bing not at all (must occur with negative)

juran - unexpectedly

bai in vain

turan in vain

jianzhi simply (must occur with negation)

ta mmgmmg zhidao. ta wei shenme bu shuo?

He clearly knows. Why doesn ’i he speak

?

jin 'ff-
"5“ °

ta haoxiang bu gaoxing de yangzi.

He is apparently unhappy.

ta jlntian xiande hen lei de yangzi.

He is seemingly tired today.

ta bing bu shi wo de hao pengyou.

He is absolutely not my goodfriend
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ta juran qing wo chi wanfan le.

He unexpectedly invited me to dinner
.
(Out ofthe blue, he invitedme to dinner.)

o &&M&7 o

jlntian mei kaoshi. wo bai yiibei le. '

There was no test today. / wastedmy time studying.

ni °

o

shangdian dou yijing guan men le. women turan lai le.

The stores have all already closed We came in vain.

A*# °

ta shuo de hua wo jianzhi bu dong.

I simply don't understand what he says

.

1.

Select the best adverb from among the choices to complete each sentence.

1. ° ° (J£ ’ X. ’

'feitfe'l o o (4 * X. ’ 1%^:)

ta shuo ta dong, ta bu dong, (bing, you, xianglai)

He said he understands. He really doesn't understand

2. A ^*£$1 ° {-fK ’ — 1% ’ J&$L)

wo bu chi rou. (bending, ylxiang, yuanlai)

I never eat meat

3. A > #t)
£ *4rtfeS °

’ ¥t)
wo bu hui chu guo. (dique, zanshi, bijing)

1 temporarily am unable to leave the country,

4.

Ain ° ° ('t
’

Ain o o (f , ^
women he cha. jlntian he qishui ba. (chang, lao, conglai)

We always drink tea. Today let's drink soda.

5- A /& plfij§R7jC ° ’ —4 ’ $L%i)

A o » —4 * A 4fc)

wo mei heguo qishuT. (xianglai, ylzhi, conglai)

I've never drunk soda before.
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6.

hk o (4 ’ ’ ft)

^4 ^L^pjLX-ft ° (•& ’ #3$

’

ta zai nk gongzuo. (ye, rdngran, guang)

She is still working there

.

7. ^4_ ° (-6 ’ -4 ’ it)

#4 ° (— ’ —4 ’ i£)

xuesheng bia xThuan kaoshi. (yixiang, ylzhf, hai)

Students always don't like to take exams

.

8.

* (f ’ IP * #-2-)

& ”£t ° (# ’ Ip ’ 4-2.)

wo chi Zhongguo fan. (chang, dou, zai san)

I often eat Chinesefood

9. ’17 + ° (—4 ’ 4 ’ sl)

*£7 t®&°(-4 ’ 4 ’ 4)
wo zuotian wanshang chile Zhongguo fan. (ylzhf, ye, you)

Last night I ate it again.

10. &&#4IP °

Util - ** » ; Ip ’ £ ’ #)
&&$ at# °

{B-T&. ’ 7F4' ’ !>&4f! I If ’ £ ’ #)
wo xiang xuesheng dou chi blngqilfn.

(ylnggai, bubi, bixu; dou, duo, dei)

I think students should all eat more ice cream.

11. 4^4 "W® 0 (-4# ’ *T»] ’ yft.il ; 4 ’ 4 ’ 44)
4^4 ° (ofr# ’ 43'J ’ ££-£1 ; 4 ’ 4 ’ 44)
dkme sheng he pijiu.

(bidei, ke bie, ylnggai; shao, zai, wangwang)
College students should drink less beer.

12.

tt#fsf,4un °

(4$ • yftil ’
; 4-=- ’ t ’ £)

I; !$££$, (fl B§jt °

(4$ ’ b *# ; 4-2. > f * P)
laoshl shuo women shuijiao.

(buyong, ylnggai, bidei; zaisan, chang, duo)
Teacher says we should sleep more.
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13.
°

’ T' $1

)

ffij&Tfc ’ 7^ ’ 7ffl)

daxuesheng ba tai duo shijian hua zai dianzi youjian shang.

(bu ylnggai, bubi, buyong)

College students shouldn't spend so much time on email 1

14.

*
* flMF-fe ° (* ’ ’ #«)
ta hen nianqlng. (you, yXding, rengran)

She's still very young.

is. m% . (^ * # * 4t)

$$ « (^ * # » «)
mama he kafsi. (lao, dou, jiu)

Mom always drinks coffee.

16. ^4 ° (A* ’ ’ *9&)

#4 (fil ’ #« ’ T'!*)

xuesheng zuo gongke. (ylngdang, bixu, bubi)

Students must do their schoolwork.

17. •fr't »(—!%’

*p • (-i^) ’

na ge fanguan de fan hao chi. (ylxiang, bijing, dique)

The dishes in that restaurant are really good.

18. Aft T ° JiSS’C. ° (Ife-f- ’ Sfc ’ H: ^ £

)

31^ A.A 7 ° ° (Ife-J* ’ Sfc ’ M: P

)

xianzai jiu dian le. shang ke ba. (jlhu, jiu, chabuduo)

It's almost 9 o'clock Let's go to class.

19. # * & • (4it ’ ’ ££)
^ 0 (4ff ’ Jk& ’

m bu xihuan chi zhe ge eai. (yexu, conglai, juran)

Perhapsyou won't like this dish.

20. $ -ft o (# & »
’ #J0

$l * #j&)
wo bu xihuan. (dangran, rengran, guoran)

Sure enough
,
I didn't like it.
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21. ° (SR# ’ — JL ’ — J£)

^###^ ° (JL# ’ — Jl ’ — ^)
laoshl shuo wo hui kao de hen hao, (xiande, ylzhi, yiding)

Teacher says I can definitely do well on the exams

.

22. o(S$# . f%_ • f-t)

. #£ W8 - (tfjfc
»

’ $±)
na ge daxue de xuesheng hen congming. (dique, kending, bijing)

The students in that college are infact really smart.

23. 4U1IPfkM& o ft

4fl*P£Jll3iL ° ft £^1 ° (f ’ ## ’

women dou shi pengyou. nY keqi. (beng, feidei, bu yinggai)

We are allfriends. You don’t have to be so polite.

24. ft *##-»* o ($X ’ ft ’ &&)
ft & % ° (Aft * ft ’ &?&)

. ta juede you yldian lei.(mashang, kuai, huran)

He suddenlyfelt a little tired

25. ft. 0
( f gg.

’ — 1°3 ’
)

ft ° ( f& ’ — fa ’ inM )

ta dui jmgju you xingqu.( cengjlng, yixiang, rengran)

He's always been interested in Beijing opera.

2. Complete this paragraph by filling in the blanks with the appropriate adverbs.

wo didi gen ta de pengyou xYhuan da lanqiu.

Myyounger brother and hisfriends all like toplay ball.

2. 7*«l&ftfl1 S'jftfflftftl*. °

#ftT7 ifcJ'X&fti] 5'Jft@ftftft •

meitian xia le ke yihou tamen dao gongyuan qii da qiu.

Every day after class they always go to the park toplay ball.

3. S»J 7 M. ft ’ fttflftft £] ft® ft •

£j 7 Jift * ftYnft ft ?'jft@ft o

dao le xiatian, tamen zaoshang dao gongyuan qii.

When it gets to be summer, they go right to thepark in the morning.
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4, Jl'tt Jit °

B^Jirc-ti,# £^I1 JUt££ 0

wanshang liu ql dian zhong zai gongyuan IT da qiu.

At 6 or 7 o'clock in the evening they are still in the parkplaying ball

5.

tian hei le tamen hui jia.

// gets dark,
o«/y then do they go home.

6. °

I?^^

°

di er tian lai gongyuan da qiu.

The next day they come to the park again to play ball

i. *L0LT'ft_T'tT °

°

tianqi bu hao bb da.

Only when the weather is bad do they notplay. (When the weather is bad, only

then do they notplay.)



Prepositions and Prepositional Phrases

COMMONLY USED PREPOSITIONS

The following is a list of the most common Mandarin prepositions. Those that

are only used in formal, literary contexts are marked as ’’Lit.”

sitions

gen with, from (receivefrom a source)

gei to/for (transmit to aperson or dofor the benefit ofa person)

ti for,
on behalfof (aperson)

dui towards (in the direction ofaperson or location (does not

involve movement)

wei for, on behalfof

you by (aperson or other initiator ofthe action), as a result of (Lit.

)

yu in, at on; by (aperson or other initiator ofthe action) (Lit.)

yong with (an object whichfunctions as an instrument)

Prepositions Referring to Location or Time

fij dao to (location or time) (involves movement)

cong from (location or time) (involves movement)

%W%)k zicong from (time) (Lit.)

fL zai at (location or time)

jin into (a location) (involves movement)

chu out of (a location) (involves movement)

wang towards (a location; involves movement)

chao towards (aperson or location) (involves movement) (Lit.)

1*3 xiang towards (aperson or location) (involves movement)

PROPERTIES OF PREPOSITIONS AND PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES

* Prepositions must be followed by a NP. The NP that follows the preposition is

the object of the preposition, and the preposition + object is a prepositional phrase

(PP).

General

A
$7-f

ill
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°

#^£*4 ?
°

m you kong ma? wo xiang gen nT tan hua.

Do you havefree time? Iwant to speak with/to you.

In Mandarin, the PP goes before the Verb + Object. Note that in English, the PP

goes after the Verb + Object.

ta meitian gen nfi pengyou liao tian.

He chats with his girlfriend every day,

B Nothing goes between the PP and the following verb. Adverbs, and other

modifiers either go before the PP or after the object of the verb:

Correct Incorrect

zhe ben shu qingm zai gei wo kan kan.

This hook, please read it to me again,

(Please read this book to me again.)

t ItU 0

wo mingtian hui gei ta da dianhua.

Twill call him tomorrow.

zhe ben shu qing ni gei wo zai kan

kan.

wo mingtian gei ta hui da dianhua.

THE MEANING OF MANDARIN PREPOSITIONS

Mandarin prepositions are often somewhat different from prepositions in English

in the meaning they convey.

One English Preposition, Several Different Mandarin Prepositions

To

* If the preposition indicates movement to a location or time, with the location as

the intended destination, the Mandarin preposition is l!

J dao.

£sishs*Mt7 °

wo dao tushuguan qii le.

I ~went to the park.
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wo meitian shangwu jin dian dao xiawu sandian shang ke.

I attend class every dayfrom 9 am. to 3 p.m.

H If the preposition indicates movement towards a direction or location which is not

the final destination, the Mandarin preposition is & wang, xiang, or 4$ chao.

ta wang bei zou le.

He went (towards the) north.

ii)AT 0

ta xiang shan zou le.

He went towards the mountains.

8 If the preposition indicates a recipient, the Mandarin preposition is &IW gei.

zuotian wanshang wo gei mama xie xin le.

Last night 1 wrote a letter to mom. (to: Mom is the recipient)

With

8 If the preposition indicates joint participant in some situation described by the

verb, the Mandarin preposition is ^ gen.

wo meitian gen pengyou chi wufan.

I eat lunch withfriends every day.

8 If the preposition indicates an instrument used by the subject to perform the action

of the verb, the Mandarin preposition is yong.

wo bil hui yong maobi xie zi.

I canH write characters with a Chinese writing brush.
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5

One Mandarin Preposition, Several Different English Prepositions

iklik gei

H Ifthe preposition indicates the beneficiary of the action, the English preposition is

for.

haizi xiang gei mama zuo wanfan.

The children are planning to cook dinnerfor mom

.

B If the preposition indicates the recipient of the object of the verb, the English

preposition is to.

% -k:M fLM. 7 °

^ Kft fL #IT 0

didi gei ta nu pengyou song le hua.

Younger brother sentflowers to his girlfriend.

Preposition with Idiomatic Meaning

0 To express interest in something, the Mandarin preposition is dui in the

following expression.

ItNP

4 NP

dui NP you xingqii

to be interested in NP

o

wo dui kexue you xingqu.

I am interested in science.

Prepositions Associated with Formal, Literary Language

IB chao towards

totit ° °

totA ° ^ o

chao qian zou. ni kdyY kandao yl ge xuexiao.

Go straight ahead, (lit: Go towards thefront.) You cm see a school.
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fcl'f’ yu in, at
, on

f —AE?-MF" o

zhe ge xuexiao chengli yu yi ba si san nian.

This school was established in 1843.

A you by

d?4& tl
0

zhe jian shiqing you ta zijT qu zuo ba.

This matter should be taken care of by him .

il $£/ 1] Tk (date) ( zi cong (date) (yi lai) from (date)

•

zicong yi jiu jiu yi nian yllai, Zhongguo buduan de fazhan.

Since 1991 China has been developing continuously.

PREPOSITIONS AND VERBS

Some words function either as a preposition or as a verb depending upon the

context.

Preposition Verb

dui to/towards to be correct

ikUk gei to/for to give

& gen with tofollow

SI dao to (a location) to arrive

i$/& jin into to enter

The context will always make it clear whether a word is functioning as a

preposition or as a verb. If it is a preposition; it will always be followed by an object NP

and then by a verb. If it is a verb, it may be followed by an object NP, but the object NP

will not be followed by a verb. Compare these:

as a Preposition as a Verb

dui °
!

t$Lt£ » !

ta mei dui wo shuo hua. bd dui!

He didnot speak to me. not correct!
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&i& gei MU °

o

wo xiang gei mama xie xin. ta bu yuanyi gei wo qian.

I'm planning to write a letter to mom. He's not willing to give me
money.

* gen

& ° °

wo mei ge zhoumo gen ta chi fan. didi lao genzhe mama.
I eat with him every weekend. Little brother is always

following mom.

fj dao ft-fN* BHfcH ?

?

ni shenme shihou dao wo jia lai? nY shenme shfliou dao?

When are you coming to my house? When do you arrive?

it/a jin i 7 ° Hit °

Ha °

ta jin cheng qii le. qYngjin.

He went into the city. Please enter.

i&lik gei as a Verb Suffix

gei may serve as a suffix on verbs which involve the movement of a direct

object to a recipient:

jiegei loan to

songgei send to

J| maigei sell to

huangei return to

In these structures, the recipient follows the verb + WIW gei. The direct object

ofthe verb is typically presented as the object of -te ba:

II-#. 7 °

wo ba wo de che maigei ta le,

I soldmy car to him.

7 °

ta ba lTwu songgei laoshl le.

He presented a gift to the teacher.
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1. Complete these sentences by adding the appropriate preposition to match the English

meanings.

i.
°

itt
^

#,-£&-££ T °

wo bii xiang ta shuo hua le.

I don 't want to speak with him anymore.

°

°

wo didi kexue hen you xmgqu.

My younger brother is very interested in science.

3 . ft mm [ ° J

ft mm r

j

ta mama shuo "wo zhang da le yao dang kexue jia."

He said to mom “When I grow up I want to be a scientist ”

4. ° i&iB, /W& Ail’ °

° JWA i£i Jc & ® 0

haizi mama bao jiaozi. jiejie pengyou chuqu mai dongxi.

The children wrap dumplings with mom. Older sister is going out with her

friends to buy things.

s.& I7tf>s o

^ o

wo wo pengyou mai le dianymg piao.

I bought a movie ticketfor myfriend

6 . 5C#
o

fhmu keren hen keqi.

Father and mother are very polite to guests.

1. Afll *

iMH o

women shang zou ba.

Let 's go up.

8
. &%ii *>

o

wo de nan pengyou meitian wo xie xin.

My boyfriend writes to me every day.
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9. ° °

° Ain

jlntian de tianqi feichang hao. women gongyuan 1Y chi fan ba.

Today’s weather is extremely good Let’s eat in the park.

10.

Q:4fc& ? A: && °

°

nY shi nar lai de? wo shi Boshidun lai de.

Q: Where are youfrom? A: I amfrom Boston.

li.i*# 3*.*#£*7 °

o

Wang laoshl Zhang laoshl shang ke le.

Teacher Wang taught classfor Teacher Zhang.

12. ^

°

A °

wo dilY you xingqu.

I am interested in geography.

13. t o

&«**£,+ s& •

wo mei ge zhoumo kai Niuyue qu chi Zhongguo fen.

Every weekendI drive to New York to eat Chinesefood

14. a# ?tSP3«fc-£ °

fa *snst* •

qiche Jianguo Men shiqu.

The car is driving towards Jianguo Gate.

is. it#* &As

°

o

zhe jian shi nlh chilli

.

This matter should he handled byyou.

i6.#* *A4iw*ri °

#* °

shizhe keren dakai che men.

The attendant opened the car doorfor the guests.



The Suffixes 7 le
, 4f- zhe, and guo

7 le

T le may occur at the end of the sentence (S- T le) or it may follow the verb (V-

T le). The meaning contributed by 7 le in a sentence depends upon whether it is S- 7

le or V- 7 le. The properties ofthese two types of 7 le are as follows.

S-7 le

1

Sentence-final 7 le (S- 7 le) indicates that the sentence provides information

that is new in some way.

B The situation is a change from a previous situation.

7 !

^*#4MS7

!

iu zhang de hen gao le !

You have grown tall!/You have become tall

!

The situation is new information for the listener.

T 0

wo bu chi rou le.

I don *t eat meat now/anymore .

The situation is about to happen, ’ft kuai, here meaning soon, or ft Jr knai yao,

marking future time, can occur at the beginning of the VP,

»&(£)*# 7 o

^ft(Wik7 -

ta kuai (yao) bi ye le.

She graduates soon.

S- 7 occurs before the question marker ma and other sentence-final

particles.

119
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?

ta de bing hao le ma?
Has his illness gotten better?

^.©JrT "& °

£©•$•7 °& °

dongxi gui le ba.

Things have probably gotten more expensive.
,

In negated sentences, negation + S- 7 can be translated as not anymore.

&xt#x °

$X.2H£X °

wobdainile.
I don ’t love you anymore.

1 . Translate the following Mandarin sentence into English, capturing the meaning of

S-7 in each sentence.

1. ft 7 °

nY de haizi gao le.

2. Jl£ 7 7 o

7 7 ° gonggong qiche public bus)

wo jlntian zaochen zuo le gonggong qiche le.

3. •H7' I’£-?-'fe7 °

o

wo bii chi zaofan le.

7'-S- 5Xit' 7 °

meimei shuo ta bii xihuanm le.

5, o

didi xie zl xie de hen kuai le.

6. 4^1=.^ JL$5#.'li= 7 °

wo zhe ge xlngqi hen mang le.
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7. ^ 7 0 (€H/ feiji a /?/ane)

wo bu zuo feiji le .

8. $,7^1' ^1^,7 0 kaoshi to take a test)

£*&£-Bi7 0

wo bu xiang kao shi le .

9. 0 (^lengco/^)

jlntian huran leng le.

10. Hlflit^7M7 °HI7 ' T'il&l ° (IIeitired)

°« 7 ’ 0

women yTjing zou le hen yuan le. wo lei le, bh neng zou le.

V-T le

V-T le in independent Sentences

The verb suffix 7 le (V- 7 le) signals the termination of an action.* When V- 7

le is suffixed to the last verb of the sentence, it may also be interpreted as conveying past

tense. Here are the characteristics ofV- 7 le.

0 V- 7 le only occurs in affirmative sentences.

$,Ei!S*i7 -f-fe 0

4 £.&*£. 7 -fft °

wo yYjing chile zao fan.

I already ate breakfast,

laoshi maile hen duo shu.

Teacher bought a lot of books.

ta zuotian kanle dianying.

She saw a movie yesterday.

*

Linguists refer to this as ’perfective aspect.’ For more on aspect in Mandarin see Smith, Carlota. The

Parameter ofAspect, Dordrecht and Boston: Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1991.
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V- 7 le can only be suffixed onto activity verbs and achievement verbs. Stative

verbs are never suffixed with V- 7 le. 7 le can follow a stative verb, but only if

the stative verb occurs at the end of the sentence and conveys the sense of change

or new information. In this case, 7 le has the meaning of S- 7 le.

£-840.* 7 ° ®£4rm -M «

&4-&7±M°
wo xihuan doufu le. wo xihuanle doufu.

I like beancurd new.

*$**#»* 7

feijl piao zuijin zhangjia le.

Airplane tickets have recently gone up in price.

m If a verb suffixed with V- 7 le has a one-syllable object, V- 7 le typically

occurs after the object. If the object is two or more syllables, V- 7 le occurs

directly after the V.

7 °

wo yijing chi fan le.

I already ate.

-¥*16.7 0

&*fc7-f&7 o

wo chile zaofan le.

late breakfast.

2. Rewrite these sentences, adding V- 7 where appropriate, to correspond to the

meaning ofthe following English sentences.

1. »

wo kan yl ge dianying.

I saw a movie.

2. A'fcl&fc o

°

wo chi wanfan.

I ate dinner.
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gege bi ye.

Older brother graduated.

0

wo jlntian zaoshang kao shi.

I took a test this morning.

5 . + 0

°

wo zhe ge xingql kao Zhongwen.

/ took a Chinese test this week.

6. .i-W °

wo jlntian zaoshang mai liangzhl qianbT.

This morning I bought two pencils.

7 .

°

women zuotian wanshang chi Yidali cai.

Last night we ate Italianfood

8 . ^ °

fi 0

tamen zai haibian wan yitian.

They hadfun at the beachfor a whole day.

9 .
0

wo zai Xianggang zhu j
i ge yue.

/ /zveJm ifowgKongfor several months.

wo zuotian wanshang kan dianshi kan ban ge xiaoshi.

Last night Iwatched televisionfor halfan hour.

11 .
°

zuotian wanshang sushe hen leng.

Last night the dormitory was very cold.
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12 .
°

wo zai Beijing kan ji ci jlngjii,

I saw Beijing Opera several times in Beijing.

Non-occurrence of Events: + V mei you + V

V- 7 le indicates that an event occurred. It cannot be used in negative

sentences. To indicate that an event did not happen in thepast, the verb is preceded by

&. mei or '&.# mei you and is not followed by 7 le. Compare the following:

° © 4%A p
Zj 7 °

° ^S^t.7 -?•& °

wo mei chi zaofan. wo mei chi le zaofan.

I did not eat breakfast.

®£f^&f7 t°
7-$°

laoshl mei mai shu. laoshl mei mai le shu.

Teacher did not buy a book.

Note: )i^A(^ )
hai mei (you) + V can be translated as not yet.

<*

wo hai mei (you) chi zaofan.

I have not eaten breakfast yet.

)S -=$ °

laoshl hai mei (you) mai shu.

Teacher has not bought a bookyet.

3. Rewrite these sentences in Mandarin in negative form to indicate that the event did

not occur. Translate your sentences into English.

1. °

wo zuotian zai gongyuan IT pao bii le.

I ran in the parkyesterday.

2 . 7 o

7 °

wo meimei mai le maoyi.

Myyounger sister bought a sweater.
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3 . T °

7 117“ °

wo jiejie mai le xiezi.

My older sister bought shoes.

4. 7^-Mc 0

meimei jlntian chuan le ta de maoyT,

Younger sister wore her sweater today.

5. °

didi zuotian gei ta de nfi pengyou xie xin le.

Yesterdayyounger brother wrote a letter to his girlfriend

6 .

°

wo gege zuotian gen pengyou da qiu le.

My older brotherplayed ball with hisfriends yesterday.

1 . 7 t#, o

7 °

wo zuotian wanshang kan le dianshi,

I watched television last night.

s. 7 *

wo zuotian gei mama xie le dianzi youjian.

Yesterday I wrote an email to mom.

9 . 7 °

wo zuotian wanshang xT tou le.

Last night Iwashed my hair.

10. _La. 1 + XM-

°

wo jlntian zaoshang shang le Zhongwen ke.

This morning I attended Chinese class.

Sequence: V-7 in Serial Verb Phrases

A Mandarin sentence may include a series ofverb phrases or clauses which are

related in terms of sequence. Here are the characteristics of the use of V- T to mark

sequence.
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6

a V- T occurs directly after the first verb in the series.

AT7*fi3&-£- °

wo xia le ke hui jia qu.

After I get out ofclass I go home

.

a The adverb sfc jib may occur before the second verb phrase.

AT7«(4fc)®&-£ o

wo xia le ke (jib) him jia qu.

After I get out ofclass I return home.

B The sequence connector fe yfhou may occur at the end of the first verb

phrase. (See Chapter 12: Phrase and Clause Connection.)

AT7-$(«J&)4fci3&-£- o

wo xia le ke (yihou)jib hui jia qb.

After I get out ofclass I return home.

Note: Any or all ofV* 7 , sfc jib, and &!£./& fc yihou may be omitted from

sequence sentences.

° ?Jjc IbJ °

° °

meitian dou yiyang. xia ke hui jia.

Every day is the same. (1) get out ofclass and return home.

Sequence in the Past

To indicate that the entire sequence occurred in the past, V- 7 must also occur in

the second verb phrase, either after the verb, or, ifthe verb has a one-syllable object, at

the end of the sentence.

AT7«t(«i)i3 3fc-fr7 °

AT7*(«L)i3**7 °

wo xia le ke (jib)hui jia qb le.

After I got out ofclass I returned home.

Some speakers permit V- 7 to occur after the object of the verb.
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£41*17 7 °

women chi le wanfan yYhou jiu kan le dianyYng.

After we ate dinner we saw a movie.

4.

Translate the following sequence sentences into English. Make sure to determine

whether the sentence refers to a past or non-past sequence of events.

1. 7 o

didi kan le dianyYng jiu hui jia.

241 o

wo mai le che jiu kai dao Niuyue qu le.

3. 7 ° shang ke attend class)

&Saji'S:
°

women chi le fan jiu shang ke.

4. ^A^.7 j ° huanymg welcome)

f ifcifc J
o

keren lai le women jib shuo [ huanying J .

5. 7 $?^£3c 7 ° ($J gou dog, 3c ku cry)

^#-J-*7#Sfe&7 o

na ge haizi kan le gou jiu ku le.

6. 7 ^7 ° £ shui jiao sleep)

wo zuotian wanshang chi le wanfan yYhou jiu shui jiao le.

7. 7 7 Ifft 0 (lift/ feft dianshi television)

tamen hui le jia yihou jib kan le dianshi.

8 . 7

^AB/AfL 3? 7 if. $ !hJ ° dongxi things)

wo jiejie mai le dongxi yihou jiu na hui jia gei wo kan kan.

9. #^7 # ? (^^7-^lk biye graduate)

m bi le ye yihou zuo shenme?
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10. ° (Milk qi chuang get out ofbed)

ta meitian qi le chuang jiu he yi bei cha.

5. Translate these into Mandarin.

1. After I take the test I will see a movie.

2. After I graduate I will go to China.

3. Yesterday, after I got out of class I went to the park.

4. 1 reviewed Chinese and then watched television.

5. After we get out of class let's go to the park.

Double T le

A sentence may contain V- 7 le and S- 7 le . V- 7 le indicates that the action of

the verb is completed. S- 7 le indicates that the information presented in the sentence is

a change of some kind or is new to the listener.

Q: #&"£•?-fell ?

m xiang chi zaofan ma?
Do you want to eat breakfast?

££Jf*i7^fe(7)°
wo yijing chi le zaofan (le).

I already ate breakfast.

Q: ?

na ben shu ni Mi zai kan ma?
You're still reading that book?

A: 7 — Jf 7 ° YX

£e.&*7—f7 °

°

wo yijing kan le yi ban le. mmgtian jiu

key! kan wan.

I’ve already read half. FUfinish it

tomorrow .

V-

±

zhe

The verb suffix V-# zhe marks the duration or continuity of a situation.* V-lf

zhe serves as a suffix on activity verbs and on achievement verbs which have resulting

states. (See Chapter 3: Verbs and Verb Phrases.)

Here are the primary functions of V-^- zhe.

V-lr zhe signals that an activity is ongoing. In this case, the verb may be

preceded by fL zai, iE zheng, or fL^E. zheng zai. The sentence may be

*
Linguists refer to the meaning conveyed by V-^r zhe as 'imperfective aspect.'
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concluded with the final particle % ne. Note that % zhe, fk zai, i£ zheng and

% ne are all optional and may be omitted. Chinese speakers vary in their use of

these words.

O

#»iE. °

ta zheng kaizhe che.

He is driving the car.

°

ta zai kaizhe che ne.

He is driving a car.

m V-4r zhe emphasizes the duration or unchanging nature of a situation.

haizi zai diban shang zuozhe.

The children are sitting on thefloor.

o

mao zai shafa shang tangzhe.

The cat is lying on the sofa.

— 5^- ;L °

qiang shang guazhe yi zhang shanshui hnar.

There is a landscape painting hanging on the wall

* V-4S- zhe signals that two situations occur at the same time.

L&© °

iMl% fk & ® °

tamen kanzhe dianshi chi dongxi.

They are watching television and eating.

V-^" zhe signals that a situation is background to a more important event.

s&Ufi

°

laoshl rang xuesheng zhanzhe man shu.

The teacher made the students recite standing up.
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ta lazhe haizi de shou guo malu.

Holding the child's hand, she crosses the street

°

women wozhe shou tan hua.

Shaking hands
,
we chatted.

/

na ge mama beizhe haizi zuo fan.

The mother cooked holding the child on her hack

6, Translate these Mandarin sentences into English.

l. °

-

wo zai chizhe fan ne.

ta zheng changzhe ge ne.

o

ta zheng wanzhe qiu ne.

4. o

Xiao Mmg zheng zuozhe gongke.

5.

*# !
o

! jfcff.£.&&»* °

anjing! laoshi zheng zai shuo hua ne.

6 .
°

laoshi zuozhe gen xuesheng shuo hua.

7. *>t-f«. °

baba kanzhe shu chi zaofan.

Qian taitai nazhe shu zou dao tushuguan qh le.
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9 .
*

xuesheng chang tlngzhe ymyue zuo gongke.

10 .

°

mama hezhe kafei kan baozhT.

V-igi/jt gup

In addition to functioning as a full verb, i§/i± guo can serve as a verb suffix that

indicates that the speaker has performed an activity before. V-i§/ guo is sometimes

called the experiential suffix, since it indicates that the subject has had the experience of

performing the action some time in the past/

The following are the characteristics of V-ig/ii guo:

V-i§/it guo can serve as a suffix on verbs which describe repeatable events.

Repeatable Event Non-Repeatable Event

°

wo laiguo zhelT,

I’ve come here before.

wo chlguo Zhongguo fan.

I have eaten Chinesefood before.

7 0

na ge dianymg wo yijing kanguo le.

That movie I've seen already.

gf o

tl °

wo quguo Zhongguo.

I have been to China before.

wo wangguo mde mmgzi.

I'veforgotten your name before.

o

wo renshiguo ta.

I've met him before. (You can onlyMEET
someonefor thefirst time once.)

o

ta sYguo.

He has died before.

See Li, Charles and Sandra Thompson. Mandarin Chinese: A Functional Reference Grammar. Berkeley:

University of California Press, 1981, p. 226.
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V-iS/ai guo indicates that V occurred at a time removed from present time.

Compare the meaning contributed by guo and 7 le in the following

sentences.

it AM °

ta duanguo ta de datuT.

He broke his leg before (sometime

in the past and it is now healed.

)

ta duanle ta de datuT. /

He broke his leg (and at the time of

speaking it is still broken.)

guo can occur in negative, as well as affirmative sentences.

m o

IS °

wo mei quguo Zhongguo.

I have never been to China before.

In affirmative sentences with V-i§/it guo, the adverb tLH/ tL I£ yYjing already

or §W If II cengjlng already may occur before the verb phrase. (See Chapter 4:

Adverbs.) In negative sentences, the adverb hai may occur before the negated

verb phrase, indicating not yet.

H 0

S3 o

wo yYjing quguo Zhongguo.

I have already been to China before.

&&&£&+ a °

wo hai mei qhguo Zhongguo.
I have not been to China yet.

guo can occur with V- 7 le. When they both occur, guo precedes

7 le.

o

wo kanguo le na bit dianylng.
I have seen that movie.
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7. Translate the following Mandarin sentences into English.

T o

° 7 o

wo yijing kanguo na ben shu. wo bu yao zai kan le.

2. a tf ’ a ^ °

a -i# ’ ^ a 4^ °

mama xueguo Riyu, keshi ta mei quguo Riben,

3. 81 0

^/3: p£,3i/& S4S. °

wo mei chlguo Faguo fan.

4. ?

?

nY kaiguo che ma?

5. + o

4^'fH'iS. ^ H o

women zai Zhongguo de shfhou zuoguo gonggong qiche.

6

.

° ?

wo mei quguo laoshl de jia. ni quguo ma?

7. 0

wo mei kanguo Zhongguo dianying.

8. ^ o

&# °

wo cengjlng yongguo maobi xie zi.

8. Answer the following questions truthfully in Mandarin, use i|/it guo in all of your

answers.

1. Have you been to China before?

2. Have you eaten Beijing duck before? (dblfCll# /db^Ci# ?4 Beijing kaoya

Beijing roast duck)

3. Have you played frisbee before? ($Ljifeil/^'1,4 wan feipanplayfrisbee)

4. Have you seen the Great Wall before? (36 WanlY

Changcheng the Great Wall)
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5. Have you sung karaoke before? -Mi- OK chang kala OK sing karaoke)

6. Have you cooked Chinese food before? ($1 1 H#/$£ + IH& zuo Zhongguo

fan cook Chinesefood)

7. Have you read a Chinese newspaper before? (;§* + I
7 kan

Zhongwen baozhT read Chinese newspaper)

8. Have you driven a sportscar before? (ffi kai paoche drive

sportscar)

9. Have you drunk green tea before? (
p<|^^/ p

f? he lii cha drink green tea)

10. Have you seen Beijing Opera before? (%% kan jlngju see Beijing

Opera)



The Resultative Structure and Potential Suffixes

THE RESULTATIVE STRUCTURE

Activity verbs (e.g. ;#* kan to read/to look
,

xie to write
, flt7

p
/r ting to

listen
,
W/^ mai to shop) refer to open-ended actions without a specified result or

conclusion. To indicate the result or conclusion of an activity, a resultative suffix (RV-

suffix) is added to the activity verb. The verb that is formed is a 'resultative verb.' (For

more on activity verbs see Chapter 3; Verbs and Verb Phrases.)

Activity Verb + RV-Suffix Resultative Verb

;§ kan fL wan

to read/to look tofinish

^ kanwan

to read to the point offinishing:

tofinish reading

ting tf dong tlngdong

to listen to understand to listen to thepoint ofunderstanding:

to understand by hearing

RV-suffixes are achievement verbs or stative verbs. Any verb whose meaning

describes the result of an activity can function as an RV-suffix. Here is a list of some

commonly occurring suffixes.

Common RV-Suffixes

n dao acquire, obtain possession

tL wan finish

SUJL jian perceive

If dong understand

hao reach a successful conclusion

cub do incorrectly

zhao acquire (like I'J dao)

# diao to disappear orfall down

qilai to raise up; to begin to do

& zhu to stick

kai to open

On/ bao to befull

135
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Pi gou to be enough

ganjing to be clean

zui to be drunk

Ji shang on; to go up

T xia down ; to go down

na jian shiqing wo don wangdiao le.

I completelyforgot about that matter.

wo maicuo le keben.

I bought the wrong textbook

7 °

ta ba ylfu xi ganjing le.

He washed the clothes clean.

t m o

&il\T3Ufrl 0

women shuohao le mingtian zaoshang liu dian chufa.

We've agreed to leave tomorrow morning at 6 a.m.

mtllififl o

ta ba men kaikai le.

She opened the door.

7*1?

?

nT chlbao le ma?
Are youfull? Didyou eat untilyou werefull?

Resultative Verbs are Indivisible Words

The verb + resultative suffix forms a resultative verb, a single, indivisible word.

Aspectual suffixes must go at the end of the resultative verb, following the RV-suffix:

wo zuotian wanshang kanwan le

na ben shu.

Ifinished that book last night

wo zuotian wanshang kan le wan
na ben shu.
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xln de cihui wo don jizhu le. xln de cihui wo dou ji le zhu.

I memorized all ofthe new

vocabulary.

Resultative Verbs and Negation

In negative form, resultative verbs typically describe events which did not occur.

Therefore, they are negated by & or (See Chapter 6: The Suffixes 7 le, # zhe,

and ig/54 guo.)

4s
0

laoshl shuo de hua, wo dou mdi tlngdong.

I didn't understand at all what the teacher said.

-

ni jintian shang le ke ma? wo mei kandao ni

.

Didyou got to class today? I didn *t see you.

1. Select the correct resultative verb to complete each sentence.

1. o t f t o (t& *®)
° 7 o (t£ ’ *& * t®)

wo meimei xue de hen hao. Zhongwen shu ta dou le.

(kanjian, kan wan, kandong)

My younger sister studies well. She completely understands her Chinese

books.

2. ° (f £] ’ MM ’ 1^5^.)

&&& ° (3tSI ’ ’ £&&)
wo hai mei Zhongying zidian. (maidao, maicuo, maiqilai)

I still haven’t bought a Chinese English dictionary.

*#)
***& o $ ° (3f£ ’ ’ 5Bt)
duibuqi . wo le nY de mingzi. (xiewan, xiehao, xiecuo)

I’m sorry. I wrote your name wrong.

4. ° ’ 4r®l ’

° » if-i'J ’ ;# JL)

zhe ben shu wo hai mei . (kanwan, kandao, kanjian)

I still haven'tfinished reading this book
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5.

Q;^ 7*P«'J',MI? A: 7 ° (t£ ’
’ t JL)

# 7*P>M'i^? 7 °(t& ’ t^J vtIL)
nT le na ge xiao niao ma? le. (kanwan, kandao, kanjian)

Q; Didyou see that little bird? A : I saw it

6. iMH 7*P« + Ht# ° (tfl » t# ’ tti)

mn 7 1 %#> - (#14 ’ ## ’ tit)
women le na ge Zhongguo dianymg. (kandao, kanhao, kandong)

We understood (by watching) the Chinese movie .

7 •(«#• fflSJ ’ #£)
7 “(ill#’ ill'J ’ JH&)

wo de qian dou le. (yonghao, yongdao, yongwan)

My money is all used up.

8. # ? (&*J ’ ft* ’ «£)
ft 7Mii§^ ? (&*] ’ a# ’ &£)
ni le ni pengyou de jia ma? (zhaodao, zhaozhao, zhaowan)

Didyoufindyourfriend's house?

9 . °

o (*£ ’ *£ ’ #!'J)

wo de huarne keben dou mei . (kandong, kanwan, kandao)

I did not understandmy chemistry textbook at all

10. ’ frffl ’ **)
%')% vH&, /lnte.% »

’ ft# ’ ft;#-)

laoshi jiao women ba shu . (daqilai, dakai, dazhao)

Teacher told us to open up our books.

2. Answer each question in complete Mandarin sentences in the affirmative or negative

as indicated.

l. ftftl'J 7 ft^-f^f ?

fttt*J7fttt-f#MI?
nT zhaodao le nT de shoubiao ma?
Didyoufindyour watch?
NO:

iftltlf 7 3&*p4&fe iaS ?

ft ft'® 7 if °2i ?

ni Hngdong le laoshi de hua ma?
Didyou understand what the teacher said?

YES:
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?

ni ba na ge zi xiecuo le ma?
YES:

ni xiewan le na feng xin ma?
Didyoufinish writing the letter

?

YES:

nY znowan le zuoye ma?
Didyoufinish doingyour homework?

NO:

m maidao le xin de dayl ma?
Didyou buy a new overcoat?

YES:

?

ni chlbao le ma?
Are youfull? Didyou eat untilfull?

NO:

8. 7 'ill ?

fil 4 ?

ni ba nYde xingli shoushi wan le ma?
Didyoufinish packingyour suitcases?

YES:

9.

m\m ?

ni zhaodao le na ge xin de Zhongguo fanguan ma?
Didyoufind that new Chinese restaurant?

NO:
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ni jizhu le na shou shl ma?
Didyou memorize thatpoem?

YES:

The Potential Form of Resultative Verbs

# de and ^ bii may occur between the activity verb and the RV-suffix to

indicate the potential form of the resultative verb. Note that # and 7 occur in neutral

tone in these expressions.

The Meaning of the Potential Form

# de indicates that it is possible to achieve the result or conclusion specified by

the RV-suffix:

zhe jian ylfd hen da, m yiding chuandeshang.

This article ofclothing is very big. You can certainlyput it on.

*?****& ’ °

na ben shti bn tai chang, wo xiang ni yitian kandewan °

That book isn't very long. I thinkyou canfinish reading it in one day.

^ bu indicates that it is not possible to achieve the result or conclusion specified

by the RV-suffix:

'If
°

ta shuo de tai kuai, wo tingbudong.

He speaks toofast. Idon 't understand (by listening).

fan tai duo, women keneng chlbuwan.

There is too muchfood We might not be able tofinish eating it.

Note: Some resultative endings only occur in potential form:

V-#& deji to be in time to V

& buji to not be in time to V
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ft— ft ° °

ft— ° o

kuaiyidian. hai laideji shang ke.

Hurry up. PFe can 5/z'// mafe ft in timefor class.

iMAjfeT 0 °

EJ1AA7 ° &*]**&*£# 0

yijing jiu dian le. women laibuji kan dianymg.

It ’s already 9 o 'clock. We won 't be in time to see the movie.

deqT able to afford to V

V-T'^fe buqT unable to afford to V

wo maibuqT na ge paizi de shoubiao.

I can't afford to buy that brand ofwatch.

°

wo chibuqT longxia.

I can ’t afford to eat lobster.

nT zhbdeqi Niuyue shi ma?
Can you afford to live in New York City?

Note the special meaning of^T^ kanbuqT to look down on
, and the more restricted%

#;fe kandeqT to show respectfor.

A. °

ta kanbuqT bieren.

He looks down on otherpeople.

?

nT zheyang zuo, kandeqT shei?

Whenyou behave this way
,
who do you show respectfor?

The Potential Form in Verb-NEG-Verb Questions

Resultative verbs in the potential form can be used in V-NEG-V questions. As

with all V-NEG-V questions, the affirmative form precedes the negative form.
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7

ta de hua, m tlngdedong tlngbudong?

Can you understand what he says?

3. Complete these sentences with the appropriate resultative verb.

1. ° 4 °

° & °

ta shuo de tai kuai. wo .

He speaks toofast 1 don't understand (by listening).

2. *£ s£ 7 « £ °

7 0 &
shudian mei you zhe ben shu le. wo .

The bookstore doesn't have this book anymore . I can't buy it

3. 1 fit "& !

!

ni zai tushuguan ba!

You can borrow it at the library/

4. AA# 0
°

o °

ren tai duo. wo pa nimen .

There are too manypeople. I'm afraidyou won't be able to sit down.

5. it ° 4% °

° .4i °

zhexie zi tai xiao. wo .

These characters are too small. I can't see (can 7 read) them.

6. # #. o

o

didi zai nar? women dou ta.

Where is younger brother? We can ’tfind him.

7. 4^ YTJ— itl?f 0 (htH#f/ Yt $f bTsa bmg pizzapies)

women yiding shi ge b isa bmg °

We certainly can’tfinish eating 10pizzas.
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8. A ### °

A °

wo Iinken che.

I can 't afford a Lincoln Continental

9 . A °

£
wo waiguoren de mmgzi.

1 can't rememberforeigners' names.

10. -ft ?

# %M ?

nT heibanma?
Canyon see the blackboard?

The Potential Form in Directional Expressions

# de and zfi bh may be used in directional expressions to indicate the potential

form. When they are used, they occur between the verb ofmotion and the directional

suffix. (See also Chapter 9: Location, Directional Movement, and Distance.)

men tai zhai. zhe ge shafa women keneng banbujinqu.

The door is too narrow. We might not be able to move the sofa in.

4. Complete these sentences by adding the appropriate RV-ending to the verb. The RV-
ending in each sentence is a directional expression,

L A% 7 ° A °

wo lei le. zou .

Tm too tired. I can't walk back.

2. ° fei nutkfin °

na ge ren tai gao. ta jin feijl de men.
That man is too tall. He cannot enter the airplane's door.

(movement is awayfrom the speaker)

o ££ o

*P4L^*i* o ££ o

na ben zidian tai zhong. wo na .

That dictionary is too heavy. I can'tpick it up.
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4. JL? i: ii| ° 4Mf”l— Cite ° (/fe pa to climb)

mk JufcSj ° °

na zuo shan tai gao. women ylding pa .

That mountain is too tall We certainly cannot climb up it

o ^U0 o

° °

gongyuan de men tai dl. chezikai .

The park gate is too low. Cars cannot drive in.

THE POTENTIAL SUFFIXES: -# T deliao able to and -* 7 buliao unable to

The potential suffixes -# T deliao able to and -7 7 buliao unable to follow

activity verbs and achievement verbs. Notice that # and 7 occur in neutral tone in these

expressions.

The Meaning of the Potential Suffixes

m -# 7 deliao indicates that it is possible to perform the action described by the

verb:

o o

°««i ** o

ta hen you benshi. jianglai zuodeliao da shl

She has a lot of talent. In thefuture she will be able to do big things.

wo zenme neng wangdeliao nlde mrngzi?

How could Iforgetyour name ?

-77 buliao indicates that it is not possible to perform the action described by

the verb:

wo kaibuliao da kache.

I am unable to drive a truck.

Compare the meaning of the potential suffixes with that ofRV-sufFixes.

Potential suffixes indicate that the action of the first verb may or may not happen.

RV-suffixes indicate that the result may or may not be obtained.
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V + Resultative Suffix

V occurs: result is possible or not

zhe jian shi wo jlntian zuodewan.

I am able to finish this work today.

ii'ff-^ T'% °

zhe jian shi wo zuobuwan.

Iam unable to finish this work.

5,

Translate these sentences into English.

V + Potential Suffix

Subject may or may not be able to do V
o

o

zhe jian shi wo yiding zuodeliao.

I am definitely able to do this work.

° »46&«fc*7 °

zhe jian shi tai fuza. kongpa wo
zuobuliao.

This matter is too confusing. I am afraid

Iam unable to do it.

« I*7£© °

0 £^7 &© 0

wo mei you qian. maibuliao dongxi.

2. }$L% H7* ° 7 Ik 0 (II 7“ kuaizi chopsticks)

S'? ° 7 lie °

mei you kuaizi. women chlbuliao fan.

° 0 (4 zhimg teavy)

na ge men hen zhong. haizi yiding kaibuliao,

4. 7 iU^ £^7“ ° (l£7‘/i£7‘ jmozi dumplings)

$70 7 ^'SS.T* °

women chlbuliao zheme duo jiaozi.

5. 7F 7 it' ^ 'fc ° ( Ijf ‘fc /

$

'ft bang mang to help someone)

ta bangbuliao ni de mang.

6. MUt ° $Sf T' 7 0 (i§.%klUMl jlngyan experience)

/Sl^f 0 7 ° ($Sf ^ ban shi to work)

ta mei you jlngyan. banbuliao zhe jian shi.

7. it^rTF 7 ^ jft© ° na to to&e; to hold)

ni nabuliao zheme duo dongxi.
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8. ifc JC T If# 7 it ? (If chuan /o wear)

m you mai le yuyl ma? ni chuandeliao zheme duo ma?

/



Questions and Question Words

QUESTIONS

Yes-No Questions

Asking Yes-No Questions

There are three common forms for yes-no questions: S ma, V-NEG-V, and

£ shifou + VP. S ma is the most neutral form of the yes-no questions. V-

NEG-V and & shifou +V ask for a choice between two alternatives, one affirmative

and one negative.

S ma

The question is in the form of a declarative sentence with the particle ma at

the end;

Declarative Sentence ma Question

Mlio ?

° ?

ta shi xuesheng.

He is a student

ta shi xuesheng ma?
Is he a student?

°

?

ta hui shuo Zhongwen.

He can speak Chinese.

ta hui shuo Zhongwen ma?
Can he speak Chinese ?

?

°
?

ta shang daxud.

She attends college.

ta shang daxue ma?
Does she attend college?

Verb-NEG-Verb

In most Verb-NEG-Verb questions, the verb is followed directly by the negated

verb.

147
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**as**^£?
ta shi bu shi daxuesheng?

Is she a college student?

^ t X ?

ta hui bii hui shuo Zhongwen?

Can he speak Chinese ?

ta shang bu shang daxue?

Does' s/ze attend college?

If the verb phrase consists of a series of verbs, the first verb in the series is

repeated in the question. Note that some verbs always occur as the first verb of a series

of verbs. These include the stative verbs it/& hui, n\L neng, and T ^ key!
,
the

obligation verbs gai, ylnggai, and Ml£/& § yingdang, and other

verbs such as M A yuanyi to he willing
,
and gan to dare .

m jlntian wanshang qu bu qu kan dianying?

Areyou_gomg to see a movie tonight?

nT gan bu gan ehl shengyu plan?

Do you dare eat rawfish (sashimi)?

ft-

nT xThuan bu xThuan chi Rlben chi?

Doyou like to eat Japanesefood?

ti ?

?

nT hui bu hui shuo Zhongwen?
Cflfl yow speak Chinese ?
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ni yuanvi bu yuanvi gen ta jiehun?

Are you willing to marry him?

Ifthe verb is a two-syllable stative verb, a Verb-NEG-Verb question can be

formed by repeating the first syllable:

ft-S-*-S-tt«fcB*£?

ft-j-?4£ gi a ?

nT xi bu xYhuan chi Riben cai?

Do you like to eat Japanesefood?

For questions referring to non-past situations, ifthe verb is ^ shi or % you or^
/£- hui, Verb + NEG may also occur after the object.

ft*»£**

?

ft ;£#£££?
nT shi xuesheng bu shi?

Are you a student?

?

ftimi?
nT you qian mei you?

Do yow have money?

ft-fifct ?

ft^-gLtx. ^-^- ?

nT hui shuo Zhongwen bu hui?

Can you speakMandarin?

Marker of Negation

If the verb is you the marker of negation must be 3:^ mei you.

?

nT you mei you qian?

Do you have money?

For all other verbs, in sentences referring to non-past situations
,
negation is

bu:
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m shi bu shi xuesheng?

Are you a student?

?

ni chi bii chi rou?

Doyou eat meat?

If the verb is an activity verb or achievement verb and the sentence refers to an

event in past time
,
negation is &. mei or mei you. Notice that the affirmative verb

is typically followed by T le or i§/at guo. 7 le never follows the negated verb. (See

Chapter 6: The Suffixes 7 le, Mi zhe, and i§/a± guo.)

?

ni chi le mei you?

Have you eaten?

Note: Ifthe sentence refers to a situation in past time, Verb-NEG-Verb questions

typically take the form: Verb + Object mei you .

?

ni kanguo na ge dianymg mei you?

Have you seen that movie?

7k& shifou

5 shifou occurs immediately before the VP. The form is more formal and

literary than the other yes-no question forms.

6 % iff- ?

mmgtianm shifou yuanyi he wo ylqT qu jlchang jie Bai laoshl?

Are you willing to go to the airport with me tomorrow to pick up Professor Bai?

ni shifou qii Zhongguo kai hui?

Are you going to China to attend a meeting?
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Answering Yes-No questions

Answering Wes'

There is no word for 'yes' in Mandarin. The following are the most common ways

to answer a yes-no question in the affirmative.

B Repeat the first verb in the verb phrase:

Q: ? A: * °

? shi.

m shi xuesheng ma? Yes, (literally: 'am')

Are you a student?

Q: ? A: °

o

ta hm shuo Zhongwen ma? hui-

Can he speak Chinese? las

Q:&4*t*4Mfc«fca*£ ? A: -S-|sfc

La*£?
ni xihuan bh xihuan chi Riben cai? xihuan

Do _yow Me to eat Japanesefood?

Restate the entire sentence in declarative form:

Q: ±*| ? A: °

16*4 it ’4 ?

ni shi xuesheng ma? wo shi xuesheng.

Are you a student? Iam a student

Q: ? A: »

-fejHLt X 0

ta hm shuo Zhongwen ma? ta hui shuo Zhongwen.
Can he speak Chinese? He can speak Chinese?

A: S °

0 °

ni xihuan bii xYhuan chi Riben cai? wo xihuan chi Riben cai.

Doyou Uke_ to eat Japanesefood? I Uke to eat Japanesefood

If the question form is ma or ^ 3? shifou, it can also be answered with 7k

shi de it is the case.
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Q: ? A: °

shi de

ta hui shuo Zhongwen ma? Yes.

Can he speak Chinese?

Q: ? A:*# o

? shi de

nY e ma?
you hungry?

A: o

3L ?
shi de

nY shifou shuo Zhongwen? Yes.

Do you speak Chinese?

If the main verb in the question is shi, the question can also be answered with

dui correct.

k.nM + ?

nY shi Zhongguo ren ma? dui.

Answering 'No'

A ‘no
5

answer includes the marker of negation ^ bu or mei. If the verb is f

you, negation is always mei you.

Q: ? A: o

?
mei you.

m you qian ma? No.

Doyou have money?

If the main verb is an activity verb or an achievement verb, and negation indicates

that the event did not happen in the past, the marker of negation is always & mei. The

negative answer to V 7 le- and V-i£/it guo questions is always mei + verb or

mei you. (See Chapter 6: The Suffixes T le, % zhe, and ifi/ii guo.)

A: °

mei you.

nY yijing chi le wanfan ma? No.

Have you already eaten dinner?
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Otherwise, negation is bu.

?

ni shang daxue ma?
Do you attend college ?

A 'no
5

answer may take a long form or a short form. The short form is much

more natural in most situations.

The long answer

A long negative answer is

Q: ?

?

ni you qian ma?
Do you have money?

Q: # ?

ni shang daxue ma?
Do you attend college?

The short answer

In response to all forms of yes-no questions:

If negation is ^ bu, the short ‘no
5

answer is bii + the first verb of the verb phrase.

? A: 0

bu mang.

m mang ma?
Are you busy?

not busy.

A: T'fc 0

m mang bu mang? bh mang.

Are you busy? not busy.

am ? A: o

? 0

ni hui shuo Yingwen ma? bu hui
Can you speak English? can’t.

A:

i ? °

m hui bu hui shuo Yingwen? bu hui.

Can you speak English ? can 7.

a restatement of the question in negative form.

A: «

°

wo mei you qian.

I don 7 have money.

A: 0

0

wo bu shang daxue.

I don 7 attend college.

A: ^J: o

bu shang.

No.
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Q: A: 0

^ °

nY shifou hui shuo Yingwen? bu hui.

Can you speak English? can 1

Q: A: 0

?
°

nY yuanyi gen ta jiehun ma? bu yuanyi.

Are you willing to many him ? not willing.

Q: A: °

0

nY yuanyi bu yuanyi gen ta jiehun? bu yuanyi.

Are you willing to marry him ? not willing.

Q: A: •

ik^&jgtzwm * 0

nY shifou yuanyi gen ta jiehun. bu yuanyi.

Are you willing to marry him

?

not willing.

Q: A: 0

? bh gan.

nY gan chi shengyu pian ma?
Do you dare to eat sashimi?

don ’t dare.

Q: A: °

bh gan.

nY gan bu gan chi shengyu pian?

Doyou dare to eat sashimi?

don ’t dare.

Q: A: *>

o

women gai gei xiaofei ma? bh gai.

Should we give a tip. shouldn ’t.

Q: Ain A: °

Yg o

women gai bu gai gei xiaofei? bh gai.

Should we give a tip . shouldn ’t.
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If negation is &. mei, the short negative answer is mei you.

°

^#^*4 ? mei you.

ni you qian ma?
Do you have money?

1. Write a yes-no question for each of the following answers. Use the question form

presented after each answer.

1. SIS. 0 ma)

$ a& °

wo hen xThuan chi Zhongguo fan.

I like to eat Chinesefood very much

(Verb-NEG-Verb)

°

wo shi xuesheng.

1 am a student.

3. °(%I?%ma)

wo jia zai Jiazhou.

My home is in California.

4. 0 (Verb-NEG-Verb)

wo hui yong kuaizi chi fan.

I can use chopsticks to eat

5. ft I °(pM,l^ma)

°

wo you yldian lei.

Iam a little tired.

6. ° (Verb-NEG-Verb)

wo hui shuo Hanyu.

I can speak Chinese.

7. (Verb-NEG-Verb)

ta you nan pengyou.

She has a boyfriend.
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8. 0 (Verb-NEG-Verb)

wo qiiguo Zhongguo.

I went to China before .

9. ° (Verb-NEG-Verb)

wo kanguo na ge dianying.

I saw that movie before.

10. (Verb-NEG-Verb)

na ben shu hen you yisi.

That book is very interesting.

11. ° (£3? shifou)

wo dui Zhongguo lishY you xingqu.

I am interested in Chinese history.

12. $,*£,<67 ° (Verb-NEG-Verb)

$*£^7 °

wo chlbao le.

I’ve eaten untilfull (I'mfull)

2. Answer “yes” to each of the following questions. Provide a short answer and a long

answer.

nY shi Meiguo ren ma?
Are you an American?

2 .’#*•#" 110+?
?

nY hui bu hui kai che?

Canyou drive a car?

3. 4$ -£-311’ S ”4?

#-£ri±+®’'4 ?

nY qhguo Zhongguo ma?
Have you been to China?
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4 . ?

wo keyi bu keyi jie ni de che?

Can I borrow your car?

nY yao bu yao mai najian maoyl?

Do yow want to buy that sweater?

6 . ?

m you mei you qian?

Do you have any money?

?

nY yuanyi gen wo qu mai dongxi ma?
Are you willing to go shopping with me?

?

ni hui bu hui shuo Hanyii?

Can you speak Chinese?

9. ?

nY xT bu xihuan chi blngqilin?

Do you like to eat ice cream?

nT kanguo na ge dianyTng mei you?

Haveyou seen that movie?
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Content Questions

Content questions use the following question words and question phrases:

shei who

shenme what

shenme shihou when (lit: what time)

?/*p;L ?* nar? where

? nali? where

na? which

shenme difang where

WJl
.V
Ji how many

$•> duoshao how many, how much

ruhe how

zenme how

wei shenme why

Content questions are answered by replacing the question word with the

appropriate answer. In Mandarin, the word order of content questions and their answers is

identical. The question word goes where the answer goes.

°

0

ta shi shdi? ta shi Zhan£ laoshl.

Who is she? is Professor Zhang.

?

fWf £ ? o

na shi shenme? na shi zidian.

What is that? That is a dictionary.

$,-b »

m shenme shihou chi fan? wo qldian chi fan.

What time do vou eat? I eat at 7.

?

ik^)L? wo qh pengyou iia.

ni qii nar?

Where are vou going?

Tm going to a friend's house.

? MMl ? nar? and JL ? nail? are regional variations of the same word. They have

identical meaning.
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ni qii shenme difang?

Where are you going?

rtMM?
if.Jl# ?

ni jt sul?

How old are you ?

?

zhe ben shu duoshao qian?

How much money is this book?

°

wo qu pengvou iia ,

I 'm going to a friend's house .

A+ 0

^+ ^ O

wo shisi sui.

I'mfourteen.

zhe ben shu ba kuai qian.

This book is eight dollars.

If the question word is & zenme, the answer may be either a short phrase

or a longer description of a process.

zhe ge zi zenme xie?

How doyou write this character?

0

zhe ge zi zhevang xie.

This character is written this wav.

If the question word phrase is eft & zuo shenme, the answer replaces

both the verb and the object noun phrase.

4MlL£S.°
o

m zuotian wanshang zub le shenme? wo kan le dianving .

What didyou do last night? 1 saw a movie .

f 2- wei shenme why questions are answered with an explanation.

The sentence often begins with M $3 1 El ft ylnwei because. (For more about HI /IS ^

ylnwei, see Chapter 12: Phrase and Clause Connection.)

&&#&***?
H?

nT wei shenme xue Zhongwen?
Why doyou studyMandarin?

ylnwei wo yao qu Zhongguo.

Because I want to go to China.

The following question words, built upon the characterH he, are used in formal,

literary contexts. All occur directly before a VP.
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ft ‘>k hebi What need is therefor VP?

ft -ft
hefang What is the harm in VP?

Why not VP?

ftftlftH he shi When VP? VP at what time?

ftit he gii Why VP? VPfor what reason?

ft%lft ft hewei What is NP?

ftflftg hechang It isn 7 the case that VP

m hebi name jYnzhang?

Why are you so nervous?

?

ni hefang bu qii zuo na jian shi?

Why don 'tyou try and do it (that thing)?

fafttffe&.lt’!

ni heshi gen wo zou?

When willyou go with me?

’ &&&£*-£foWSL ?

zao zhidao ni xiawu lai zhao wo, wo hegu shangwu qii ni nar?

I knew you were coming to see me this afternoon. Why wouldIgo toyour

place this morning?

ft ’ fthtiWK^^ 0

wo bii mmgbai hewei gitnshi yinyue, hewei xiandai yinyuk.

I don ’t understand what hard rock music is and what modern music is,

H 0 $.Statu °

&ft%T'M-ir$ a °

wo hechang bu xiang qu Zhongguo. wo jiu mei you qian.

It is not thatI don 7 vwarw/ to go to China, Ijust don 7 have the money.

* From — ylwu suoyou ‘Nothing to My Name’ by Cui Jian, 1986.
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Questioning a Situation

& (U# zenmeyang how about it

&# zenmeyang is used to ask a general question about a noun or

noun phrase:

zhe ben shu zenmeyang?

How is this book?

?

Zhongwen ke zenme yang?

How is Chinese class?

The negated expression indicates that there is nothing extraordinary about the

noun or noun phrase.

na ge dianymg zenmeyang?

How is that movie?

&& ( - ) ( - ) EJ

A: o

bu zenmeyang.

Not much (Nothing special)

zenme ( yl) hui shi what ’s going on?

&$£ ( — ) sJ & ( — ) SJ zenme ( yl) hui shi is used to ask a question

about a situation:

i£*&*«*?
?

zhe shi zenme hui shi?

What's going on?

ta bit zhidao shi zenme hui shi.

He didn't know what was going on.
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Rhetorical Questions

Rhetorical questions are those for which the answer is obvious and for which no

response is expected. In Mandarin, rhetorical expressions can be expressed using the

phrase: nandao do you mean to say that ...

*

ta you nu pengyou le. nandao ni bu zhldao ma? '

He has a girlfriend now. Do you mean to say thatyou didn't know?

wo tingshuo Meigub ren dou hui tiao wu. nandao ni bu hui ma?
I heard that allAmericans can dance. Do you mean to say thatyou can't?

For a rhetorical response to a situation one can use the following expression:

? kebushima?

Precisely
,
Naturally, You're telling me? You don't say?

i : A 7 ’ 0

i : — f 7 ’ T^-i/17 °

Wang: nT mingtian yijing ershiyi sui le, keyT he jiu le.

Wang: You're 21 tomorrow. You can drink.

# : !

£ : !

Li: kebushima!

Li: You're telling me?

3. Write the question for each of these answers, questioning the phrase that is in

square brackets. Translate your questions into English.

c Fill )
-

$.* [ P& BS ® )
°

wo shi [ Chen li li ]

.

Iam Lili Chen.

wo meitian
[ ql dian zhong ] chi zaofan.

I eat hreahfast every day at 7 o'clock.

This expression is also included in Chapter 14: Speaker Perspective
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3.&^*I7 [ lSMO t °

4^ 7 [ ] % 0

wo zuotian mai le ( liang ben ) shu.

I bought two books yesterday.

4. AW**! )k£t%

«

wo mmgtian [ gen pengyou ] qb kan dianymg.

Tomorrow 1am going withfriends to see a movie.

5 . lun [ 3 -k °

40n
women ( zuo che ) qii.

We are going by car.

6 . ] ^ °

dianymg piao [ ql kuai wu mao ] qian.

Movie tickets are $7.50.

wo xihuan kan [ Mei ) guo dianymg.

I like to watch American movies.

8.ami C 3
sj% o

C 3

women wanshang ( ba dian duo zhong ) hui jia.

Well return home tonight after 8p.m.

9. (
°

[
°

[ wo meimei ) gen women qii.

Myyounger sister is going with us.

10. C ft 3
°

i«t C « 3
°

wo meitian wanshang chi ( liang ] wan fan.

Every evening I eat two bowls ofrice.

11. &&& [ Ak 3 Jf 7#r#;Mc. o

&3&&L { 3i 3 S 7 $7$ °

wo jiejie ( zuotian ] mai le xln de dayi.

My older sister bought a new overcoat yesterday.
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6

12 . it °

$.*-!•# [ S o

wo zui xThuan ( zhe ] jian maoyi.

I like this sweater best.

is.&**H-*£ [ ) f ^ *

) I? fit °

zhe shuang xiezi shi zai [ Yidali ] mai de.

These shoes were bought in Italy.

wo shi [ er ) yue [ wu ] hao sheng de.

/ wa.s Z>e?r/? February 5
th

.

15. °

C ft-fift ] #£ °

zhe ge xuexiao ylgong you [ liang qian wu bai ge ) xuesheng.

This school has 2,500 students altogether.

4. Complete each of these sentences with one of the following words:

4® fa ruhe how?

&&&/&&# zenmeyang how about it?

&& (
- ) ®f7 zenme( yi) what's going on?

&& ( - ) al? hui shi?

zenme how?

wei shenme why?

kebushima How could it be otherwise? What do

you think? Absolutely

!

nandao do you mean to say that

1. Q: *P % ? A: °

? *4*°
na jia fanguan de cai ? bu cuo.

0: How is thefood in that restaurant? A: Not bad.

#T'tam t ?

ta shi m daxue de pengyou. nY bu jide ta le ma?
She isyour collegefriend. Do you mean to sayyou don't remember her?
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3. Q:-ifc£ + i|<t7 ? A:
!

? !

m zai Zhongguo chi le Zhongguo fan ma?
!

Q: Didyou eat Chinesefood in China? A: What do you think?

4.4, + H ?

4, * t m ?

wo bu xiang gen nT ylqY qu Zhongguo.

How could I not want to go with you to China

?

5. Q: ?

Meiguo haizi hua hen duo qian ma?
0: Do American kids spend a lot ofmoney?

A: ° t + 0

0 °

. cai shang daxue jiu yao mai che.

A: Absolutely. Theyjust begin to attend college and already want to buy cars.

6

.

* 1 !

& ? !

ta . yl tian dai zai wuzi IT dou bu yuanyi chuqu!

What's up with her? Spending all day in her room and not willing to go out

!

QUESTION WORDS AS INDEFINITES

Question words may have indefinite meaning when they occur before the verb

phrase and are followed by IP dou or -4 ye. Notice that when a question word occurs in

a phrase that is the object of the verb, the entire phrase must occur before the verb.

m
ll5 dou is used in affirmative sentences:

shei + |p dou + Verb = everyone, anyone

shei dou kevY lai.

Anyone can come.

iMP-i-Ubt* B# °

-tM

“

shei dou xYhuan chi Zhongguo fan.

Everyone likes to eat Chinesefood
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A"/# B# & 8#^ shenme shihou + IP dou + Verb = always, any time

ta shenme shihou dou zai jia.

He is always home.

2* shenme + 4fp dou + Verb = everything
,
anything

°

didi shenme dou chi.

Younger brother eats everything.

^P j^/^P JL nar + JfP dou + Verb = everywhere
,
anywhere

4WL*|s*it -

wo nar dou qiiguo.

Fve been everywhere.

m 4l ye is used in negative sentences.

shenme + ye + Verb = nothing/not anything

IU+ & -tk, "ti
°

didi shenme ye bu chi.

Younger brother eats nothing. (Younger brother doesn ’t eat anything.)

2* $j7T shenme difang + -tk* ye + Verb = nowhere/not anywhere

ta shenme difang ye mei qiiguo.

He hasn 7 anywhere.

M: B# fd/ff 2* B# shenme shihou + -& ye + Verb = never

ta shenme shihou ye bu zai jia.

He is never at home.
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Other Words with Indefinite Meaning

The word ^//L jl is usually understood as a question word.

?

ni you ji kuai qian?

How many dollars do you have?

However, when H/JL jT is used in an affirmative sentence, it may have an

indefinite sense. Notice that it may have indefinite sense without a following $1* dou or

4 ye.

°

°

wo you jY kuai qian.

I have several dollars,

$]

l ]$$>!&} daochli everywhere

MJ

H

daochil everywhere is an indefinite expression which is never used as

a question word. It is typically followed by # dou.

dh ii fr4^ 0

Beijing daochil dou you zixfng che.

There are bicycles everywhere in Beijing.

5. Write an answer in Mandarin to each question in the following conversations using a

question word in its indefinite sense.

nT xiang dao nar qu luxfng?

A: Anyplace is okay.

2. ?

?

m shenme shihou you kong?

A: 1 always havefree time.
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nT xYhuan he kafei ma?
A: Everyone likes to drink coffee.

4. ?

m jintian wanshang yao kan shenme dianyYng?

A: Any movie is okay.

5. ?

nT xiang shenme shfliou kan dianying?

A: Any time is okay.

6 . ?

nT shenme shfliou you kong?

A: / never havefree time.

7. Q: ?

ni renshi Zhang Dawei ma?
A: Everyone knows him.

8. Q: ?

4MH It 4* ?

women shenme shfliou chi blngqilm?

A: Anytime is okay.

9. ?

nT xYhuan zai nar zuo zuoye?

A: ^7iy quiet place is okay

.

(-S‘-fr/-Sr# anjing quiet)

10. Q; ib ? (ife ib pa shan climb a mountain)

nY padeshang na zuo shan ma?
A: No one can climb that mountain.
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Question Words in Parallel Phrases

Question Word iiii Question Word

Parallel phrases are phrases that occur in sequence in a sentence, in which each

phrase has the same grammatical structure and theme. When a question word occurs in

each of the phrases of a parallel structures, it has indefinite meaning.

shei xiang chi, shei jiu chi.

Whoever wants to eat
,
eat.

ft*

°

m yao dao nar qii jiu dao nar qii.

Go whereveryou want.

ft*°t£ ')' °

t# yM<tpy °

ni yao chi duoshao jiii chi duoshao.

Eat as much asyou want

ni yao zenme xie jiu zenme xie.

Write howeveryou want.

6. These conversations use question words in parallel phrases. Translate them into

English.

1. Q: itftf ?

zhe jian shiqing ylnggai zenme zuo?

A: °

ft °

ni yao zenme zuo jiu zenme zub.

2. Q: l&’t'fe. ?

women qing shei chi fan?
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A: # °

#5- "if

°

m yao qing shei jiu qing shei.

3. Q: ?

women gei muqln mai shenme dSngxi?

hi yao mai shenme jiu mai shenme.

4. Q:

Wl-£?
women dao nar qh?

A: °

nT yao dao nar qu women jih dao nar qh.

5. Q: 'J' -Jr $k ? ( 'J' |p/ 'J' H xiaofei fi>)

***#$*«?
xiaofei yao gei duoshao qian?

!>' o

m yao gei duoshao jih gei duoshao.

6. H : ?

& : ?

Zhao: zhe ge zi zenme xie?

i : #£&***&*;* «

i : °

Wang: m yao zenme xie jiu zenme xie.

M = °

!

& : °
!

Zhao: bu xmg a. mei ge zi dou you ghdlng de bYhua!

Zhao: That's not okay! Every character has a definite stroke order!

7. ?

?

iii didi zai nar?
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A: ° -f-f °

0 -f -f o

dagai gen gege yl kuk. gege dao nk qu didi jiu dao nar qu.

8. Q: ?

nT jlntian wanshang gen shei tiao wu?

A: °

wo yao gen shei tiao wu jiu gen shei tiao wu.



Location, Directional Movement, and Distance

LOCATION

Location Words and Possible Suffixes

- Mlzk-tou -mian - i|;/i£ -bian - N] / J's] -jian

in S /

wai out S /

Ji shang on
,
above S v"

T xia under S /

is you* right v"

i ZUO* left

if qian front

W Jo hou back/behind

fflH duf acrossfrom

% pang* next to

+ zhong" in between

No Suffix:

nei in

Compass Directions

- M/^-tou - ®-mian - i£/i4-bian

%J% dong east

i^3 nan south v''

© xl west v" v"

Jh bei north v'" v"

*
Suffix usually occurs.

172
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No Suffix:

Jub/Sub

dongbei

northeast

xlbei

northwest

&/& it?

dongnan

southeast

xlnan

southwest

Note: Most directional words consist of a base form and a suffix. When the directional

word is two syllables in length (for example, $ db xlbei northwest), no suffix is used.

Notice that for the interim directions northeast, northwest
,
southeast, and southwest

,

the

Chinese order of direction words is the opposite ofthe English order. The compass

directions are recited in the following order: db!% dong nan xl bei east

south west north (in contrast to English: north, east, south, west).

Location Phrases

Locations always assume a reference point. Here, the box is the reference point,

and the location phrases describe points around the box.

over

the right side

m In English, location phrases occur before the reference point:

over the box
,
on the box

,
etc.

a In Mandarin, location phrases occur after the reference point, in the following

pattern:
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Reference Point 65 de location phrase

xiangzi de shangtou

over/above the box

xiangzi de zhongjian

between the boxes

;

in the middle ofthe box

xiangzi de xiatou

under the box

Note: If the location phrase is one syllable in length, 65 de is typically omitted:

xiangzi de lYtou xiangzilY

inside the box inside the box

Notice the difference in meaning between some Mandarin location expressions

and their English counterparts:

B Jl shang: In Mandarin, Ji shang refers to the region above a reference point,

either touching it (English on\ or not touching it (English above).

m Compass directions and left-right directions: In Mandarin, there is no distinction

between a location inside or outside of the reference point. The following

expression in Mandarin can be used to refer either to point A or to point B.

cheng de beibian

A: the north side of the city OR B: outside the city in the region to the north .

B

A

the city
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Location Phrases as NP Modifiers

Location phrases can serve as modifiers ofNPs. When they do, they follow the

same rule as all other NP modifiers: they precede the head noun. Location phrases which

serve as modifiers are followed by ^ de:

Modified NP Location Phrase

beibian de shan shan de beibian

the mountains to the north to the north ofthe mountains

1. Describe locations as instructed, (^-f- fangzi house, ty hu lake, iL shan mountain)

L

2.

3 .

4.

5.

6 .

7.

8 .

9.

10 .

Describe the location of number 1 with respect to the house.

Describe the location of number 2 with respect to the house.

Describe the location ofnumber 3 with respect to the house.

Describe the location of number 4 with respect to the house.

Describe the location of number 5 with respect to the house.

What is the compass direction of the mountain with respect to the house?

What is the compass direction of the mountain with respect to the lake?

What is the compass direction ofthe lake with respect to the house?

What is the compass direction of the lake with respect to the mountain?

Where is the lake with respect to the mountains in the picture below?
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9

2. Translate these phrases into English. Some of these phrases describe locations, and

some are nouns with locations as modifiers.

1.

youbian de ren

fangzi de houtou

3.

zhongjian de fangzi

4-f-^ + RI

fangzi de zhongjian

5. ©if
©a&^$I
xibian de hu

$ Ihik

gongyuan de beibian

7. dbit^-J^SI

beibian de gongyuan

8.

if ¥} 3|5 ''t-kfa -J-

qiantou de na ge nu haizi

9.

na ge nu haizi de qiantou

10.

xudxiao de dongbian
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fk zai and Spatial Location

The verb that indicates spatial location is Lk zai: to be located

.

0

o

didi zai fangzi IT.

Younger brother is (located) in the house.

a Jbi4 o

tushuguan zai daxue lii de beibian.

The library is (located) north ofCollege Road.

A Note on zai and jg shi

While i zai can be translated as be
,

it is distinct in meaning from the verb ft shl

be. ft shi joins two Noun Phrases and indicates a relationship of identity between them.

(Chapter 3: Verbs and Verb Phrases.) The relationship indicated by & zai is that of

location.

& shi

°

°

didi shi xuesheng.

Younger brother is a student.

A Note on £. zai and you

fk zai and % you may both occur i

& zai

o

JL o

didi zai gongyuan IT.

Younger brother is (located) in the park.

descriptions involving location, fk zai is a

verb used to indicate the location of an object. % you is a verb used to indicate the

existence of an object. Notice the meanings they contribute in the following sentences.

(zai) gongyuan IT you hu.

Located in the park there is a lake.

°

jS.'iHS! 3. °

hu zai gongyuan IT.

The lake is located in the park.
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you hu zai gongyuan 1Y.

There is a lake located in the park

Since both you and& zai are verbs, they can both be negated.

°

gongyuan 1Y mei you hu.

In the park there is no lake.

MX °

HJL °

hu bu zai gongyuan 1Y.

The lake is not in the park (It is someplace else.)

3. In complete sentences, describe the location of the lake with respect to the

park(s) in each of the following pictures. Use compass locations for 2, 3, 4, and 5.

O

O
2 .

4. Translate the following locations into English.

1 .

zai wo de pangbian

zai laoshl de zuobian
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3.

guowai

4. ap.fiA
ap^A^#®
na ge ren de youmian

5.

&###&
zai m de qiantou

6. 0

i-f-J^r—4^ °

zhuozi shang you yi ben shu.

7. 4"?-#&iI#A o

fangzi de houtou you ren.

s4flS;lA"
o

fangzi 1Y mei you ren.

9. + H °

+ ffi] o

wo didi zai na liang ge nfi haizi de zhongjian.

io. °

@ HS-ifit St#* °

tushuguan zai nY de qiantou.
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DIRECTIONAL MOVEMENT

Directional Movement Expressions

In Mandarin, directional movement is expressed as follows.

Mover+ Movement Verb+ Direction* Reference Point+ Speaker Perspective: ^ lai or •£- qu

ft A it A* ^7 °

ft A a MlT £7 °
,

ta zou jin wuzi lai le.

He walked into the room (towards the speaker).

ft, A it *7 o

7

ft A it *7 -

ta ZOU jin wuzi qu le.

He walked into the room (awayfrom the speaker).

Common Directional Words

it/it jin into

n dao at (final destination ofmovement)

* chu out of

i§/ii guo pass/go by

_h shang up

T xia down

& wang towards

EJ hui return back

Common Movement Verbs

A zou walk

pao run

$/#• kai drive

ffl'X fei fly

Mi tiao skip; jump; dance

M. pa climb

you swim

Speaker Perspective: ^ lai and £ qh

lai and -4r qu reflect the perspective of the speaker or addressee regarding the

direction of the movement. ^ lai indicates movement towards the speaker or addressee.

-4- qu indicates movement away from the speaker or addressee.
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7 0

mama zou jin wuzi lai le.

Mom walked into the room.

(The speaker is in the room and the

direction ofmom's movement is

towards the speaker.)

Omission of the Reference Point

7* -4- 7 °

mama zou jin wuzi qii le.

Mom walked into the room.

(The speaker is outside ofthe room and the

direction ofmom’s movement is awayfrom
the speaker.)

While a reference point is always implied in directional movement, the reference

point itself may be omitted from the sentence:

°

mama zou jin lai le.

Mom walked in.

Note: Sentences with wang and £] dao must include a reference point:

tfc -ir 7 0

ta pao chu qu le.

He ran out.

-ir T °

"i
- 7 °

ta pao dao gongyuan qfr le.

She ran to the park.

7 °

ta kai wang haibian qu le.

He drove towards the ocean.

7 0

ta pao dao qu le.

©#.^#-£-7 °

ta kai wang qu le.

Human or Animal Reference Points

Nouns, NPs, or pronouns with human or animal reference cannot serve as

reference points in directional expressions unless they are followed by a specifier:

if 0

qYng dao wo zher lai.

Please come to me.

ta pao dao Li laoshl nar qu le.

She ran to (where) Professor Li (is).

if 0

qTng dao wo lai.

ta pao dao Li laoshl qu le.
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9

Directional Expressions as Resultative Endings

When a verb of motion is followed by a directional expression, the directional

expression may function as a resultative ending, indicating the result ofthe movement. #

de and ^ bu may occur between the verb of movement and the directional ending to add

potential meaning. (See Chapter 7: The Resultative Structure and Potential Suffixes.)

?

shan hen gao. ni padeshang qu ma?
The mountain is very tall Can you climb it?

° 0

° 0

hiitaidale. wo ydubuguo qh.

The lake is too wide. I can 7 swim across.

5. Translate these Mandarin sentences with directional expressions into English.

l. 0

ta pa shang shan qu le.

ta cdng na ge men pao chu lai le.

ta meitian dou cdng zhebian pao shang qu.

4. °

wo de qian ta dou na zou le.

£.7 flip & °

meimei na lai le hen duo dong xi.

6.3

°

3 ’ -it'fr'frEl g °

zhe ben shu, qing nT na huf tushuguan qh.
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7.
° youju post office,

° ^rit ji xin mail letter)

ta meitian xiawu zou dao youju qu ji xin.

if# ^ °

qing nT dailai m de Hanyu keben.

9. 4fe£lHJ&-£7 0

ta zou hui jia qu le.

ta bu xiang zou jin wuzi IT qh.

Relocation Verbs

Relocation verbs describe moving an item to a new location. The item that is

relocated occurs in the sentence as the object ofthe verb -te ba. (See Chapter 10: The

ba Construction.)

°

meimei ba che kai hui jia le.

Younger sister drove the car home.

ta ba wode qian nazou le.

He took my money away.
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Common Relocation Verbs

kai to drive

t na to bring/to take

la to pull

# tul topush

yim to transport

m. ban to move

wf dai to bring/to take

f bei to carry on one 's back

it fang to put, to place

# diao to drop

6. Complete these sentences in Mandarin to match the meaning of the English sentences.

Each Mandarin sentence includes a directional expression. Additional exercises using -te

ba and directional expressions are found in Chapter 10; The fc ba Construction.

f T -

ta ba bei le.

She carried the child home on her back

2. * *7 0

-fc 7 °

women ba ban qu le.

We moved the table into the room.

3.

it °

it °

bababa fang
.

Dadput the newspaper on the table,

4. # ?

# ?

shei ba diao ?

Who dropped the cup on thefloor?

m
fbfc tj* 'i: °

women bii neng ba kai qu.

We can’t drive the car into the park
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ffl
*<=

if

wo mmgtian yao ba kai qii.

Tomorrow I want to drive the car to Mr. Wang'splace.

T&&> ^7 o

_kk ^7 °

wo ba cong lai le.

Ipulledyounger brother out of (outfrom) the water.

8. _ B0 £ ?

(U & ?

ni shenme shfhou ba kai lai?

When are you driving the car to my house?

9. ^ -fro

f
wo mmgtian yao ba dai qu.

Tomorrow I have to take little brother to school.

10. JML7 ! # 7 °

£*P7 ! # 7 °

che huai le! women zhT hao ba till le.

The car is broken ! The best thing we can do ispush it home.

DISTANCE

Expressing Distance

A # / % B distance

li

1% B i£/£& ~ St

li yuan jin

wo jia li xuexiao san ylng IT lit (yuan).

My house is 3 milesfrom school.

’ Mandarin speakers from Taiwan tend to include yuan and not lii

.
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°

wo jia li xuexiao hen yuan.

My house is veiyfarfrom school

o

wo jia li xuexiao hen jin.

My house is very close to school ,

Note: ij1/^ h from is used to indicate distance, and is never used to indicate the starting

point of movement. To indicate movement from a place, use #t. congfrom.

cong zher dao youju zenme zou?

How do you go from here to the post office?

Negating Distance

wo jia li zher bh hen yuan.

My house is not veryfarfrom here.

wo jia li zher bu jin.

My house is not close to here.

wo jia 11 zher bu dao san ylng 1Y lh.

My house is not three milesfrom here.

To indicate a correction about a distance, use ^ bu shi as follows:

0 : =.&%.& °

Wang laoshl de jia li zher san ylng IT lh.

Qian: Teacher Wang's house is 3 milesfrom here.

4 ° *.=.+£.£* o

Wang laoshl de jia li zher bu shi san ying li lu. shi sanshi ylng li lu.

Mao: Teacher Wang's house is not 3 milesfrom here. It's 30 milesfrom here.
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Questioning Distance

ni jia li zher duo yuan?

Howfar isyour housefrom here ?

nT jia If zher you jT ying li lii?

How many milesfrom here isyour house?

?

nT jia li zher jin ma?
Isyour house close to here?

? /&#&?
?

ni jia li zher yuan ma?/yuan bh yuan?

Isyour housefarfrom here?

7.

Answer the questions in hill sentences based on the information in parentheses.

tushuguan li shudian duo yuan?

1. (20 miles)

2. (2 miles)

3. (18 miles)

4. (100 miles)

5. (6 y2 miles)

?

gongyuan li ni jia yuan ma?

6. no

7. yes

8. extremely far

9. not too far

10. very close
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8. Put these phrases in the correct order to make well-formed sentences. The English

translations are included.

1 .
°

Faguo li bu yuan Yidali.

France is notfarfrom Italy.

2. °

Meiguo hen yuan li Zhonggud.

America is veryfarfrom China.

Niuyue liang bai ylng IT lu chabuduo li Boshidiin.

New York is about 200 milesfrom Boston.

4. ?

duo yuan Aodaliya li Ylnggud?

Howfar is Australiafrom England?

5. ?

hv j')'] jEi£. jHl ?

Jiazhou yuan li Fuluolida zhou ma?
Is Californiafarfrom Florida?

6 . °

& JiH 0

hen Jianada jin li Meiguo.

Canada is very close to the U.S.

7. °

Moxlge bu tai yuan li Dezhou.

Mexico is not toofarfrom Texas.

8 .
0

Zhljiage bu dao Mbugen li yi bai ylng IT lii.

Chicago isn’t 100 milesfrom Michigan.
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9 .
°

Rlben li hen jin Hanguo.

Japan is very close to South Korea,

10 .
°

* BrEiSS °

xlangdang yuan Kamailong Baxili.

Cameroon is ratherfarfrom Brazil



The it ba Construction

it ba occurs in the following structure:

Subject NPi it* ba NP2 VP

While it ba has no direct equivalent in English, sentences with it ba may be

paraphrased as:

Subject NPj takes NP2 and does VP with it

The properties of the it ba construction are as follows:

B The VP following it ba + NP must describe a completed action or an action with

duration. Therefore, it ba may occur with the following verbs and verb phrases:

Achievement verbs , since they refer to completed actions (see also Chapter 3:

Verbs and Verb Phrases):

o o

0

wo ba tamen de mingzi dou wang le. zhen bh hao yisi.

/forgot oil oftheir names. How embarrassing.

-£#7 o

ta ba wo de shu diudiao le.

He lost my book (He took my book and lost it.)

Activity verbs with duration emphasized or implied :

m zai ba zhe ge wenti xiang yi xiang.

Think about thatproblemfor awhile.

& 0

& o

qmg ba nT de zuoye gai yi gai.

Please correctyour homework.
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Activity verbs with resultative verb endings (see also Chapter 7: The Resultative

Structure and Potential Suffixes):

T °

didi ba dangao chlwan le.

Younger brother ate up the cake

.

°

wo ba na ge zi niancuo le.

I read that character wrong.

Relocation verbs with directional complements (see also Chapter 9: Location,

Directional Movement, and Distance):

1

o

qing ba shu nachulai.

Please take the books out

JiiL-Jr T 0

ta ba che kai shang shan qh le.

He drove the car up the mountain. (He took the car and drove it up the

mountain.)

B In the ba construction, NP2 must refer to a specific object or concept. A NP

may acquire a specific reference in context. The specifiers ii/iS zhe and na

can also be used to mark a NP as specific.

° $.7 •

° <>

wo ba zh& ben shu khnwan le. wo ba shu kanwan le.

Ifinished reading this book Ifinished reading a book

8 The verb may act on a portion ofNP2 . The ‘part
5

occurs after verb.

7 —+ 0

didi ba dangao chile yl ban.

Younger brother ate halfthe cake.

7 JIM 0

ta ba zhe ben shu kanle jT ye.

He readafew pages ofthe book.
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•fe ba cannot be followed by a verb suffix.

wo ba shu fajig zai zhuozi shang le.

Iput the books on the table .

wo bazhe shu fang zai zhuozi

shang le.

didi ba le bYnggan dou chlwan le.didi ba bYnggan dou chlwan le.

Younger brother ate up the cookies.

1. Translate these sentences into English: -fc* ba with a verb with completed action.

1. ° (M^B^/M^B^ll zhaoxiangji camera)

ta ba zhaoxiangji jie gei wo yong.

2. X ^ ° qiaokeli chocolates)

Wang Mmg ba qiaokeli song gei ta nfi pengyou.

3. ° (#h gua hang, ift qiang wall)

mama ba na zhang huar gua zai qiang shang.

4. ° (frX beizicup,

*MJLX® ° 1| &Y& dianshi television
)

bie ba beizi fang zai dianshi shangmian.

5. ° ($J gou dog,

ik 7 ° Yt H" /'f't ik zuoye homework)

wo de gou ba wo de zuoye chldiao le.

6. l| ff 7 ° ca ganjing wipe clean)

wo ba zixmgche ca ganjing le.

7. ^ 7 ° peng huai crashed)

wo didi ba ta de che peng huai le.

8. M M 3^7 ° (M >S zhaopian photo
, X fang da enlarge)

wo ba na zhang zhaopian fang da le.
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9. o

qYng nT ba men lakai.

10. #7^ ¥\ -“{g[ 'J' B# tfcfc-ff 7 0 ^ xmgli suitcase)

#4] ^ H 7 ° (^#- shoushi pack)

tamen bu dao yl ge xiaoshi jib ba xmgli dou shoushi hao le.

11. ? ($G$Ufl$L xY ganjing

# ^ ? wash clean)

nT neng bu neng ba zhe jian yxfu xY ganjing?

2. Translate these sentences into English: }E ba with verbs involving movement and

relocation. (See Chapter 9: Location, Directional Movement, and Distance, for a list of

relocation verbs.)

i. ii-^Sl-i-T °

ta ba che kai jin gongyuan qh le.

wo ba haizi bei hui jla le.

7 °

xuesheng ba dongxi dou na dao Gao jiaoshou jia qh le.

4. iM-f-fe*# ° (i|/i£ huan to return)

wo dei ba shu dou huan hui tushuguan qu.

5. &-£7 0

didi ba wode che kai dao xuexiao qh le.

ni yao ba dongxi yun dao nar qu?

-j$ J^rSL-i: °

qYng ba shujia ban dao shufang 1Y qii.
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8 .

°

qmg nimen ba shu dai lai.

9. »

•if •}&#]# Sl| 0

qTng ba gou la dao waitou qii.

10 .

°

qing ba wo de zidian na lai.

ta ba nan pengyou tul dao men waimian qii le.

3.

What did they do with their Chinese book? Translate each person’s explanation into a

complete Chinese sentence. Use -te ba in each sentence.

1 . meimei; I took the book home,

2. $§i! mama: I read half,

3 . ’ii'ii jiejie : Ifinished reading it

4. -If* -If gege: I loaned it to my younger brother.

5. $3 didi: I lost it



Comparisons

MORE THAN

Eb bY more than

NPi it bY NP2 SV*

NPi is more SV than NP2

0

qishuY bY cha gui.

Soda is more expensive than tea.

xie zi bY shuo hua nan.

Writing is harder than speaking

*

znodedui bY zuodekuai hai yao hao.

Doing it correctly is even better than doing itfast

Modification of Yk bY comparisons

* SV — f£/— Ms SV yldian a little more SV

-f

°

—£ 0

gege bY d'idi gao yidian.

Older brother is a little taller thanyounger brother.

Comparison structures compare NPs. Notice that verbs and verb + object sequences may also function as

NPs. Linguists say that these veib constructions are ‘nominalized’ when they function in this way.

195
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a SV#|> SV de duo a lot more SV

gege bi didi gao de duo.

Older brother is a lot taller thanyounger brother.

1. Using the lb bi comparison structure, compare "A" and "B" with respect to the

property "C" in complete sentences.

A B c

! ti &£
Zhongwen Yingwen nan

Chinese English difficult

2-

jiaozi hao chi

dumplings blsa good to eat

pizza

3- £$/££ it#/#:#
wenxue shuxue you yisi

literature math interesting

4-

meimei ‘

didi yonggong

younger sister younger brother hardworking

5. £
haizi daren duo
children adults more

it SV geng SV even more SV

It geng is an intensifier and goes directly before a SV. It compares a NP with

discourse.another NP which has been mentioned in the

lb^ ifj °

gege bi didi gao.

Older brother is taller than younger

brother.

o

T °

kele bi cha gui.

Cola is more expensive than tea

.

jiejie geng gao.

Older sister is even taller.

o

Zf 7^7^11 it"
o

kuangquan shut geng gui.

Mineral water is even more expensive.
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ft zui SV mostSV

ft zui is an intensifier and immediately precedes a SV. It is the marker of

‘superlative’ comparison in Mandarin.

-f-fftSi °

gege zui gao.

Older brother is the tallest

kele zui gui.

Cola is the most expensive

.

7 /ft^77^ ft 7 zui hao buguo le nothing is better than that

Ma laoshi: women jlntian chu qii chi fan, hao ma?
TeacherMa: Today we'll eat out, okay?

: *#*£7 *

Luo laoshi: zui hao buguo le.

Teacher Luo: Nothing is better than that

2. Add it bi, i geng, or ft zui to make sentences from each group ofwords to best

match the English translations.

1. ’ $7 ’ 'f ° It ’
'J'

°

^ ’
'J'

o ’
'J'

O

mao, gou, xiao. laoshu, xiao.

Cats are smaller than dogs. Mice are even smaller.

2. ’ il If ’ :fr ° ’ jif
°

motuoche, zixmgche, gui. chezi, gui.

Motorcycles are more expensive than bicycles. Cars are even more

expensive.

3. #!£. ’
’ # ° *5 3^4 ’ # °

#-f ’ »'# o > # -

binggan, shuiguo, tian. qiaokeli, tian.

Cookies are sweeter thanfruit Chocolate is even sweeter.
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4. ii-i£ ’ ’ i§j ° -f'-fl'
’ 0 ’ rij 0

jiejie, meimei, gao. gege, gao. baba, gao.

Older sister is taller than younger sister. Older brother is even taller. Dad

is the tallest.

°

°

ta shi wo xiao congming de xuesheng.

She is the smartest student in my school 1

6 . #,^ 4% °

ta shi wo hao de pengyou

She is my bestfriend.

LESS THAN

mei you not as much as

NPi NP2 SV

mei you

NPi is not as SVas NP2

jlr
0

&7Stt*nht *

cha mei you kele gui.

Tea is not as expensive as soda.

shuo hua mei you xie zi nan.

Speaking is not as hard as writing.

Modification of mei you comparisons

B (U name + SV or ifEJS7i£ (U zheme + SV

$P A(Si )/^p & ( r5 )
name gao that (tall)

itA (
)/i£ & ( Sj )

zheme gao this (tall)

#P A7$P name and itA/it & zheme often need not be translated into

English.

cha mei you kele name gui.

Tea is not as expensive as cola.
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°

wo mei you ni name congming.

I am not as smart asyon.

i? buru not equal to

buru is used in formal written or spoken discourse as follows:

NPi bbru NP2

NPj is not equal to NP2

%

°

shuo buru zuo.

' Speaking is not as good as doing.

NPi buru NP2 (SV)

NPj is not equal to NP2 (in terms of the SV)

A***feU 93 0

wo biiru ta congming.

/ am not as smart as he is.

VP i VP? vuqi VP i buru VP? VP 1 is not as good as VP?

a °

yuqi xue Riwen burn xue Zhongwen.

Studying Japanese is not as good as studying Chinese.

3. Convert the following it bT comparisons to mei you comparisons keeping the

meaning constant, following the example.

Example

0

ta bT wo congming.

He is smarter than 1 am.

wo mei you ta name congming.

I am not as smart as he is.

1. o

jiejie bT didi gao.

Older sister is taller than younger brother.
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wo shangwii bY xiawu mang.

I am busier in the morning than in the afternoon

.

3. °

xlgua bY nangua tian.

Watermelon is sweeter than pumpkin.

4. IH 0^ 0

°

Eguo bY Deguo leng.

Russia is colder than Germany.

5. ic °

Taipmgyang bY Daxiyang da.

The Pacific Ocean is bigger than the Atlantic Ocean.

6. o

&#} %}&$,#}

°

wo de mao bY wode gou hai lan.

My cat is even lazier than my dog.

EQUAL TO

Comparisons with — vlvang the same

NPi #/*» NP2 -&/-#*
NPi gen/he NP2 yiyang

NP] andNP2 are the same

# °

zhe ben shu gen na ben shu yiyang.

This book and that book are the same.

NPi NP2 — # SV

NPi gen/he NP2 yiyang SV
NP] andNP2 are equally SV

kele gen cha yiyang gui.

Cola and tea are equally expensive.

In —#./—# yiyang structures, gen and fa he, are the most commonly used connecting words, but

# xiang and fs) tong sometimes occur.
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#3f| °

shuo hua he xie zi yiyang nan.

Speaking and writing are equally difficult.

jg ru ... jjS:^ ban de ... the same

NPi^NP2 &^ SV

NPi ru NP2 ban de SV
NPj has the same SV quality as NP

2

/fr
0

hu IT de shuY ru jingzi ban de qlng.

The water in the lake is as clear as a mirror.

( (hao)xiang ... jvX si de to be like

NPi (^)#-NP2 4X^
NPi (hao)xiang NP2 side

NPj is like NP2

0

ta haoxiang hen lei side.

She seems very tired

NOT EQUAL TO

Comparisons with —# bu yiyang not the same

NPj NP2 ^ # NPi gen/ he NP2 bii ylyang

NPi andNP2 are not the same

# 0

mantou gen mianbao bh ylyang.

Steamed buns and bread are not the same

.

I#|
o

wangqiu he yumaoqiu bu ylyang.

Tennis and badminton are not the same.

NPiW^ NP2 SV

NPi gen/ he NP2 bu ylyang SV
NPj andNP2 are not the same SV
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k a °

Meiguo che de jiaqian gen Riben che de jiaqian bii ylyang gui.

American cars andJapanese cars are not equally expensive.

hongshao doufu he jiachang doufu bu yiyang la.

Red cooked beancurdand home style beancurd are not equally spicy

.

bu dengyu not equivalent to

m% \
°

mama, baba bb gei m qian bb dengyu tamen bu ai ni

.

Mom and dad not givingyou money doesn't mean they don't love you.

ta hen shou bb dengyu ta shentY bu hao.

His being thin doesn't mean that he is not healthy.

4. Use the parenthesized patterns to compare each of the following noun phrases with

respect to the specified property.

1. *(-#.)
( —#•)

zhe jian maoyl, na jian maoyl, gui (yiyang)

This sweater and that sweater are equally expensive.

2. ’ mm ( -&)
( -#

)

nan haizi, nuhaizi, congming (ylyang)

Boys andgirls are equally smart.

3. ***? ’ *$& ’ *Tt ( )

<J'#j > ( —# )

xiaogou, xiaomao, ke'ai (yiyang)

Puppies and kittens are equally cute.

4. tm ’ tfm ’ )

'M® ’ Tf-S-fo ’ # # )

diannao, jisuanjl, youyong (bb ylyang)

Computers and calculators are not equally useful.
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5.

K&jSL ’ ftA( *-&)
MX 9

)

pengyou, jialT ren (bu ylyang)

Friends andfamily are not the same.

6 . 3L* 9 ’ 7Tit ( -& )

’ 11 "?“ ’ (
“# )

chazi, kuaizi, fangbian (ylyang)

Forks and chopsticks are equally convenient.

7. SfjflMi ’ )

gaogenxie, qiuxie, shufu (bii yiyang)

High heeled shoes and sneakers are not equally comfortable.

8 . *£$ • JL& 9
)

hlk ’ &$. ’
-ifSt ( —# )

feipan, zuqiu, haowan (ylyang)

Frisbee and soccer are equallyfun.

9. g ( -& )

’ # ;& ( -# )

Wanlt Changcheng, Aiji de jlnzita, yoummg (ylyang)

The Great Wall andEgypt'spyramids are equallyfamous.

10. SM&’
’ )Zif 9 4 ( # )

Fayu, Hanyu, nan (bu ylyang)

French and Chinese are not equally difficult.

INCLUDING THE ACTIVITY IN THE COMPARISON

Comparison sentences may also include the activity verb for which two NPs are

compared. When the activity verb is included, the verb is followed by # de, and Verb +

# de occur either right before the stative verb or right before the comparison word,

ft bi Comparisons

Verb + # de occurs right before the stative verb:

o

-f -f o

gege bi didi shuo de kuai.

Older brother speaksfaster than younger brother.
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Verb + # de occurs right before the comparison word:

gege shuo de bi didi kuai.

Older brother speaksfaster than younger brother.

If the object ofthe action verb is also included in the sentence, verb + object must

precede verb + # de. (For more on this kind of modification, see Chapter 3 ; Verbs and

Verb Phrases.)

NPi ft* NP2 Verb + Object Verb -18

-

StativeVerb

-f it °

gege bY didi shuo hua shuo de kuai.

Older brother speaksfaster than younger brother.

NPi Verb + Object Verb # Yt NP2 Stative Verb

gege shuo hua shuo de bi didi kuai.

Older brother speaksfaster than younger brother.

mei you Comparisons

NPi NP2 Verb + Object Verb # & name) Stative Verb

didi mei you gege shuo hua shuo de (name) kuai.

Younger brother doesn't speak asfast as older brother.

NPi Verb + Object Verb # NP2 Stative Verb

didi shuo hua shuo de mei you gege (name) kuai.

Younger brother doesn't speak asfast as older brother.

—4ft/—*# yiyang Comparisons

NPi W# NP2 Verb + Object Verb # —ft/—# Stative Verb
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didi gen gege shuo hua shuo de ylyang kuai.

Younger brother speaks asfast as older brother

.

NPi Verb + Object Verb # NP2 —#./—# Stative Verb

%> ft% -f-f— 0

didi shuo hua shuo de he gege ylyang kuai.

Younger brother speaks asfast as older brother.

5. A. In full sentences, compare $ $ didi and meimei with respect to

each of the following properties. Use the comparison structure in parenthesis following

each property.

. *•*
didi meimei gege

1. intelligence (Ms) more less even more

2. speed faster slower

3. height (&) taller shorter even taller

4. eating speed (fct) faster slower evenfaster

5. speaking speed )
slower faster

6. length of study (—#7#) the same the same

7. eating quantity (tb) more less even more

8. reading speed (—#./#) the same the same

B. In four complete sentences each using the word JL geng, describe the four qualities

in which older brother surpasses younger sister and younger brother.

9.

10 .

11 .

12 .

6. Answer each question using mei you as in the following example. Translate

your answer into English.

Q: ?

didi gen meimei ylyang gao ma?
Q: Are younger brother andyounger

sister equally tall?

A: ^ ° 0

X ° °

bu. didi mei you meimei name gao.

A: No. Younger brother is not as tall as

younger sister.
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1. £*4 ?

qiaokeli he hongdou yiyang hao chi ma?
Are chocolate and red beans equally delicious?

laoshl gen xuesheng yiyang mang ma?
Are teachers and students equally busy?

3 .

zixingche he motuo che yiyang kuai ma?
Are bicycles and motorcycles equallyfast?

4.

-fit—

?

taijiquan gen kongshoudao yiyang nan ma?
Are taijiquan andkarate equally difficult?

#?§ ?

jinzi he yrnzi yiyang piaoliang ma?
Are gold and silver equally beautiful?

e.

shouji he diannao yiyang youyong ma?
Are cellphones and computers equally useful?

i. ® its?-mm ?

gou xiang ma yiyang kuai ma?
Are dogs and horses equallyfast?

8. At

Guangdong cai he Sichuan cai yiyang la ma?
Are Cantonesefoodand Sichuanfood equally hot and spicy?

9.

s s—

?

Riben gen Zhonggud yiyang da ma?
Are Japan and China equally big?
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10.

dongtian gen chuntian ylyang mei ma?
Are winter and spring equallypretty?

7. Complete these sentences in Mandarin to match the English translations.

1. + @A ’ USA * p
|i& * £

tHA ’ USA ’ *5^ ’ $
Zhongguo ren, Meiguo ren, he cha, duo

Chinese people drink more tea than Americanpeople .

2. ’ %% ’

^ ’ $, ’

wo jiejie, xie zi, wo, piaoliang

My older sister writes charactersprettier than I do.

3. A ’ ’ SO** ’ £

^
wo, wo gege, wan feipan, duo

/ don'tplayfrisbee as much as my older brother.

4. MM ’ ’ M
MM ’ ’ #
mama, zuo cai, baba, hao

Mow coo&s better than dad.

5. ## ’ ’ *S4fc ’ M
gege, baba, chang ge, hao

Older brother sings as well as dad

6. Jh ’

’ ft

wo de ma, pao, bie de ma, kuai

My horse runsfaster than other horses.



Phrase and Clause Connection

Phrases and clauses which occur in sequence are often related in particular ways:

in terms oftemporal sequence, contrast, cause-and-effect, etc. This chapter presents the

Mandarin connecting words that are commonly used to indicate phrase and clause
t

relationships.

IMPORTANT FEATURES OF PHRASE AND CLAUSE CONNECTION

0 Mandarin has a strong narrative presupposition : the order of events or situations

in the discourse typically follows the order of events or situations in the real

world.

0 Connecting words are not used as frequently as they are in English. Often, the

relationship between phrases or clauses that occur in sequence are implied rather

than specified with a connecting word. The context of the sentence usually

provides the information needed to interpret the relationship between the phrases

or clauses.

0 Mandarin connecting words often occur in pairs, in which one word may occur in

each of the connected phrases or clauses. Since connecting words are optional,

one or both of the connecting words may be absent.

Examples ofpaired connectives include:

...’ST*

BA/S* -

...

sulran ... keshi

ylnwei... sudyT

yaoshi ... jiu

budan ... erqie

although ... but

because ... therefore

if ... then

not only ... but also

0 In Mandarin, the order of clauses linked by connecting words is generally fixed:

the $&$/ sulran clause must occur before the T tL keshi clause, the HI A/
E! * ylnwei clause must occur before the ff\ VX suoyT clause, etc. As the two

English sentences below illustrate, the relative position of English clauses linked

by connecting words is relatively free.

Because 1 got up late I didn't eat brealfast. =

I didn't eat brealfast because I got up late.
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ADDITION

Words that Link Nouns or Noun Phrases

gen, he, PI tong, and % yu

All of these connecting words translate as and in English, and all connect NPs.

gen and ^ he, are by far the most commonly used of these connectors. H tong is

more common in southern China, and yu occurs in formal, literary language.

didi he meimei dou xThuan chi tian de dongxi.

Younger brother andyounger sister both like to eat sweet things,

OiliSili, 7 X °

wo gen ta yYjing renshi le hen jiu.

He and I have already known each otherfor a long time,

wo meitian zaoshang he kafei he guozhl.

Every morning 1 drink coffee andfruitjuice.

wo kanguo "Cha yu Tongqmg,” na ge dianymg.

I've seen that movie "Tea andSympathy.

"

Note: ^ gen, he, 1*1 tong and H/4 yu do not link verbs or VPs.

mama shoushi fangzi he zuo cai.

Mom straightens up the house and cooks.

Words that link Verb Phrases*

X ye also

did! xThuan ting ylnyue, ye xThuan da qiil.

Little brother likes to listen to music and also likes toplay ball.

* See Chapter 4: Adverbs, for additional discussion of y£ and hai .
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hai in addition, still

##&&*£ 7 ® °

£LM p£7 —

°

didi yijing chile ershi ge jiaozi, hai xiang duo chi yl xie.

Little brother has already eaten 20 dumplings and still wants to eat more.

Note: /iE hai mei you means 'not yet’ i

% lingwai in addition

*MMf 7 ’ ?> gat* 7 -gH* •

7 — 35L$k^~ ’ $ 7 0

meimei mai le yishuang xiezi, lingwai hai mai le yishuang wazi.

Little sister bought apair ofshoes, and in addition bought apair ofsocks.

M£<t7& ’ J5^4 flfc7#5& °

& ’ % ^^^£7 ® & °

- didi chile fan, lingwai hai chile mianbao.

Younger brother ate rice and in addition also ate bread.

r^7 er and/but

er is a literary expression used to connect VPs related in terms of addition or

contrast.

jii

°

zhe ge dongxi wu mei er jia lian.

£4.sfor) this item
,
/7 is attractive and the price is cheap.

i|7S Jl® 0

zhe ge dongxi gui er bu shiyong.

This item is expensive and impractical.

Paired Connecting Words that Link VPs

-& ••• ve ... ye ... both ... and...

tamen meitian wanshang ye chang ge ye tiao wu.
Every night they sing and dance.
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X. ••• X ••• you ... you ... both ... and ...

tiL5L%%.$k °

feX.lj3U± °

ta you gao you zhuang.

He is both tall and strong.

—it/— Hi ••• —j|7-— it ... ylbian ... ylbian ...

on the one hand ... on the other hand . . . (both ... and ...)

ifclfc-t-lfc
°

ta ylbian xie zl ylbian ting yinyue.

He 's writing and listening to music.

SjJL budan ... erqie ... notonly ... but also ...

na ge xuesheng budan hen congming erqie hen yonggong.

That student is not only very mart but is also very hardworking.

ta budan piaoliang erqie hen heqi.

She’s not only pretty
,
she's also very nice.

... ^JL ... bfriYn ... erqie ... notonly ... but also...

ta buj in congming erqie yonggong.

He is not only smart
,
he's also hardworking.

^ X ... ii ... you ... both ... and...

x#J!

chuntian ji piaoliang you shufu.

Springtime is both beautiful and comfortable.
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DISJUNCTION

Words That Link Verb Phrases

S-Tkl&Tk haishi or

a A haishi is used in questions that ask the listener to chose, between two

alternatives.

nY zuo huoche qu haishi zuo feiil qu?

Are you going by train or byplane ?

B A shi may occur before the first oftwo linked VPs.

A:^ p
^s 7j<- ?

7k p
$j A ?

shi he cha hao haishi he shut hao?

Is it good to drink tea or is it good to drink water? (i.e. which is better?)

When the main verb of the verb phrase is A shi, it may be omitted from the

second verb phrase so that 2.Al&A haish occurs directly before the NP:

jL ?

ta shi daxuesheng haishi zhongxuesheng?

Is he a college student or a high school student?

When answering a 'M.AI&A haishi question that asks about preference or

opinion, it is possible to include iAAI&A haishi before the selected alternative:

o

haishi he shut hao.

It is better to drink water.

huozhe

a huozhe is used in declarative sentences to indicate two alternatives, both of

which are possible or acceptable.

kan dianying huozhe ting ylnyue dou hao.

Watching a movie or listening to music is okay.
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zhao gongzuo, qu Shanghai huozhe qu Beijing dou xmg.

Tofind ajob, going to Shanghai or Beijing is okay

.

ta jlntian lai huozhe mmgtian lai.

She is coming today or tomorrow

.

Words That Link Noun Phrases

••• Wilt bushi ... jiushi ... ifnot ... then ...

#A^^rA4k$,4% o °

#A*F#A*#,A o ***i4fe**# 0

meitian dou you ren lai zhao wo. bushi xiao Wang jih shi xiao Li.

Every day someone comes lookingfor me. If it isn't little Wang it's little Li.

1. Fill in the blanks in the story with the appropriate connecting words,where possible to

convey addition {and connection) or disjunction {or connection). Sometimes more than

one choice is acceptable. Some blanks must be kept empty. An English translation

is provided for each sentence.

1. ° A £ ° Ate o

° 4"A A % ° &#Afi. o

cheng xlbian you yi sub fangzi. fangzi da lao. mei you ren zhu.

There is a house on the west side oftown. The house is big and old No one

lives there.

2. #Aisy§-«t&°
k °

k °

you ren shuo fangzi IT you guY. shuo ruguo ni yao gen gui zuo

pengyou, nYdeina fanjinqu geiguY chi.

Some people say there are ghosts in the house. And they say that ifyou want to

befriends with the ghosts, you have to takefood inside and give it to the

ghosts to eat.

3 .iMfc 3PM Titian ’ %%;%%%’>
£M3- ^,3P p/f'W-T °

meimei wo dou tingshuo le zhe ge gushi, xiang yao km kan gui

.

Younger sister andI heard this story and wanted to see the ghosts.
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4. r ? J asttfeffl-S-Jfc't**. ’ 4-

I£”£&-?- J-zt °

««« r ? j ’ -t-

J-zl| °

women wen mama " guT xThnan chi shenme?" ta shuo tamen xThuan

chi mY fan, xihuan chi jiaozi doufu.

We askedMom “what do ghosts like to eat? ” Mom said they eat rice, and

they eatjiaozi (dumplings), and they eat douju (beancurd). >

5. tm *r#§ 9

fM] ’ -§-&*§a T&'°
tamen xihuan chi mian, xihuan he jiu kele.

They also like to eat noodles, and they like to drink wine, and they like to

drink cola,

6. ft 7 & 7 fit P Ifc-f-
°

ftM&4Mk.7tLfcS.& •
»

suoyi women zuo le hongshao doufu, bao le hen duo jiaozi.

So we made red-cooked beancurd andwrapped a lot ofjiaozi.

i. its o

3? 7 a Tzfs o

women mailejiu kele.

Andwe bought wine and cola.

7 o

’ An 0

deng dao tian hei le, women dao na sub fangzi qh le.

fFe waited until the day turned dark andwe went to that house,

9 . 1474*^ ’ J

a74-f ’ r ? j

jin le fangzi, meimei jiii wen "ni xiang guT jlntian hui he jiu he
kele?

"

We entered the house andyounger sister asked “do you think the ghosts will

drink the wine or drink the cola today?
”

10 . :

huran women tlngjian yl ge shengyln, haoxiang gen ren shuo hua
ylyang:

Suddenly we heard a sound, like aperson speaking.
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r a Ain -i-ifc
pi7jco j

ra Ain -S-«7jco j
,!

jiu kele dou hao. women xYhuan he shuY."

‘Wine or cola are both okay. Andwe also like to drink water.
”

11. &-?- /'SIP#A3feJi o

jiaozi jiu dou diao zrn di shang.

Thejiaozi and the winefell to the ground.

i2.4,'inafcA4-^-i-7 ’
°

4W]*fet!s4"T-£-7 ’
0

women pao chu fangzi qu le, pao huf jia le.

We ran out ofthe house and ran home.

13 ^ °

*3. 0

di er tian hui fangzi IT yl kan.

The next day we returned to the house and looked.

zai fangzi houtou zhaodao le jY ge jiu ping, quan dou shi kong de.

But behind the house wefound several wine bottles
,
and they were all empty.

is. *feji r MMifcin&AinMi a ° a in

! J

3tk.ii r M^ikinikA^ % a ° Ain

! j

di shang you yl feng xin shuo " xiexie nYmen gei women cai

jiu. women yYhou zai jian!"

And on the groundwas a letter which said
u
Thankyoufor giving usfood

and wine. We will see you later.
”

SEQUENCE AND SIMULTANEITY

Narrative Sequence

yYhou after

& ^ fe yYhou can be used in two different ways: as a clause-final

connector, and as a clause-initial connector. These uses are illustrated here.

Clause-final yYhou

Si &W Vila, S2. Si yYhou, S2 . after Si, S*
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The characteristics of clause-final iX&lfX fe yThou are as follows:

B Clause-final VXW VX fe yThou occurs at the end of the first clause. Note that its

equivalent in English, the word ‘after,
’

occurs at the beginning of its clause.

ft*

°

ft * 7 o

nY lai le yThou, women jib chi Ian.

Afteryou arrive, we will eat.

B V- 7 le may occur immediately after the verb in the first VP.

o

ta bi le ye yThou jib zhao gongzuo.

After she graduates she will lookfor ajob.

* jib or, less commonly, % cai may occur immediately before the second VP.

When % cai occurs, it reflects the speaker's perception that the sequence took

longer than expected or was in some way difficult to achieve. This relationship

can often be expressed in English with the expression only then or only after . For

more on tfc jib and if cai see Chapter 4: Adverbs.

^#•7 °

ta bi le ye yThou jib mai che.

After she graduates she will buy a car.

ta bi le ye yThou cai mai che.

Only after she graduates will she buy a car.

a The order of clauses or VPs in clause-final fXW^X fe yThou sentences is fixed.

The VX%J VX fc yThou clause must come first.

%%%£>! 7 °

didi kanwan le shu yThou jib shui jiao le.

Younger brotherfinished reading the book andwent to sleep.

Some native speakers of Mandarin treat^ 1=17 dk biye as a single verb and others consider it a verb +

object. Here it is used as a verb + object, with 7 le occurring directly after the verb bi

.
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7 ;S~ % 7 $vXfc °

didi shui jiao le kanwan le shu yThou.

Clause-initial VX^IVXJz yThou

Si, VX vX fe S2 . Si, yThou S2 . Si, afterwards S2.

ta °

women xian zuo gongke, yThou zai kan dianshi.

First we'll do homework
;
(and) afterwards we will watch television.

°

°

xianzai bu null, yThou hui houhuT de.

Ifyou are not hard-working now
,
lateryou will regret it.

Clause-initial & VX Jo yThou is not associated with any special uses of 7 le

or Hi jiii or % cai. Grammatically, it is a sentence adverb. See Chapter 4: Adverbs.

t^klf&Ja ranhou afterwards

’ f&feWLM + Ii-4-7 0

ta xuexi Zhongwen, ranhou jiu dao Zhongguo qii le.

He studied Chinese. Later he went to China.

ranhou is a clause-initial connector. It is equivalent in meaning and

usage to clause-initial VXWVX yThou.

\k Jv houlai afterwards

7 o

0

ta zai daxue nian falu, houlai jiu dang faguan le.

When he was in college he studied law. Afterwards he became ajudge.

Jo houlai is a clause-initial connector. It is equivalent in meaning and

usage to vXWvXfc yThou and f&Wt&fc ranhou.
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-~ ... ... yi ... jiu as soon as ...

— JL °

wo yi kan jiu zhldao ta shi yi ge mmgxlng.
As soon as I saw him I knew he was a star.

xian ... hou ... first ... afterwards ...
,

$&&&&&&&<>

ni chao cai de shfhou xian fang you hou fang cai.

When you stir-fry vegetables, firstyouput in the oil and thenyoupui in the

vegetables.

£ - # - xian ... zaL first ... afterwards ...

women xian chi fan zai liao tian ba.

Let'sfirst eat and then chat.

2. Put the phrases in these sentences in the proper order to match the English

translations.

1. &&&&!&$&££%% °

7 °

yYhou jiu wo le hui xuexiao qii kan dianying.

After I see a movie I will return to school

2. 7 7 °

yThou women xie zi jib nian yi ben Zhongwen shu le le.

After we wrote characters we reada Chinese book.

&& Js f'J&0 T °

xuesheng jiu chi zaofan yThou qii dao gongyuan le.

After the students eat breakfast they will go to thepark

jiu tamen mai piao shang che le yThou le.

4/<er f/iey bought the tickets they got on the bus.
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5. T 0 p&obu tojog)

jib wo hui jia pao bii le.

After Ijog I will go home.

3.

Rewrite these sentences, adding VX%J& & yYhou, st jiu, and T le in their proper

locations as required.

wo biye dao Zhongguo qu.

After I graduate I will go to China.

' wo gege biye dao Zhongguo qu.

After older brother graduated he went to China.

3. °

wo chi wanfan qh kan dianyTng.

After I eat dinner I will see a movie

,

4. % 0

Muktidk °

wo chi wanfan kan dianyxng.

After 1 ate dinner I saw a movie.

5. °

pi °

wo kaoshi xiang chi blngqilm.

After I take the test I will eat ice cream.

Reverse Sequence

& if yiqian before

Si yiqian, S2 . Before Sh S2 .

iXlf yiqian like iXW^X fe yihou, is a clause-final connector.

The characteristics of yiqian are as follows:

* it yiqian occurs at the end ofthe first clause. Note that its equivalent in

English, the word before
,
occurs at the beginning of its clause.
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°

nl chu guo yiqian, xian xue yldian waiyu.

Before you go abroad
\

first study aforeign languagefor awhile.

® V- T le cannot occur in the first clause of & yiqian sentences.

nT shang ke yiqian xian chi zaofan ba.

Before you go to class
f

ea? breakfast.

®#JlT °

ni shang le ke yiqian xian chi zaofan ba.

B The yiqian clause typically comes first in &# yiqian sentences.*

Bflfc&'mf# °

shui jiao yiqian dei xian xl zao.

Before you go to sleep you shouldfirst get washed.

o

xl zao, shui jiao yiqian.

4. Place these phrases in the proper order to correspond to the English translations.

meitian yiqian wo dou chi zaofan xlzao.

Every day before I eat I wash

2 .

yiqian kan dianylng ba gongke xian zuowan.

Before you watch a moviefinish your school work.

3. & it^ ^ @tL!j£^^/4-6\J t
}

3 SLT °

wo yiqian lai Zhongguo yijing xue liang nian de Zhongwen le.

Before I came to China I already studied Chinesefor two years.

In everyday speech, an vx^\ yiqian clause may be added to the end of a sentence as an afterthought.
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4. & 8‘J^® ^H °

xian qh yiqian gongyuan kki hao bii hao tianqi.

Before you go to theparkfirst see if the weather is good

5 , $.fT® £|# >!?-£ °

yiqian hui jia qYng ji xin dao youju qu.

Before you go home please go to the post office to mail a letter.

5. Complete these sentences by adding Ck if yYqian and T le where appropriate to

correspond to the English translations.

1. + x °

wo qu Zhongguo bu hui shuo Zhongwen.

Before Iwent to China I couldn ’t speak any Chinese.

2.

women xue hanzi xian xue plnyln.

Before we study characters we will leantpinyin.

3. °

MvLi£ °

dianyYng kaishY keyY shuo hua.

Before the movie begins it is okay to talk

wo shang daxue zai yinhang gongzuo ylnian.

Before Iwent to college I worked at a bankfor a year.

nY hui jia women xian he cha ba.

Before you go home let’s have a cup of tea
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Simultaneity

B##/ tf] EtfM de shihou when

The characteristics of ^ B# # de shihou sentences are as follows:

H M}$ Wtfj de shihou occurs at the end of the first clause. Note that the

English equivalent of de shihou, when, occurs at the beginning

of its clause.

°

gege kai che de shihou lao ting ylnyue.

When older brother drives he always listens to music.

B The de shihou clause is the first clause in the sentence.*

-fe
0

kai che de shihou bii xu chi fan.

When driving a caryou are not allowed to eat.

bii xu chlfan, kai che de shihou.

Note: ^ B# de shihou is more precise than the English word when in the

relationship it marks. English when can be used to indicate either simultaneity or

sequence. In Mandarin, ^ frf# de shihou is only used to indicate simultaneous

situations. It cannot be used to join clauses related in terms of sequence. For sequence,

you must use v'A^Jv'k $ yihou. Compare the following sentences.

Sequence : When or after can be used in English. && yihou is used in Mandarin.

ifc "t %>i is.& ta °

if'
vt fL 7 'fei'X T ’fetJ °

nl chiwan le fan yihou qing gei wo da dianhud.

After (when) you havefinished eating
,
pleasephone me .

In everyday speech, the de sh£hou clause is sometimes added afterwards as an

afterthought
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Simultaneous situations : When is used in English. ^ b# \ de shihou is used in

Mandarin.

didi mang de shfliou zongshi shui de hen shao.

When younger brother is busy he always sleeps very little .

6. Translate these sentences into English.

1. o

tianqi re de shihou ylnggai duo he shut.

2. o

m du shu de shihou zui hao bie ting yinyue.

3. ° wufan/w^c/z)

didi mang de shihou dou bh chi wufan.

4. o

tianqi hao de shihou haizi dou zai waitou wan.

5. + 52? 0 fbad review)

g + X# o

wo zuo gonggongqiche de shihou dou fuxi Zhongwen zi.

7. Put these phrases in the proper order to correspond to the English translations.

]#*•
de shihou wo xiao lao qi zixingche.

When I wasyoung I always rode my bicycle.

2 .
°

o

dou baba chi zaofan kan baozhT de shihou.

TOew eats breakfast he always reads the newspaper.

3. #bH£AJR*#4MI- o

de shihou wo lei bh hao kao de.

When I am tired I don't do well on exams.
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4. o

Zhongguo fan nT chi de shihou yinggai yong kuaizi.

When yon eat Chinesefoodyou should use chopsticks.

dou de shOiou wo jiejie kai che chang ge.

When my older sister drives the car she always sings.

CONTRAST

Paired Connectors

The following contrast connectors may occur in pairs. §$.?&!S sulran although

may occur at the beginning of the first clause. The other connectors occur in the second

clause, either before the subject or the VP.

M sulran athoush je keshi but

danshi

biiguo

Note: As with other paired connectors, one or both of the connecting words may be

omitted.

tlngshuo na ge dianymg hen kepa, danshi wo hai yao kan.

I heard that that movie is very scary, but I still want to see it.

°

zhe jian ylfu sulran hen piaoliang, keshi hen gui.

Although this article ofclothing ispretty, it's expensive.

kugua hen ku, buguo wo hai xThuan chi.

Bitter melon is very bitter, but I still like to eat it.

Adverbial Connectors

These connectors occur directly before the verb and indicate contrast, ip que may

co-occur with other contrast connectors in the same clause.
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que in contrast

na liang chezi hen gui, dan ta que yao mai.

That car is expensive, but he still wants to buy it.

#] jf~ daoshi contrary to one 's expectation based on the context

zhe ge dongxi daoshi hen hao, jiu shi jiaqian tai gui.

This thing is very good, it ’sjust that the price is too high.

na ge difang wo daoshi xiang qu kanyikan.

I want to go to thatplace and have a look.

(You might not expect thatFd want to go there.)

Indicating Contrast through the VP

Stative Verb tf shi Stative Verb IfsStative Verb all right but ...

km^A^ ’ -

• t*i*i o

Meiguo cai hao shi hao, keshi rou tai duo.

Americanfood is good all right, but there is too much meat.

?!S
0

zhe shuang xiezi gui shi gui dan wo hai xiang mai.

These shoes are expensive all right but I still want to buy them.

Sentence Initial Connectors: Sh S2

These words link two sentence or clauses. They occur at the beginning of the

second sentence or clause. Note that buguo can also occur directly before the

VP.
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^ ijl buguo however, nevertheless

ta lishT xuede bu hao, buguo shuxue xuede hen hao.

He is not doing well in history. However
,
he is doing very well in math.

ran'er however, nevertheless <

I*#*#’ S# »

£) A#*#- * li A °

ziyou hao shi hao, ran'er ye bu neng lanyong ziydu.

Freedom is very good, butyou should not abusefreedom.

il r?o farier on the contrary

i °

ta xiao shihou hen yonggong, zhangda yThou fan'er bu yonggong le.

When he wasyoung he was very hard working, but after he grew up he wasn't

hardworking anymore.

A fanguolai conversely

zhe ge zhengce dui bingren bu fangbian. fanguolai dui ylyuan ye mei you
sherane haochu.

Thispolicy is not convenientfor patients. Conversely, it ’s notparticularly

beneficialfor the hospital either.

(jr)^ M (yao)buran otherwise

ifc
p£*£ ! £#&&&%%! o

°

kuai chi ba! yaoburan fan cai dou Hang le.

Hurry up and eat! Otherwise thefood is going to get cold

H!

J /& M fouze otherwise

women gankuai zou ba. fouze laibuji le.

We’d better hurry up and go. Otherwise we won't be on time.
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8. Complete each sentence by adding the appropriate contrast connector to match the

English translation. For some sentences, more than one choice is possible.

i.
°

0

wo hen xiang qu kan m, jintian mei you kong.

I really want to go see you
,
but I have nofree time today.

. %i\&£paJIN '

0

ta yao women jintian ba dian zhun shi dao, ta zijY que mei zhunshf.

She wanted us to arrive punctually at 8, but she herselfwas not on time.

3. 4MMfc °

fomm * -fet-A-io
ta hen congming, ta you yldian lan.

He is very smart, but he is a little lazy.

4 . ° ’ °

° ’ °

wo hen taoyan ta.
,
ta ye bii xThuan wo.

1 despise him. Conversely, he doesn't like me either.

5. **N*#**&tf ’ __ °

xue waiyu yao meitian fuxi, xuebuhao.

Whenyou study aforeign language you have to review every day. Otherwise

you will not learn it well.

6.4Ur7+H ’ °

4Ur7 + H ’ JL*# o

wo qu le Zhongguo, mei kan Wanli Changcheng.

I went to China, but I didn't see the Great Wall.

A## o
J

o

na ge dianying hen duo ren yao kan. ni zui hao zao mai piao, nY

yexu maibudao.

Lots ofpeople want to see that movie. You'd better buy a ticket early.

Otherwise you may not be able to buy one.
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8. ° ’ #f±H °

0 X ’ ##±^L °

wo song gei yeye y! ge zhong. yeye bu gaoxing, feichang

shengqi.

I gave grandpa a clock Grandpa was not only not happy,
on the contraty he

was really mad.

9 .

°

wo yao kan Wang laoshl, wo zhaobudao ta de bangohgshi.

1 want to see teacher Wang hut I can’tfind his office.

10. ftAM ’ <*

ta ren hen hao, ta hen mei yisi.

He is a nice person
,
hut he is really not interesting.

CONDITIONALITY

if ... then ...

The following words can all be translated with the English conditional connector

if} The adverb iik jib typically occurs before the VP of the following clause.

Note: ftp^ ruguo and $ ft yaoshi are interchangeable in meaning and are used in

colloquial Mandarin. The other expressions are used in formal, literary structures.

if Si/VP,

ruguo

^ yaoshi

iKi? ji&d

3& ft ruoshi

tangruo

jiaruo

Uit jiashT

ftiit tangshi

sheru

In Chinese culture a clock is a symbol of the end of life. It is not appropriate to give one as a gift,

especially to an older person.

* The English word 'if also introduces indirect questions: I don't know ifhe knows the answer. There is no

word in Mandarin with that function.
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5? °

yaoshi nY ylding yao mai che jib mai ba.

Ifyou really want to buy a car, then buy one .

jiaru wo shi nY, wo jib gen ta jiehun.

IfI were you,
I would marry him

.

jiashi nY jlntian neng lai wo jiu bu qb ie.

Ifyou can come today I won't go.

BME chufei unless, only if

jtA9ti * f-mtamfc °

chufei ta de taidu gaibian le, went! cai neng jiejue.

Only ifhis attitude changes can thisproblem be resolved.

****** ’ °

bnm* ****** ’ •

chufei nY tiantian zuo yundong, yaoburan jiu hui yue lai yue pimg.

Unlessyou exercise every day, you will getfatter andfatter.

... -fe iihshi ... ye ... even if

&*###£ ’ °

’ £4$:7'& °

jiushi nY bangzhu wo, wo ye zuobuwan.

Even ifyou help me, I won *t be able tofinish.

OUittM » &&**«**#£ 0

jiiishi m quan wo, wo hai shi bu yuanyi gen nT qu.

Even ifyou urge me to do it, I still am not willing to go with you.
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CAUSE-AND-EFFECT

B&/B&- flf& - yinwei . , . suovY . . . because . . . therefore . .

.

’ /rf«JWA4MDfcte °

yinwei ta ren hen hao, suoyi bie ren dou xihuan ta.

Since he is a goodperson, otherpeople all like him.

^J5'JA4? °

ta ren hen hao, suoyi bie ren dou xihuan ta.

He is a goodperson, so otherpeople all like him .

(M.) iiran . . . fim) since it is the case . .

.

t o

jiran ni yTjing xueguo, jiu bu bi zai xue le.

Since you have already studied (it) once
,
you don 7 have to study it again

B A vincY because of this

* 0At##
afc±*4$-f ° 0 -

Boshidim de dongtian hen leng. ylncT xuyao duo chuan yldian ylfu.

Boston 's winters are very cold Therefore you need to wear more clothes,

9 . Add the appropriate connecting words to complete each sentence according to its

English translation.

i. s? ’ »

nY bu renshi zhe ge zi, jiu qii wen laoshl.

Ifyou don't recognize this character, go ask the teacher.

2- $.£-£4- A »

A °

wo shi qunian Mi zher de, wo hai bu renshi hen duo ren.

Although I came here last year, I still don't know very manypeople.

3.$f °

wo chang gen ta shuo hua, wo hai bu zhidao ta jiao slMnme mfngzi.

I often speak with her but I still do not know her name.
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4.

°

ta hen mang, ta hen yukiyi bangzhu bie ren.

Although he is very busy, he is still willing to help other people.

ta cai shiwu sui, ta shuxue xue de bT daxuesheng hao.

He is only 15 years old, but he is better at math than college students.

6. -f-f 0

-f-f- %&-vLffT& o

gege yYjing shang daxue si nianji le, ta hai bu hui shuo waiyii

Older brother is already a senior in college
,
but he still canH speak a

foreign language.

7.

1 $. o

% °

wo jia li zher hen yuan, wo hen shao hui jia.

Since my home is veryfarfrom here
,
I rarely go home

.

8.

’ 4&A4- °

7ti<£ ’ o

wo quguo ji d, wo renshi lb.

Since I've gone (there) afew times I know the road.

9.

°

£#!§$ °

taiyang cong xibian chulai, wo bu hui gen ni jiehun de.

Only ifthe sun comes up in the west will I be willing to marry you.

waitou zheng xiazhe da yu. women jlntian wufa qu yecan le.

It's raining hard outside. Because ofthis we can *tgo to the picnic.

li. °

— A ’ °

ni del yonggong yidian, jib bu neng xuehao Zhongwen.
You have to be a little more hardworking. Otherwise you won V be able to

master Chinese.
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12

.

°

o

gankuai qT chuang ba. ni hui chidao.

Hurry up andget out ofbed Otherwise you will be late.

13

.

# — °

m yTjing ba zuoye dou zuohao le, jlntian wanshang keyY dub kan

yldian dianshi.

Since you've alreadyfinishedyour homework, tonightyou can watch a little

more television.

14 . ° °

ta bu xYhuan chi rou. nY quan ta chi ta ye bu hui chi.

She doesn't like to eat meat Even ifyou urge her to eat it she still won't eat

it

15

.

°

•

xianzai bit null, yThou hui houhuY de.

Ifyou are not hard-working now, lateryou will regret it.



Focusing Constructions

Focusing constructions emphasize an NP by making it prominent in some way.

Mandarin has many constructions which focus the NP. Here are the most common.

Topicalization

When an NP that is not the subject occurs at the beginning of the sentence, it

functions as its topic.

it&t ’ 0

zhe ben shu, laoshl shuo women dou ylnggai kan.

This book, the teacher said we should all read (it).

The topic may be preceded by a word which introduces it as the topic.

Topic Marker Meaning

lH^/^ifNP
guanyu NP

regarding, concerningNP

NP

duiyu NP

regarding, concerningNP (formal literaiy)

ff NP

NP fciiL

dui NP lai shuo

concerningNP

S-fclS-ifc NP regarding, concerning, asfor NP (formal.

zhiyu (NP)
literary)

The use of these topic markers is illustrated in the following sentences.

guanyu chu guo xuexi ae shiqing, women bixu kaolti kaolii.

Asfor the matter ofleaving the country to study, we should think it overfor

awhile .

ta hen jiesheng, duiyu guizhong de dongxi dou mei xingqu.

He is very thrifty. He is not interested in valuable possessions.

233
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’ £-f •

women yijing jinli le, zhiyu ehenggong haishi shlbai, jib bu zhongyao le.

We 've already done what we could. As to whether we will succeed orfail,
that

is not important

dui Zhongguo ren lai shuo, mianzi hen yaojin.
,

Face is very important to Chinese people.

A shi . .
. ($j de)

The words shi and $ de can be used to focus a phrase in the sentence. The

focused phrase must occur before the verb.

B 7Z shi occurs directly before the focused phrase.

8 $ de occurs immediately after the verb or at the end of the sentence, before any

sentence-final particles.*

a?

nY shi zai nar xue de Zhongwen?
Where didyou study Chinese?

?

ni shi zai Meiguo zhang da de ma?
Didyou grow up in America?

$ de at the end of the sentence sometimes results in an ambiguous meaning in which kij de can be

interpreted as a marker of emphasis or as a marker of noun phrase modification.

&&&&$$% 0

wo shi zai Niuyue mai che de.

It was in New York where I bought the car. OR
1 am the person who bought the car in New York

When de follows the verb it is always interpreted as a marker of emphasis. That is

wo shi zai Niuyue mai de che.

can only mean “ It was in New York where I bought the car.
”
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B
tI: shi may occur alone, or it may occur with ^ de. When A shi and ^ de

occur together in a sentence, they focus a phrase and indicate that the situation

described in the sentence occurred in the past.

didi shi zai Niuyue shang daxue, bu shi zai Mazhou shang daxue.

Younger brother attends college in New York
,
not in Massachusetts,

°

didi shi zai Niuyue shang daxue de.

Younger brother attended college in New York

Ik shi can be used to focus the subject NP, the time phrase, or the PP, including a

PP indicating location.

Ik shi before the subject NP:

Q:

shi shei ti de zhe ge wenti?

Who raised this question?

jt shi before the location phrase:

3 0

women shi zai Riben renshi de.

We met in Japan.

Ik shi before the time phrase:

A + @ ^ 0

wo shi qunian qu Zhongguo de.

It was last year that I went to China.

Ik shi ... $ de and V- 7 le provide different information about past

time/completed events.

V- T le indicates that an event occurred. (See Chapter 6: The Suffixes T le,

# zhe, and guo.)

A: 0

shi wo ti de.

It is l who raised (it).
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-

wo mai le che.

I bought a car.

ft shi . . . $ de emphasizes a detail of an event that has occurred.

wo shi zai Niuyue mai de che.

It was in New York that 1 bought a car.

Because ^ shi . . . de and V- T le provide different perspectives on an event,

7% shi . . . de and V- 7 le do not occur in the same sentence.

1 . Rewrite the following sentences, using 7% shi ... de to focus the bracketed

phrase in each sentence. Translate your sentences into English.

i- C 4^ ) W# °

$ [ 4^ ] ^ ^ °

wo ( jlntian ) mai shu.

2 . £ •

$. cmu 3
o

wo [ zai gongyuan IT ] kandao Wang laoshi.

3. A C j| 0

A C -£-4-
] ikiY m m 0

wo [ qirnian ] renshi Chen Lili.

a (

°

wo [ zai che shang ] mai piao.

wo ( gen Zhang laoshi
) jie shu.

6 . ^ % ] *t»3-Yy tl 0 (3-'?)' dousha bao red bean paste buns)

wo ( zai Nanjing ] chi dousha bao.

7
. A C ] its 0

A [ ] £- + H 0

wo ( er ling ling yl nian ] qh Zhongguo.
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8 . A { °

4U °

wo [ zuotian wanshang ] kan na ge dianylng.

9. + 0 ]
0 lian to study, to practice)

^ @ ]
° taijiquan

wo gege [ zai Zhongguo j lian taijiquan. Chinese shadow boxing)

10. # [ ] i ? (IM fkWJLfl Jl* jT yue jl hao

^ [ JLfl JL^ ) ± ? what month and date?)

nl ( jlyue jlhao ] sheng?

2. Translate the following sentences into Mandarin, using yk shi . . . i-j de to focus the

bracketed phrase in each sentence. Note that the words “it was . . . that” are used as a

focusing construction in English and do not get translated into Mandarin.

1 . 1 grew up in America, zhang da to grow up
)

2. It was [in 1985] that I graduated.

3. 1 came [from China],

4. It was [in America] that I studied Chinese.

5. They got married in 1992. (I# jiehun to get married)

i$r7 *** chule ...yiwai

fife- 7 chule NPi yiwai 4- ^ dou exceptfor NPi

chule meimei yiwai, women dou xlhuan kan dianylng.

Exceptfor younger sister, we all like to see movies

.

i^T chule NPi yiwai 4* -fc ye includingNPj

l£7iM&«*h ’ °

chule mlfan yiwai, tamen ye chile mantou.

Besides rice, they also ate steamed bread.

1 The full pattern includes both ffe 7 chule and AA^ yiwai. However, either ffe 7

chule or VA yiwai may be omitted.

qiezi yiwai wo shernne dou chi.

Exceptfor eggplant I eat anything.
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ffcl

chule chi, ta shenme dou bu zuo.

Exceptfor eating, he doesn't do anything.

3.

Complete these sentences by translating the English into Mandarin. Translate the

completed sentences into English.

1. fife 7 -b ft MfY, August’s weather is also very hot.

chule qlyue yYwai,

2. fife 7 3^^ kX I also like to drink tea.

chule kafei yYwai,

3. fife T Ji HI kX Mom can also cook Chinese food.

fife7£Hft**l\
chule Meiguo fan yYwai,

4. In addition to my younger brother, if* 7 0

wo meimei ye jiehOn le.

5. fife 7 kX we all went to China last year,

chule jiejie yYwai,

6. Except for my name, ^ MM 7 °

wo ba zi dou xiecuo le.

7. fife- 7 ##kX*h we all ate until we were full.

chule didi yYwai,

8. fife 7 it®^ I know all of the other characters.

fife 7
chule zhe ge zi yYwai,

9. In addition to me, M ^ tfk
°

wo didi ye xue Hanyu.

10. Except for Zhao Ming, °

women dou kanguo na ge dianyYng.
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NP VP lian NP ye/doii VP even NP does VP

itVil lian occurs before the subject. ye or # dou may occur right before the

VP.

°

lian didi ye xihuan chi bYnggan.

Evenyounger brother likes to eat cookies.

When the focused NP is the object of the VP, lian plus the focused NP

occur right after the subject NP and before the Verb. ye or IP dou may be included

after the focused NP, at the beginning of the VP.

0

didi lian bocai ye xihuan chi.

Younger brother even likes to eat spinach

(Literally: Younger brother even spinach likes to eat)

4. Rewrite these sentences, using lian to focus the bracketed phrase. The

English translations are provided.

1. ° ( HB$ ]
0

° C
—

°

wo hen ben. ( yi ge zi ] dou bu renshi.

1 am really stupid. I don’t even recognize one character.

2.tMtM ° t 0 it )
°

[ a -if )
o

wo dldi hen congming. ta tlngdedong [ Riyu ]

.

Myyounger brother is very smart. He even understands Japanese.

3. % % i3:-£ri§ ( )
o

)
°

dldi mdi quguo ( Niuyue )

.

Younger brother hasn't even been to New York.

4 . mM • c ) 4ft*

»

4& P& ®i ra ° [ -f-sf- ]
°

shei dou xihuan Chen Lili. [ gege ] xihuan ta.

Everyone likes Lili Chen. Even older brother likes her.
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^£*7 o

)

°

wo maibuliao dianymg piao. wo mei you [ yl kuai qian ]

.

I can't buy a movie ticket. I don't even have one dollar.

° C ) ^#7 •

zhe xie zi ni dou xiecuo le. [ m de mmgzi ] xiecuo le.

You've written all ofthese characters wrong. You've even written your name

wrong.

7
. [

— 6]i£ )
o

C — ]
°

ta mei shuo [ y! jii hua ]

.

He didn't even say one word

8. ?Mff ° (M] •£“*& °

) -tii °

shei dou quguo Suzhou. [ didi ) quguo.

Everyone has been to Suzhou. Even younger brother has been there.

9.

M^7 0
[ &&& ]

o

*44-^ 7 ° ]
0

ta bing le. bu hui chi [ bmgqilm )

.

She's sick. She can't even eat ice cream.

10. feThf |P*£ o #,*£ {^ ]
o

f o
]

°

ta shenme dou chi. ta chi [ kugua ]

.

He eats everything. He even eats bitter melon.

Passives

The structure of passive sentences in Mandarin is as follows:

[ affected object ] [ ik beiI # rang! pt
]
jiaoNP ] ( Verb ]

When the passive marker is pt
]
jiao, the verb may be preceded by gei.

*H**A^7

o

7 °

feijl piao bei wo diu le.
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feijl piao rang wo diu le.

°

"TLfc& 7 °

feijl piao jiao wo gei diu le.

The airplane ticket was lost by me.

Mandarin passive sentences generally imply that the event is ‘bad news’ for the

narrator or one ofthe participants in the situation.

,

wo de pibao bei xiaotou touzou le.

My handbag was stolen by a thief.

Activity verbs in passive sentences are often followed by Resultative Verb

endings. (See Chapter 7: The Resultative Structure and Potential Suffixes.)

bmggan dou bei didi chlwan le.

The cookies were eaten up by younger brother.

The passive marker bei may occur without a following NP.

if 7 0

huairen bei bu le.

The badguy was arrested.

Note: Perhaps because of its more specialized meaning as a source of 'bad news,’ the use

of the passive in Mandarin is relatively restricted and is much less common than in

English.

5. Rearrange the phrases in each sentence to correspond to their English translations.

i. ##«**«* 7 °

7 °

meimei chlwan dangao rang le.

The cake was eaten up byyounger sister.
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renjia nazou xingli rang le wode.

My suitcases were taken away by someone.

3. it

°

itXl&lJtH- °

rang huo shao le fangzi.

The house was burned by thefire

.

4. °

7 0

renjia bei wode che peng huai le.

My car was wrecked by someone.

5. •

,

jiao bie de haizi chaoxiao wo meimei le.

My younger sister was teased by the other children.

6.

Translate these passive sentences into English.

i. °

taitai bei xiansheng da le.

laoshl de bi rang xuesheng na zou le.

3. 7 ° (
pit yao to bite

, to chew)

7 o

ta de xiezi bei gou yaohuai le.

4. $4l$.7 ° (Wf* chuanghu window)

chuanghu bei did! dapo le. dapo break by hitting)

5. 4% 'J\% % % t&zkA 7 ° ( 'J' &r xiaoniao little bird
,

A&] 'hM;*1

] % 7 ° fang ZOU re/ease)

wo de xiaoniao jiao did! gei fangzou le.

6. T ° (&H baoguo package, youju

T ° # nongdiu to lose)

baoguo bei youju nongdiu le.



Speaker Perspective

Mandarin uses adverbs and sentence-final particles to convey the speaker's

perspective about a situation. The most common of these are presented here.

ADVERBS AND ADVERBIAL PHRASES

Sentence-Initial Adverbs and Adverbial Phrases

These sentence-initial adverbs and adverbial phrases express the speaker's

surprise, regret, or confirmation of a situation.

Unexpectedly
,
(I) never expected that .

Fm afraid that ...

It seems that ...

From myperspective ...

From what I know . .

.

Infact ...

Infact ...

mei xiangdao m hui shuo Zhongguo hua.

I never thought thatyou could speak Chinese.

zhe ci de kaoshi wo kongpa kao bii hao.

Fm afraidI will not do well on this test.

zhe cl kaoshi kongpa nT kaode bit hao.

Fm afraidyou did not do well on this test.

fet o

ta kanshang qu hen nianqlng.

He appears to be veryyoung.

8l&$I mei xiangdao

kongpa

kanshang qu

yi wo kan

ju wo suo zhl

shijishang

qishi

/Si MU °

3: MU °
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t o

kanshang qii ta hen nianqlng.

He appears to be very young.

#£ °

yi wo kan zhe jian shiqing hen rongyi zuo.

From myperspective this thing is easy to do.

ju wo sub zhl Meiguo ren bu shi dou hen you qian.

From what I know Americans are not all rich.

tflfcJigAHfc,#L# o

shijishang qiong ren ye hen duo.

Infact there are also a lot ofpoorpeople.

Atta + iUMM* o o

hen duo ren renwei Zhongwen hen nan xue. qishi bing bu nan.

Manypeople think that Chinese is difficult to study. Infact it isn't difficult at all.

Adverbs and Adverbial Phrases That Occur Before the Verb Phrase

The following adverbs which express speaker perspective occur before the verb

phrase. They comment on the factuality, predictability, or futility of the situation.

Illustrative sentences and additional exercises involving these adverbs are presented in

Chapter 4: Adverbs.

mingque

haoxiang

mwm xiande

&/# bing (+Negation)

juran

jingran

& bai

turan

jianzhi (+.Negation)

clearly

seemingly
,
apparently

seemingly
,
apparently

not at all (always occurs with negation)

unexpectedly, to one's suprise

unexpectedly, to one's suprise

in vain

in vain, futile

simply (always occurs with negation)
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1 . Select an adverb from the two lists above to complete each of the following

sentences to best match its English translation.

1. ft«JS,ft&it ° ft—

°

if pX ft it ° ft—A -tki 'F& it °

nY yiwei ta zhidao. ta yidian ye bit zhldao.

You think he knows. Infact he doesn't know at all

2. & °

‘
o

wo zai nar jianguo ta.

I seem to have seen him somewhere before.

3.#, ° 0

ft °

ta xue le san nian Zhongwen. yi ju hua ye bu hui shuo.

He studied three years ofChinese in vain. He can't speak a word.

4. ft —

°

ft o

ta ylnian mei gen baba shuo hua.

To my surprise he didn't speak with Dadfor a year.

5. HlHj t °

.
4k °

ta de Zhongwen shuo de hen hao.

From what I know her Chinese is very good.

6. ft 0

ft mk$r °

ta henrenzhen.

He seems to be very conscientious.

7.

° ftE 0

*&&&*+* T oft* °

ta yijing liushi sui le. danshi ta cai you sishi sui zuoyou.

She is already 60 years old. But she looks around 40 years old

M #HAT •

ibmi ° »J fHA T °

ni bie shuo. bie fei jlngli le.

Don 't say anything. Don 't waste your effort.
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9. ft, & 7 0 °

ta wang le nu pengyou de shengri.

Totally unexpectedly, heforgot his girlfriend’s birthday.

10. ft °

ft -^47^4 °

ta yidian ye bd zhldao.

He simply doesn’t know anything.

11 . ° °

o

ta shi zai Zhongguo zhang da de. ta bd xThuan chi Zhongguo fan.

She grew up in China. Who would have thought she doesn’t like to eat

Chinesefood

12
.

’

’ ft4n ^^A^f & $ A A-47 0

,
tamen liang ge ren de guanxi bu tai hao.

From what I can see
,
the relationship between the two ofthem is not very

good.

SENTENCE FINAL PARTICLES

Most final particles convey speaker perspective, providing information about the

speaker's attitude towards the preceding sentence or about the speaker’s

intentions in saying or writing the sentence. In this way, Mandarin final

particles often serve the same role as sentence intonation in English.

8 Final particles always occur in neutral tone.

8 Nothing in the sentence goes after the final particle. It is literally the last word in

the sentence.

The final particle ma has a grammatical function. It indicates that the sentence is a yes/no

question. (See Chapter 8: Questions and Question Words.)

?

?

m shi xuesheng ma?
Areyou a student?
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p£* ba marker ofa rhetorical question or a suzeestion

Bf

zuotian de ylnyuehui bucuo ba?

Yesterday ’s concert wasn ’t bad
\
was it?

ta shim didi ba?

He must be youryounger brother
,
right?

*£&'’&

!

!

chi fan ba!

Let ’s eat/

> a marker ofobviousness

o

ta bh chi a.

He !

s not eating.

<>

nm shi Meiguoren a.

wws/ be an American.

ya variation of ff, usedwhen the previous word ends in a vowel

jlntian waitou de feng hao da ya!

The wind outside is very big!

m caidao wo de jiao le ya!

You ’ve stepped on myfoot!

ne used as the marker of aves-no questioning when asking the same

question about a second subject:

Q:#5Ctt#iUWI?

nY fuqin muqin dou hao ma?
Are your mother andfather both okay?

A: -fWlfW ’ MM 0

> MM °

tamen dou hao. xiexie.

They are bothfine, thanks.
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Q: % ?

m yeye ne?

How aboutyour grandfather?

% ne used to indicate a continued situation:

test

o

ta hai zai zher ne.

He is still here

.

°

o

tamen zai chlfan ne.

77?ey are eating now.

ma marker ofpersuasion or to emphasize the obvious

!

&;L-£rifc

!

ni gen wo yl kuar qii ma!

Go with me!

o

*448** !

sh! xlngqltian ma! bangongshi dangran mei ren.

,
It ’s Sunday. Ofcourse there is no one in the office.

qfe la marker ofdoubt, impatience . or annoyance

#*!**! &*Mf# !

!

hao la! hao la! wo dou dong la!

OK! OK! I understand

!

° fatf&T&l !

o
!

yYjing jiu diaxi la. ta dangran xia ban le!

It is already 9 o 'clock. Ofcourse he ’s left work!
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P
J$_ wo marker ofsurprise , sudden realization, reminder

!

!

bi ye hou, bie ba wo wang le wo!

Afteryou graduate
,
don ’tforget met

o marker ofdoubt: used for reminders

###. ’
!

* #]•&&& 7
"-ft !

bi ye hou, bie ba wo wang le o!

Afteryou graduate, don 7forget me!

, lo marker ofobviousness

°

T

°

xia yu lo.

It ’s raining.

2. Add the appropriate final particle to each sentence to correspond to the English

translation.

\Mm\l !

stfsli'J 7 ° A !

shijian dao le. women zou
!

The time has arrived. Let ’s go!

2 . a . _

!

shi xlngqlri. ylding dei zhao ni de pengyou yiqi lai
!

It 's Sunday. You should certainly getyourfriends together and come!

jlntian de tianqi hao leng !

It ’s really cold today!

4. *hs*&*. o feSA-HE*._ !

° ftl'JJ

!

waitou feng da. kuai dao wuzi IT lai !

It 's windy outside. Hurry up and come into the room!
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5. -HU£_ ! & 93

93*-“Jt*£#_!
xianjie wo ershi kuai qian ! wo mingtian ylding hui huan nT !

Lend me $20. I will certainly return it to you tomorrow

!

!

ifSt&i— !

qmg jinlai zuo ylhuir !

Come on in and sitfor awhile

!

7. ?

wo hen xiang nT ! nT ye xiang wo ma?
I really miss you. Doyou miss me?

8 .

wo conglai mei qiiguo Faguo !

I’ve never been to France before

!

9.

_ ?

zhe yang bil tai hao ?

Doing it this way isn ’t so good, huh?

10. # * _ ?

xue Zhongwen hao nan! zenyang cai neng xuehao ?

Studying Chinese is really hard! What do we have to do tofinally learn it?

3. Add a final particle to each sentence in the story to best convey the meaning.

1. _ !

wo de xiaomao zai shafa shang shui de hen shufu
!

My little cat is sleeping comfortably on the sofa

!

2. $,;##. gilts# T 7 ’
!

wo kan ta yijing shui le liang ge xiaoshf le, jiii dui ta shuo: "qilai
!

I see he ’s already been sleeping a couple ofhours andI say to him: “get up!
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3.
! J

J

m yijing shui le hen jiu !"

You ’ve already been sleeping a long time !
”

4 .

7
' %-m : r

?

»\&_\ j

7 : f ? M*)' ! ! J

xiaomao kan le kan wo, haoxiang dui wo shuo: "ganma? bie chao

The little cat looked at me as ifto say to me “What ’s the matter

?

Don't bother me!”

5. feXJiltii o

ta you jixii shui .

And he continued to sleep.



Answers to Exercises

Chapter 1

1. 1. -f~ V3 shisi

2. 23

3. ershiba

4.56

5. JZ-AA sanshijiu

6. 74

7. T? liushiql

8. 22

9. A jiushi er

10. 18

11. -b-f~-b qlshlql

12. 88

13. ershfliu

14.41

2.

l.TCf-C+ S
AW-tr-h#
liii bai qlshi wan

2.51,622

3.

jiu bai ershi wan liang qian ling er

4. 3,842,156

5.

ql wan si qian

6. 490,130

r^%
liang bai wan

8. 2,556,902

9. E9-f~Z-%
V3 =- 75 A-f- #.JL+

A

sishisan wan ba qian lmg wushijiu

10. 993,251

3.

1.

^+ifiAi.*

qlshi wu ge ren zuoybu

2. 1000 or more

3.1T'#-1TfiA

chabuduo yl bai ge ren

4. $300 more or less

5.

-fc+i4BA&Ji

-t-p Ji

qlshi wu ge ren yTshkig

6. almost $300

7. TS-b&T
sishl yixia

8. more than $100

9. -b+iL^
qlshi wii duo

10. 300 or fewer

4. 1. %3- di san

2. %A diba

3. dishi

4. % di er

5. %AAA dijiushijiu

6. 5
th

7. 20
th

8. 9
th

9. 1
st

10. 4
th

5. 1. lib ba san jiu yl er san si

liii ba san jiu yao er san si

2. wu san san si er san ba ql

3. ba ba san san yl yl yl yl

baba san san yao yao yao yao

4. yao yao jiu

5. yao yao si

6. yl san wu er yl ling wu lib lih lib lib

yao san wu er yao ling wu lib lib lib lib

6. 1. 60%

2.1F3N2+A
bai fen zhl shfba

3. 89%

4.

W^A+A
bai fen zhl liushi lib

5. 32%

bai fen zhl sanshi wu
7. 3/4

8.

+—

—

shfer fen zhl shiyl

9.

9/10

10.

-b^^L®
ql fen zhl si

11 . 1/2

252
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12 .

liu fen zhl wu

7.

l.if

bai fen zhl jiushi yl.

2 .
°

ba fen zhl ershi Hu.

3. L °

bai fen zhl sishf jiu.

4. A^A.# 0

ba fen zhi ql.

5. +—

°

shiyi fen zhi shi.

6. i^^23 o

wu fen zhl si.

8. 1. .05

2 . ~ftA/—A =-

er dian san

3. 1.1003

4. ft^T 7\7\/ 7\7\

dian liii liu liii

5. .86

6. A^ft-t/A^-t
jiu dian qi

7. .806

s. -soiy-AOi
yi dian ling wu

9. 22.22

10. Aft 29/A ,& 29

ba dian si

9. 1. 6 #

2.

7.5#

3.4#

4.

3.5 #
5.1#

10.1. $80

2. $54

3. $60

4. $5

5.4

Chapter 2

1.

1.

VftMn tamen

2. 4SUH/4Mn women

3. it nT ’ jkfl/Ml tamen

4. ifc nT

5. ^ wo ’ 4^ S iL wo zi jT

6. p| 4*1 zarnnen or 4WV4%#]

women

1.

^ifV^kiT] tamen

8. 4% wo ’ # nT or # ifViol’ll nimen

9. ^ nih

10.

nT ’ ifc nT

2. 1
. ^

2. #L

M
4.

M

3.

1. i 6. c

2. d or h 7. j

3. d orh 8. e

4. a 9. g
5. b 10. f

4. 1. shier zhl bT

2. JLfc wu bei eha

3. —+^#]
ershier ge ren

4. sanwan fan

5. Hang liang che

6. H qi tiao he

7. A^^/A^-^ bab&nshu

8. HangbayTzi

9. 29 fjy&/ 29 si zhang zhT

10. wu ping qishuT

5. 1. liang tian ban

2. 29#^>]'B#/29^4-j>Bf
si ge ban xiaoshi

(29#! -fit11/23^-f#^
si ge bki zhongtou)

3. ban wan fan

4.

yi jin ban mTfan

5. =.^4*^1 sangebkiyue

6. Ar^*-^ jiu nian ban

7.

shf er fen ban (zhong)

8. banbdnshu

9.

wu ping ban qishuT

10. -^4* ban nian
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6. 1. va si zhl qianbT

2. M %l/•H-'Mfli san ge pengyou

3.

-j~ *t4-#/+ -fc 4-^ shiqi bbn shu

nabei cha

5, zhe shi nian

7. 1. 25 sheets of paper

2.

those 6 chairs

3. 12 months

4. these 5 days

5. those 2 people

8. 1. —ytjAO-^*— ^1 l$/-f

yi jiu ba ling man yl yue yi hao/hao

2. July 20, 1969

3. — ® a

yi ql ql lib nian qi yue si ri

4. December 31, 1999

5. a

er ling ling er nian shi yue wu ri

6. November 25, 2003

7. — ft 0
yi jiu jiu qi nian er yue shi si ri

8. May 8, 1945

9.
— -f-TC Hj

yi jiu qi lmg nian ba yue shfliii ri

10.

November 19, 1863

9. 1. A$i— t‘J

liang dian gub yike

2. 10:55

3. WJSjfe—*j/® ,&;£—*]
si dian cha yike

4. 5:17

5. +
ba dian cha shi fen OR

cha shi fen ba dian

6. 12:30

7. Aftift—+^/A
ba dian gub ershi fen

8. 5:58

9. +
si dian shi fen

10. 8:59

shiba kuai liang mao wu fen qian

2. $49.84

3. +

wu bai ylshi jiu kuai san mao yi fen

qian

4. $235.40

5. —if

—

yi bai ylshi qi kuai liii mao er

6. $726

11.

l.^tif

wo de Zhongwen shu

2. tl ifc##

1
Zhongguo chQ de shu

3.

hbn tian de shuiguo

4. 4$-teL*L#j?JW£

ni jibjie de nan pengyou

5. *4

wo xihuan zub de shi

6.

AO^||

rbnkou duo de guojia

zai Mbiguo zhizao de ch§

8 .

i]L ^ ^-k^k

gen ni shuo hua de na ge nu haizi

9.JM

Mazhou mou chengshi de yi ge daxue

10 .

hbn nan de Zhongwen kaoshi

12.

1.

that very interesting movie

2. this very expensive pair of earrings made

in Japan

3. my two older brothers

4. a few books about China

5. this veiy complicated Chinese character
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6. a veiy expensive watch

7. the book that I read

8. students who took the exam yesterday

9. a red pen

10.

students who study Chinese

13. 1. a cook

2. a patient OR a doctor

3. a driver

4. a rich person

5. a poor person

6. an airline passenger

7. a barber

8. a clerk

9. a tailor

10. a student

Chapter 3

i i.ftw «

Zhang Ming hSn gao.

2 .
•

Zhang Mingh& pang.

3. «

o

Zhang Ming hSn congming.

Zhang Ming h&i yonggong.

5. «

Zhang Ming h£n qianxu.

6. o

Zhang Mmg bii ai.

7. °

«

Zhang Ming bu shbu.

Zhang Mmg bu ben.

9. 3MB °

°

Zhang Ming bii lan.

10. «

Zhang Ming bii kSkao.

2. 1 . «

ta bii shi xuesheng.

2. **.!-»«£*•

wo bii xihuan zub ian.

3. «

iHm**** •

gonggbng qiche pfio bii gui.

wo bu yao mai na b&i shu.

5 .
0

na ge ren bii hao kan.

o

wo bii xiang gen ni shuo hua.

zhe bii shi yi ge h&i da de went!

m zai zher bii keyY chou yan,

9. °

&T'£vL 3 °

wo bii hui shuo ri yii.

lo.sp^fZX (ft) i**°

( ft ) && ”

na zhang huar bii (h&n) piaoliang.

3 . 1 . &)£%—

°

ta mei you yi ge didi.

*=j§ °

zhuozi shang mei you shu.
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mn'&twm °

tamen mei you wenti

4. JL^ A °

wuzi li mei you ren.

5. °

4% °

ta mei you qian.

4.

1. ft ting or ft hbn

2. ft hbn

3. 4^'$' feiehang

4. i|L zui

5. *$ feiehang

6. A $? youqior 4f $] tebie

7. A tai * %—

f

£/

^

you yldian

8. ft^&iftbTjiao

9. ft h&i

10.

^ zhen

ta de pengyou yue lai yue duo.

A o

ta de wenti yue lai yue shao.

3. o

#«*****£*

o

m de gush! yue lai yue fuza.

4. °

°

shu yue lai yue gui.

5. o

0

qiche yue lai yub kuai.

6.

1. ° yue zuo yue hao.

2. 0 yue nian yue kuai.

3. % ° yue shui yue lei

4. ° yue chi yue pang.

yue lianxi yue zhun.

7. 1. He runs faster and faster.

2. 1 am more and more tired.

3. You are (you look) younger and younger!

4. His pronunciation is more and more

accurate.

5. He's growing taller and taller.

6. Chinese green tea gets more and more

expensive.

7. Math gets harder and harder.

8. This situation gets more and more

complex.

9. She has more and more friends.

10.

This kind of music gets more and more

popular.

8. 1. d:

It was so hot today that we couldn’t sleep.

2. a

He is so poor that he doesn't even have an

overcoat.

3. f

I was so tired that I was unable to do my
homework.

4.

j

I was so busy that Iforgot to eat.

5-g

French wine is so expensive that no one

can afford to buy it.

6. c

Hisfeet are so big that he can 'tput on

shoes.

7. e

This test was so long that we couldn’t

finish.

8. h

I was sofrightened that I began to cry.

9. i

He is so lazy that he doesn 7 even cook

10.

b

She is so nice that everyone likes her.

9. 1. xing

2. ~kL xing

3. you

4. shi

5. It shi

6. ^ you

7. £ shi

8. ^ shi

10.1. |& neng

2. lb neng

3. hui
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4. '#7' hui

5. "^T ^ key!

6. hui

7. hui

8. neng or key!

9. fb neng

10. T & key!

nY neng zai tushuguan jie na bbn shU.

nY dangran keyi jie wo de che.

kai che de shfliou keyT ybng shoujl ma?

wo key! bii keyY gen nY tan hua?

5. ?

M£igu6 ren dou hui kai che ma?

6. ?

wo jlntian wanshang neng bu ndng gen

ni nian sha?

zhe ge men ni neng kaidekai ma?

wo zhi hui zub zaofan.

mao dou hui zhua laoshu.

io. ?

m hui hu hui shuo waiyu?

i2.i. fgH-B#

°

wo ling ylnyue ting le yi ge xiaoshi.

tiS, 0

wo meitian kan yi ge ban zhongtou de

dianshi.

wo qiinian zuo le san ci feijl.

4. °

4fc-£rit©<fc>£S 0

wo qhguo si d Faguo.

'J'B# “

->at -

wo meitian wanshang xue Zhongwen
xue san ge xiaoshi.

6. T °

(4WMSt##7**o )

wo kan na ge dianying kan le liang d.

( wo na ge dianying kan le liang d.)

7. a* 7 *«*«#*•
&s§7-t'Mt*(Kif,

»

wo shui le ql ge zhongtou de jiao.

8 .
«

wo chlguo jT d ZhSngguo fan.

9. 4iUf|i&—

°

wo ybngguo yi d kuaizi.

10.$,#*^— B£ >

wo meitian xib yi ge xiaoshi de

Zhongguo zi.

U.l.iMfc*£**#«« o

mei mei xie Yingwen xid de hdn man.
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2

.

-

zhongxuesheng chi fan chi de hbn

duo.

3. ®

ji£jie shuo hua shuo de hbn kuai.

4. £ °

didi chi fan chi de hbn man.

%%% $%## £ 0

baba kan shu kan de hbn duo.

£5f^*Tvi5- o

wo xib zi xie de bu hao.

7.

mama kai che kai de hbn hao.

8 .
0

gege he kafel he de shao.

9. * °

jibjie xib zi xib de hbn piaoliang.

10 .
°

«

didi kan dianshi kan de hbn duo.

14.1. 7 0

ta toutou de ba dangao chlwan le.

2 .
°

o

ni dbi haohaor de zub.

3. ftfc* •

manman zou.

4. !

!

kuaikuai xib ba!

ta manman de ba men kaikai le.

6 .
°

ta jingjing de tang zai chuangshang

kan shu.

7. °

feng cong nanfang qlngqlng de chui

lai.

7 o

ta bu zhl bu juede kuqilai le.

tamen gaogao xingxing de pao hrn jia

le.

io. -

qing nT manmar de ba shiqing zai

shuo yibian.

°

wo mei kan na ge dianymg.

2. °

ta mei zub gonggbngqiche.

3.

women xlngqlliu bu shang ke.

4 . taJ*

«

wo zudtisn mei shang Zhongwen ke.

5. 0

wo jlntian mei chi blngqilin.

6. °

wo jlndan mei dai shoubiao.

7. o

ta mei chuan dayl.
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8 .

0

°

ta mei sbng lTwii,

9.

&*£*&•
wo jintian mei chi zaofan.

io.4£tfi^;F#t3: o

tiLo
women mingtian bu kao Zhongwen.

Chapter 4

1. 1. M./# bing

2. — t&j yixiang

3. ^ B^/'W N" zanshi

4. ^ lao

5. #i^/)k%L congiai

6. #3 rengran

7. — [oj yixiang

8. $ chang

9. X. ybu

10. ylnggai; £ duo

11. Ai£/yELT& ylnggai; ^ shao

12. ylnggai; £ duo

13. 7FJ|l£/;f bii ylnggai

14. ^M rengran

15. ^ lao

16. >Sktf{ bixu

17. $$$/¥}$ dique

18. chabuduo

19. ydxu

20. guoran

21. —X yiding

22. $£$/$$ dique

23. 5f beng

24. huran

25. — loj yixiang

2. 1. dou

2. $t jib

3. St jiu

4. 3£/i£ hai

5. cai

6. # zai

7. cai

Chapter 5

1.

1.

gen

2. fb/*t dill

3. dui

4. 5^. gen, gen

5. W/

W

g&

6. Jf/*t dui

7. wang, xiang or -ft chao

8. gdi

9. zai

10. cong, $J)X cong

11. ^ ti

12. $/*t dui

13. S*] dao

14. wang, t?J xiang or ft chao

15. A you

16. %/ wei

Chapter 6

1.

1.

Your child has become taller.

2. 1 took the bus today (for a change.)

3. 1 don't eat breakfast anymore.

4. Younger sister says she doesn't like you

anymore.

5. Younger brother writes characters fast

now.

6. I've become really busy this week.

7. 1 don't ride planes anymore.

8. 1 don't want to take tests anymore.

9. Today it suddenly became cold.

10. We've already walked veiy far. Pve

become tired. I can’t walk

anymore.

2.1. 45ut7-~fat® °

»

wo kan le yl ge dianying.

2 . &,’il Zifa °

&<t »

wo chi le wanfan.

3.

++**7 •

gege bi ye le.
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wo jlntian zaoshang kao shi le.

5. -ftitfS M.M%7 I
3 X. °

Tti"
wo zhe ge xingql kao le Zhongwen.

6 . -tf 7 °

wo jlntian zaoshang mai le liangzhi

qianbi.

women zuotian wanshang chile Yldall

cai.

8 . te.m£s$jt&,7-Ji •

ft.-fn-jS.n|-34SG7 —x. °

tamen zai haibian wdn le yltian.

»

wo zai Xianggang zhh le ji ge yue.

10. 7 -f-fa

'J'B# o

'J'&t o

wS zudtiSn wanshang kan dianshi

kanle ban ge xiaoshi.

11 .
°

zuotian wanshang sixshe h&i l&ig.

(Note: /? Idng is a stative verb)

12 . &&&%% 7 •

1 0

wo zai Beijing kan le jT d jlngju.

wo zuotian mei zai gongyuan IT pao bii.

I didn’t run in the parkyesterday.

2 . -Ml o

wo meimei mei mai maoyl.

Myyounger sister didn't buy a sweater.

3. °

<>

wo jiejie mei mai xiezi.

My older sister didn’t buy shoes.

4 .
°

meimei jlntian mei chuan ta de maoyl.

Younger sister didn't wear her sweater

today.

5 .

o

didi zuotian mei gdi ta de nu pengyou

xi£ xin. /

Yesterdayyounger brother didn't write a

letter to his girlfriend.

6 .

°

wo gege zuotian mei gen pengyou da

qiu.

My older brother didn'tplay ball with his

friendsyesterday.

1. 0

wo zuotian wanshang mei kan dianshi.

I didn't watch television last night.

8 .
0

/

wo zuotian mei gdi mama xiS dianzi

youjian.

Yesterday I didn 't write an email to mom.

9. tglgfclg °

wo zuotian wanshang mei xT tou .

Last nightI didn’t wash my hair.

10 . 5C0: °

wo jlntian zaoshang mei shang

Zhongwen ke.

This morning I did not attend Chinese

class.

4. 1. After younger brother sees a movie he

goes home.

2. After I bought a car I drove to New York.

3 . After we eat we go to class.

4. After the guests come we say ’welcome.’

5. After that child saw the dog he cried.

6. Last night after I ate dinner I went to sleep.
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7. After they returned home they watched

television.

8. After my older sister buys something she

brings it home to show it to me.

9. What are you going to do after you

graduate?

10.

Every day after she gets out ofbed she

drinks a cup of tea.

5.

°

7 o

wo kao le shi yihbu jib kan dianying.

wo bi le ye (yrhbu )jiii dao Zhongguo

qii.

3 . 7nmkm\
4:1 «

*7 -

wo zuotian xia le ke yihbu jib dao

gongyubn qb le.

4. 4lflLf 7 tt(^f)t*7 t

wo fbxi le Zhongwen yrhbu jib kan le

dianshi.

5. !

women xia le ke yihbu qb gongyuan ba!

6. 1. I'm eating now.

2. He’s singing.

3. He's playing ball.

4. Xiaoming is doing school work right now.

5. Quiet! The teacher is speaking.

6. The teacher is seated talking to the

students.

7. Dad eats breakfast while reading.

8. Mrs. Qian walked to the library holding a

book.

9. Students often do school work while

listening to music.

10. Mom is drinking coffee while reading

the paper.

7. 1. I've already read that book. I don't want

to read it again.

2. Mom studied Japanese but she's never been

to Japan.

3. I’ve never eaten French food before.

4. Have you driven a car before?

5. When we were in China we rode on a

public bus.

6. I've never been to the teacher's house.

Have you?

7. Fve never seen a Chinese movie before.

8. I've used a writing brush before to write

characters.

8. 1. A (£i&/&-£&) t 0 °

A (-Jra/a-fca) t a °

wo (quguo/mei qiiguo) Zhongguo.

2. A »

A (’’iit/'&'t.tt) °

wo (chlguo/mei chlguo) Bbijlng kaoya.

3. & (ifcia/aJtift) MM °

A (^3t/&#L3i) o

wb (wanguo/mei wanguo) feipan.

4 °

wo (kanguo/mei kanguo) Wanli

Changcheng.

5. 4K OK °

4U«5i/a«|3t)+# oko
wo (changguo/mei changguo) kalaOK.

6. a t <»

& («fca/a«:si) t a& o

wo (zubguo/mei zubguo) Zhongguo fan.

7
. a (*a/a*a) t °

wo (kanguo/mei kanguo) Zhongwen

baozhY.

8 .

4 (#&/&*&) °

wo (kaiguo/mei kaiguo) paoche.

9. £ (
p®i§/S: p5i§) o

(f»a/aL^a;)
wo (heguo/mei heguo) lucha.

10. 4% ^I'J °

wo (kanguo/mei kanguo) jlngju.

Chapter 7

1. 1. kandong
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2 . maidao

3. xibcuo

4. %% kanwan

5. >§ H kandao or

it kanjian

6 . 4T 'H kandong

1. WirL yongwan

8 . H I 1

] zhaodao or

zhaozhao

9. ^ t# kandong

10 . dakai

2. i. «

wo me zhaodao wode shoubiao.

2, 7 #<¥«»•
^Ifii T 0

wo Gngdong le laoshi de hua.

£**!**$« 4* 7 *

wo ba na ge zi xibcub le.

wo xibwan le na feng xin.

&&&£#& °

wo mei zubwan zubye.

6. ^ W §>] 7 o

wo maidao le xin de day!.

7. °

0

wo mei chlbao.

8. o

wo ba wo de xingli shoushi wan le.

9. I'fe#' 0

wo mei zhaodao na ge xin de Zhongguo
languan.

10. $,i&‘£7*P'f# °

45,*fe&7*P'i‘# °

wo jizhule na shou shl.

3. 1. H^'It/ fl/r^ ,

t'i tlngbudong

2. jf I'] maibudao

3. TiMf’ £] jiededao

4. zubbuxia

5. ;fr IL/;fr it kaiibujian

6. -ft 7* $] zhaobudao

7. ’’o^T chibuxiaor

chi buwan

8. J? maibuqT

9. iL fi./ jibuzhii

10. it kandejian

4. 1. A. ® -ir zoubuhuiqu or

it^ ® ^..zoubuhuflai

2. ift -£-/i&^ -£- jinbuqu

3. ^ ;fe ^/'^

i

nabuqilai

4. lf€^ i-i- pabushangqu

5. W 7^ kaibujinqu

5. 1. 1 don't have money. I cannot buy things.

2. There are no chopsticks. We can't eat

(rice).

3. That door is very heavy. Children certainly

cannot open it.

4. We cannot eat this many dumplings.

5. She is unable to help you.

6. He doesn't have experience. He can't do

this work.

7. You can't cany this many things.

8. You’ve bought another raincoat. Can you

wear this many (raincoats)?

Chapter 8

i. l&'if ?

nT xThuan chi Zhonggud fin ma?

nT shl bu shi xuesheng?

3. ?

?

nTjia zai Jiazh5u ma?
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4. ftft T'ft Jfl H"f'ftftii ?

ftft^ftflftft'fctt?

nT hui bu hui ybng kuaizi chi ian?

5. ft**?
ft**?
nT lei ma?

6. ftftftfttsE,ilti§-?

ft ftT-fti-CiX-Tli ?

nT hui bu hui shub Hanyu?

7. *ft&ft^M£?
ta you mei you nan pengyou?

g.ftftit+s&ft ?

ftftit + H&ft ?

nT quguo Zhongguo mei you?

9.ftfti§3p-fSftfj&ft ?

ft*a* ft*.# aft

?

nT kanguo na ge dianying mei you?

10.

ap*ftft&ftfts?
na bdn shD you mei you yisi?

u.ft*$*i-+B*&ft**?
ft *^*?+ «**.***?.
nT shifou dui Zhongguo BshT ydu

xingqu?

12.ftft,<&7&ft ?

ft°tfe7&ft ?

nT chlbao le mei you?

2. 1. * 0 * JUIA °

* ° $,*USA °

shi. wo shi Mbiguo ren.

2. ft 0 4,ftB0-ft 0

ft 0 •&ftft4L

0

hui. wo hui kai che.

3. -Jri8. 0 M °

° 3 °

qiiguo. wo quguo Zhongguo.

4. 0 #T 0

o °

keyT. nT keyTjie wode che.

yao. wo yao mai na jian maoyi.

6. ft o $.ft^ o

ft ° $,ft4& °

you. wo you qian.

7. lift - A^ft^-ftft

(I ft®) 0

4ft °ft,4ftftftft

(£&®)°
yuanyi. wo yuanyi gen nT qu (mai

dongxi).

8. ft « ^.ftfbi^li- o

ft ° ft,fti&fti# 0

hui. wo hui shuo Hanyu.

9. 4-St ° °

-g-ft °

o

xThuan. wo xThuan chi blngqilrn.

10. 4ri& 0 °

yf*& ° °

kanguo. wo kanguo na ge dianymg.

3.1.#*#?
#*#?
nT shi shei?

ttfyo are you?

zmu (

)

ft** (

)

•i-ftt?
nT m&tian( jT dian zhong/shenme

shihbu) chi zaofan?

What time doyou eat breakfast every day?

3.

ft^*f 7J|ftt?
ftatft£7 Tift ft ?

nT zudtian mai le jT bbn shu?

How many books didyou buyyesterday?

4.

ft8ftJMft£*t*?
ftM**Lftft*tft?
nT mfngtian gen shei qii kan dianyTng?

Who areyou going with tomorrow to see a

movie?
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5.

(women/nYmen) zenme qu?

How are (we/you) going?

6 .

dianymg piao duoshao qian?

How much money is a movie ticket?

nY xYhuan kan na guo dianymg?

What country's movies do you like to see?

8 . tfltl ( )

EJf.? '

)

0 ^?
women wanshang (shenme sh£hou/ ji

dian zhong) hrn jia?

What time are we returning home at night?

9. ?

shei gen women qu?

Who is going with us?

io. t&tiiii ?

nY mStian wanshang chi ji wan fen?

How many bowls ofrice doyou eat every

night?

ft-M-te-ft £ atlt f? 7 *.& ?

nY jibjie shenme shihbu mai le an de

day!?

When didyour older sister buy a new

coat?

nY zrn xYhuan na jian maoyl?

Which sweater doyou like best?

13. ?

zhe shuang xiezi shi zai nar mai de?

Where were those shoes bought?

?

n i shi ji yue j l hao sheng de?

What month and date wereyou born?

15.

p '}'%£. 1

zhe ge xuexiao ylgbng you duoshao

xuesheng?

How many students does this school

have altogether?

4. 1. zbnmeyang

2. nandao

3. kbbushima

4. 2. zSnme

5. “I T' kSbushima

6 . &&-

•

z&une yl hui shi.

5. i. 0

o

shenme difeng dou hao.

2 .

°

wo she'nme shihbu dou you kbng.

3. iMP4fic p
l'i6'’‘# °

shei dou xihuan hs kafei.

4. <>

Y+£2,fMfp'sr« <

shenme dianyYng dOu key!

.

5. «

shenme shihbu dou xlng.

6 .
®

wo shenme shihbu yb mei you kbng.

7. °

shei dou renshi ta.

8. M4N7 o

shenme shihbu dou hao.
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9. o

ft °

shenme anjing de difang dou xmg.

shei dou pabushang na zub shan.

6.

L Q: How should we do this?

A; Do it how ever you want.

2 Q: Whom should we invite to eat?

A; Invite whomever you want

3 Q: What should we buy mom?
A: Buy whatever you want

4 Q: Where are we going?

A: We'll go wherever you want.

5 Q: How much tip do we give?

A: Give as much as you want

6 Q: How do you write this character?

A: Write it however you want.

7 Q: Where is your younger brother?

A: Probably with my older brother.

Wherever older brother goes, younger

brother goes.

8 Q; Who will you dance with tonight?

A; I will dance with whomever I want

Chapter 9

fangzi de shangtou/fangzi shang

i

fangzi de litou/fangzi IT

fangzi de zuobian/fangzi de xibian

fangzi de ybubian/fangzi de dongbian

fangzi de xiatou/fangzi xia

fangzi de dongbian

7. ¥) dbit/^J© &dbi£

$j6vfdbi£/$|6-/&dbi£

hu de beibian/hu de dongbeibian

8. 4-f-^ i% &&&
% -J-© ©i£/4- 6-J & 1%

fangzi de nanbian/fangzi de

dongnanbian

9. J-?#

shan de nanbian/ shan de xinanbian

10. iff# t
ib# + fa]

shan de zhongjian

2. 1. the person on the right

2. behind the house

3. the house in the middle

4. between the houses

OR in the middle of the house.

5. the lake to the west

6. to the north of the park

7. the park in the north

8. that girl in the front

9. in front of that girl

10.

to the east of the school

3. l. $.j£-£-I]g °

hu zai gongyuan IT.

2

.

°

hu zai gongyuan de xibian.

3. o

jbi£ o

hu zai gongyuan de dongbbibian.

4. °

hu zai gongyuan de nanbian.

5. °

hu zai gongyuan de nanbian

6. + °

hu zai gongyuan de zhongjian
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4. 1. at my side

2. to the left of the teacher

3. outside of the country

4. to the right of that person

5. in front of you

6. There is a book on the table.

(On the table there is a book.)

7. There is a person behind the house.

(Behind the house there is a person.)

8. Inside of the house there are no people.

9. My younger brother is between those two

girls.

10.

The library is in front of you.

5. 1. She climbed up the mountain.

2. He ran out of (from) that gate.

3. Everyday he runs up from there.

4. He took all ofmy money.

5. Younger sister brought over a lot of things.

6. Please bring this book back to the library.

7. Every afternoon he walks to the post office

to mail letters.

8. Please bring your Chinese textbook.

9. He walked home.

10.

He doesn't want to walk into the room.

6. °

ta ba haizi bei hirijia le.

2. °

women ba zhuozi ban jin wDzi IT qii le.

3. °

&&&&&&&&?£ o

baba ba baozhT fang zai zhuozi shang.

shei ba beizi diao zai di shang le?

7 . $.7 °

wo ba didi cong shut li la chu lai le.

s. #w* b# n sia%£ ?

tf.fr 2. frM-te4-fr S']$ %*. ?

nT shenme shfliou ba che kai dao wo
jit lai? '

9. A f1
S'] °

»

wo mingtian yao ba wo didi dai dao

xuexiao qii.

io.#.*&7 !

tl »

£if 7 ! fMnfrfrte'S#®
•

che huai le! women zhihao ba ta tul

huijia le.

7. 1. B

tushoguan li shudian ershi ylng IT lii.

2 .

tushflguan li shfldian liang ying IT lb.

3 . a##t +

a

j.&

«

tushuguan If shlldian shfba ying IT lit.

4. a

tushuguan li shudian yl bai ying IT lb.

5. °

women bu neng ba che kai jin

gongyuan qb.

6. * 9J* +« SS££± «P£
i: °

£ °

wo mingtian yao ba che kai dao Wang
xianshgng nar qii.

5.

tushuguan If shlldian lib ying IT ban lit.

6 .
°

gongyuan If wo jia bu yuan.

7. o

gongyuan If wo jia Mn yuan.
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«

gongyuan If wo jia feichang yuan.

9. 0

gongyuan li wo jia bu tai yuan.

9. o

RibSn If Hanguo hSn jin.

10 .

ii-Htrft Ei®^0 i a® °

Kamailong If BaxI xiangdang yuan.

gongyuan li wo jia h&i jin.

8. 1. °

^A.#’J^35 o

Faguo li Yidali bit yuan.

2. °

»

Mbiguo If Zhongguo hdn yuan.

3. msmiLi:m£*p * s
°

Chapter 10

1.

1.

He loaned the camera to me to use.

2. Wang Ming sent the chocolates to his

girlfriend.

3 . Mom hung that picture on the wall.

4. Don't put the cup on the television.

5. My dog ate my homework.

6. 1 wiped the bike clean.

7. My younger brother crashed his car.

8. 1 enlarged the photo.

9. Please pull open the door.

10. In less than an hour they finished packing

the suitcases.

1 1. Can you wash this piece of clothing clean?

°

Niuyue If Boshidim chabuduO liang bai

yinglT lh.

4. ?

Abdaliya If Ymggud duS yuan?

Jiazhou If FuluolTda zhou yuan ma?

6. o

Jianada If Mbigud hbn jin.

7. °

Mbxlge If Dezhou bu tai yuan.

s.

°

Zhijiage If Mbdgen bu dao y! bai ying IT

lh.

2. 1. He drove the car into the park.

2. 1 carried the child home on my back.

3. The students earned all of the things to

Professor Gao’s house.

4. 1 have to return the books to the library.

5. Younger brother drove my car to school.

6 Where are you shipping the things to?

7. Please move the bookcase to the study.

8. Please bring your books here.

9. Please take (pull) the dog outside.

10. Please bring my dictionary here.

1 1. She pushed her boyfriend out the door.

3. 1. $:&]$. 7 °

- wo ba sho. na huf jia le.

2. 7 — -f-
°

-f °

wo ba shu kan le yiban.

£1 •

wo ba shu kan wan le.

4. °

wo ba shu jie gbi wo didi.
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wo ba shu diu le.

Chapter 11

1. 1 .
°

°

Zhongwen bT Yingwen nan.

2. &-J-J:

°

gMj-'t, °

jiaozi bT bisa haochl.

3. ££&*#***•

wenxue bT shiixue you yisi.

meimei bT didi ybnggong.

haizi bT daren duO.

2.1 -

mao bT gou xiao, laoshu geng xiao.

2. #ft+*b g#+* o 0

° °

motuoche bT zbdngche gui. ehezi geng

gm.

brnggan bT shuiguo tian, qiaokeR geng

tian.

4. ii.'M rft ° JL rtj
0

jibjie bT meimei gao. gege geng gao.

baba zui gao.

ta shi woxiao zui congming de

xuesheng.

ta shi wo zui hao de pengyou.

3. 1. o

dldi mei you jidjie name gao.

wo xiawu mei you shkigwu name
mang.

3.
°

S/MP&# °

nangua mei you xlgua name tian.

4. -tfeS &.# 4ftH ^P>®^ °

Deguo mei you Eguo name ldng.

5.
°

Daxlyang mei you Taipmgyang

name da.

wode gou mei you wo de mao name

lan.

4. 1.
°

zhe jian maoyl gen na jian maoyl

ylyang gui.

2 .
<*

nanhaizi gen nuhaizi ylyang congming.

3. '}'$!*> +#-&*[&. °

xiaogou he xiaomao ylyang kd'ai.

4. °

diannao he jisuanjl bii ylyang you ybng.

pengyou gen jialT ren bu ylyang.

chazi gen kuaizi ylyang fangbian.

7. *

gaogenxie he qiuxie bu ylyang shufu.
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8,

°

#-^5L o

feipan he zuqiu ylyang haowan.

9.

& *

& °

WanlT Changcheng gen Aiji de jlnzita

ylyang youmuig.

10. «

Fayu gen Hanyu bii ylyang nan,

5.1. °

didi bT meimei congming.

2.

meimei mei you didi kuai,

3. # o

didi bT meimei gao.

4. °

didi bT meimei chi de kuM,

5. °

didi mei you meimei shu5 de kuai.

didi gen meimei xue de ylyang duo.

7. o

didi bT meimei chi de du6.

didi gen meimei kan shu kan de ylyang

kuai.

9. »

gege geng congming.

10

.

«

gege geng gao.

11. "f-f pt#£'K: °

gege chi de geng kuai.

gege chi de geng duo.

6. 1. *5 itA J.Sp&'iJ-’t o

^ 0

qiaokeli mei you hongdbu name hao

du.

Chocolate is not as tasty as red beans.

laosh! mei you xuesheng name mang.

Teachers are not as busy as students.

3. ii jg-'lfc
°

% ft 4- &
'Ik

°

zixingche mei you motuo che name
kuai.

Bicycles are not asfast as motorcycles.

4. £.;&#'&;£ £-¥-i£#P&3£ °

£-f-4L*Pfc4

»

taijiquan mei you kongshoudao name
nan.

Taijiquan is not as difficult as karate.

5. o

jlnzi mei you yuizi piaoliang.

Gold is not aspretty as silver.

e.-fUiMrismmmta

•

shoujl mei you diannao name youybng.

Cell phones are not as useful as computers.

gou mei you ma name kuai.

Dogs are not asfast as horses.

f °

Guangdong cai mei you Sichuan cai

name la.

Cantonesefood is not as spicy as Sichuan

food.

9.

SSP&*. °

Ribbn mei you Zhongguo name da.

Japan is not as big as China.
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dongtian mei you chuntian name mbi.

Winter is not as pretty as spring..

7.1. * HAttH.II •

tSAJt£@A'f£'f#£ °

Zhongguo ren bT Mdiguo ren he cha

he de duS.

2. &&&& «

wo jibjie xib zi xib de b 1 wo piaoliang.

3.

^,'at^-f-fSc.^^Sc,#^ °

wo mei you wo gege wan feipan wan de

duo.

4.

mama zub cai zub de b i baba hao.

5. o

gege gen baba chang ge chang de

yiyang hao.

wo de ma pao de bi bie de ma kuai.

Chapter 12

1. 1. X ybu,X ybu

2. 35/3£ hai or yd; ^

3. gen or 4? he; 35/3$. hai, -tk* yd,

or
<f>.

4.

-iki yd or ^ gen or he

5. <p, 35/$: hai or *tk* yd;
<f>
or -fc yd;

gen or 4? he

6. 35/$: hai, yd, or $ lingwai

7. <j>
; 35/$: hai or % yd; gen or

he

8. (j> , X. you, or jib

9. 35 ??:/$:^ haishi

10. £ji gen or hb or 35^/$: *1: haishi;

<j>; 35/$: hai or -fc yd

11. gen or fp he

12. i X ybu, or -& yd

13. $

14.
<f>

15. <j>; 35/$: hai or <j>; gen or^ he

2. 1. T 0

iMn^frT fc# o

women kan le dianying yihbu jib hui

xuexiao qu.

Xt °

7^#£3ifc&7-*+
X% °

women xid le zi yihbu jiii man le yl bdn
' Zhongwen shu.

3. $£.*tT*&&&&%&$* 0

£±*£7 °

xuesheng chi le zaofan yihbu jib dao

gongyuan qu.

4.

ftfflI7 4U&*Lt#7 •
’

tamen mai le piao yi hbu jib shang che

le.

5.4Ufe7jMfc®&°
wo pao le bu jib hui jia.

3. 1. 4^^# 7 4* o

wo biyd le yihbu jib dao Zhongguo qu.

OR

&#7 + H-£- °

4Uf*7JI:^^r« + lio
wo bi le ye yihbu jib dao Zhongguo qu.

2.£4HHMf 7 «*&*« +
iT °

4UH-£& 7 + S
*7 •

wo gege biye le yihbu jib dao Zhongguo

qb le. OR

ir 7 °

*^#7dl:^j&it« + S
-ir 7 °

wo gege bi le ye yihbu jib dao

Zhonggud qb le.
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3. f fj o

4^7 «

wo chi le wanfan yThbu jiii qu kan

dianyTng.

4. £<t 7 7 f# °

wo chi le wanfan yThbu jiti kan le

dianyTng.

5. $,#7 °

wo kao le shi yThbu jiu xiang chi

blngqilin.

4. 1.
0

wo mStian chi zaofan yTqian dou xT

zao.

2. °

;fr
°

kan dianyTng yTqian xian ba gongke

zubwan.

3. H T

H*
wo lai Zhonggud yTqian yTjing xue le

liang nian de Zhongwen.

4. °

£•& a o

qu gOngyuan yTqian xian kan tianqi hao

bii hao.

5 . H °

huijia yTqian qmg dao youju qh ji xin.

5. i. &£t & M t x. °

&£-+

1

i °

wb qu Zhonggud yTqian bu hui shuo

Zhongwen.

2 .
o

°

women xue hanzi yTqian xian xue

plnyln.

3. &7DLl£ o

dianyTng kaishT yTqian keyT shuo hua.

4. T
— a

wo shang daxue yTqian zai yinhang

gongzub le ylnian.

5. °

nT hrn jia yTqian women xian he cha ba.

6. 1. When the weather is hot you should drink

more water.

2. When you are studying it is best not to

listen to music.

3. When younger brother is busy he doesn't

eat lunch

4. When the weather is good the children

all play outside.

5.

When I ride the bus I always review

Chinese characters.

4M'# o

wo xiao de shihou lao qi zixingche.

2 .
°

baba chi zaofan de shihou dou kan

bbozhT.

**##*##*#•
wo lei de shihou kaode bii hao.

nT chi Zhonggud fan de shihou yinggai

ybng kuaizi.

5. °

It °

wo jidjie kai che de shihou dou chang

ge.

8 .1. bugub, T 7% kbshi,

danshi
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2. ran'er, bugub,

T^ kbshi, Te^ danshi

3. bugub, ’®T kbshi,

^2.^1 danshi

4. fanguolai

5. -H- ^F$ yaoburan or H1

] fouze

6. "®r kbshi, Te^ danshi

7. -Je-TF^S yaoburan or fouze

8. ^FTE budan ... erqib or

3FTE budan ... JzLrfij fan’er

9. bugub, »T kbshi,

'(E^: danshi

10.

^ it/*a bugub, -sr^k&hi,

4S& danshi

9. 1. ^ ruguo (or other conditional in same

category)

2.

J#.£&/§ sulran . . . T kbshi,

TE^ danshi

3. bugub, T* kbshi,

4%.?t danshi

4. M sulran . . .T ?k kbshi,

'fE^ danshi

5. ^Fi§/^3t bugub, ^ kbshi, TE^
danshi

6. f|£.$*/5 sulran . . . "T ?t; kbshi,

'fEjt; danshi

7. m^/i] ^7 yinwei ... *X suoyT

8. H ,$?/!! % yinwei ... suoyT

9. I»# chiifei ... fouze

10. HI ifct yincT or $\ JX suoyT

11. Jc'F^ yaoburan or jS'J fouze

12. -§ ^F yaoburan or ^ I3’j /^? I1

] fouze

13. jiran or H %i@ yinwei

14. $L?t jiushi

15. fa^ ruguo (or other conditional in

same category)

Chapter 13

i.

°

wo shi jintian mai de shu.

OR

-

wo shi jintian mai shu de.

It was today that I bought the book

2 .

-

wo shi zai gongyuan IT kandao Wang
lboshi de.

It was in the park where I saw teacher

Wang.

3. ££***«*SLJtUft °

wo shi qirnian renshi Chen Lili de.

It was lastyear that! met Lili Chen.

wo shi zai che shang mai de piao.

It was on the car that I bought the ticket.

5.

***abwft# •

$***:&»#*# -

wo shi gen Zhang laoshl jie shfl de.

I borrowed the bookfrom teacher Zhang.

6. 0. i4j S’t3. r? g, #3 °

wo shi zM Nanjing chi dbusha bao de.

It was in Nanjing where I ate red bean

paste buns.

i . + a -

**.=.**-*£#+80
wo shi er lmg ling yi nibn qii de

Zhongguo.

It was in 2001 that I went to China.

wo shi zuotian wanshang kan de na ge

dianymg.

It was last night that Isaw that movie.

9. &-f

+

s&jcte#-# °

****£+****#

•

wb gege shi zai Zhongguo lian taijiquan

de.

It was in China where my older brother

practiced taiji quan.
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nT shi jT yue jT hao sheng de?

What month and day were you born?

2.l.&£:&k8-kk¥} °

wo shi zai Mdiguo zhang da de.

2. o

wo shi y! jiu ba wu nian bi ye de.

3. °
'

wo shi cong Zhongguo lai de.

wo shi zai Mdiguo xue Zhongwen de.

5. •

tamen shi yl jiu jiu er nianjiehDn de.

11 . A

J

1 #**,***•
a

«

bayue de tianqi y£ h&i re.

In addition to July, August's weather is

also very hot.

2. o

wo yd xThuan he cha.

Besides coffee, I also like to drink tea.

3. Sl&°

mama yd hui zub Zhongguo fan.

BesidesAmericanfood\ mom can also cook

Chinesefood

4. E&- 74s.

chule wo didi yTwai

In addition to myyounger brother, my
younger sister is also married.

o

women qiinian dou dao Zhongguo qu

le.

Exceptfor older sister. we all went to

China lastyear.

6 . fkl £,2,%^
chule wo mingzi yTwai

Exceptfor my name, I wrote all ofthe

characters wrong.

1. 4UW-tft7 »

women dou chlbao le.

Exceptforyounger brother
,
we all ate until

we were full.

8. o

<

wo qita de (biede) zi dou renshi.

Exceptfor this character, I know all ofthe

other characters.

9.

chule wo yTwai

In addition to me, my younger brother also

studies Chinese.

w.mt&wuiy

chule Zhao Ming yTwai

Exceptfor Zhao Ming, we've all seen that

movie.

4. l. 4lit—

°

wo lian yl ge zi dou bu renshi.

2. feita °

T4i| 0 0

ta Han Riyu yd ting de dong.

3. 0

didi Han Niuyue yd mei qiiguo.

4. °

Han gege yd xThuan ta.

5. •

wo Han yl kuai qian yd mei you.

£&%}&&&%$& 7 °

Han nT de mingzi yd xiecub le.
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7. °

ta lian yi jii hua yb mei shuo.

8. 0

$ ^

°

lian didi yb qhguo.

9. °

lian blngqiMn yb bu. hui chi.

10 .

°

ta lian kugua yb chi.

5. 1. 7 0

T °

dangao rang meimei chi wanle.

2

.

°

:£7 °

wb de xmgli rang renjia nazou le.

fangzi rang hub shao le.

A. o

wb de che bei renjia peng huai le.

o

wb meimei jiao bie de haizi chaoxiao le.

6. 1. The wife was hit by the husband.

2. The teacher's pen was taken away by the

students.

3. His shoe was chewed up by the dog.

4. The window was broken by younger

brother.

5. My little bird was released (set free) by my
younger brother.

6. My package was lost by the post office.

Chapter 14

1. 1. tfBLL/£ ISJl shijishang or

*#/*$ qishi

2. -#H|L haoxiang or M,^/JMf- xiande

3. & baior$L$* turan

4. jfc jingran or Jr juran

5. jh wo sub zhl

6. haoxiang or $§#/JL# xiande

7. # Ji-4: kan shang qii

B. 44 turan or & bai

9. Jr$ juran or % fk jingran

10. pjj jL/?5 j£ jianzhi

1 1 . &. ftM mei xiang dao

12. yi wo kan

2. 1. ba or^ ma

2. 17 a or^ o

3. ff a or PJL wo /

4. ^ ba or# la

5. ^ ba or^ ma, ^ la

6. ^5 ba or ma

7. ya or ^ ne or o

8 %ne
9. *6ba

10. ne or p% ya

3. 1.
p% ya or 17 a or % ne

2. ^ ba or^ la

3.

^ la

4. ^ la or 17 a

5. ^ la
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Focusing constructions:

chule ... yTwai ft£7 ... 237-238

Man NP yS/dou &/$ NP &W, 239-240

passives, 240-242

shi ... de £ ... #,234-7

Fractions, 9-12

Frequency:

and achievement verbs, 83

and activity verbs, 74-75

adverbs, 94-95

and stative verbs, 53

Future

and adverb zai # ,
94

and hui ^7^, 68

and kim yao *&#, 1 19

General time, 72, 82

Grammatical category shifts, 48-49, 85-87

gno i§/ii (Experiential suffix), 131-134

Habitual time (see General time)

hai 3|/&, 93-94, 124, 132,210

Human and animal reference points, 181

Identity of reference, 18, 20-22

if (see Conditionality)
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Inchoativity (see S-T)

Inclusion, 93-94

Indefinite expressions, 23, 93, 165-168

Intensifies and modification of stative verbs, 53-

55, 61-62

Interrogatives (see Questions)

jiii sfc

and identification, 100

and sequence, 126

and uniqueness, 99-101

less than (see Comparison)

let (see V-leT andSleT)

lian NP y£/dou NP -&/H5 (see Focusing

constructions)

Location, 82, 111, 172-179

ma (see Questions, Yes-No questions)

Manner adverbials, 77-79

Measures (see Classifiers)

mei you '/kM (
see Comparison, less than)

Modals (and English modal auxiliary verbs), 68

Money, 35-36

more than (see Comparison)

Movement:

directional expressions, 180-181

directional expressions as resultative endings,

182-183

and prepositions, 1 1 1-1 13

and relocation verbs, 183-185

Narrative presupposition, 208

Narrative sequence, 101, 215-219

ne %, (see Final particles)

Negation:

and achievement verbs, 82

and activity verbs, 72

and adverbs, 89-90, 105

and manner adverbials, 78-79

and potential endings, 140-141

and resultative verb endings, 137

and S-T le, 120

and shi A, 66

and stative verbs, 51-52

and Verb-NEG-Verb questions, 47

Negation words, 46

Nominalization of VPs, 20

not equal to (see Comparison)

Noun and NP modification:

location phrases as NP modifiers, 175-176

NP modification:

with de ¥}, 37-42

without de 42-43

involving specifiers and numbers, 23-28

Noun phrases, 19-20

(see also Noun and NP modification)

Nouns, 16-19

(see also Noun and NP modification)

Numbers, 1-15

ordinalization (ordinal numbers), 8

Obligation, 50, 53, 72, 95-97

Opinion, and haishi 212

or (see Disjunction)

Ordinal numbers (see Numbers)

Paired connectors:

cause-and-effect, 230

contrast, 224

Parallel phrases (see Questions, Question words

in parallel phrases)

Passives, 240-242

Past:

and adverbs, 90, 93, 94, 104

andguo i§/ii, 131-134

and mei '/£, 82, 124, 152
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and sequence, 126-127

andshi . . . de^: 235

and V-le 7 , 121

and Verb-NEG-Verb questions, 150

Percentages, 9-12

Perfective aspect (see V-le T

)

Permission, 68-71

Phrase and clausal connection, 208-232

addition, 209-21

1

cause-and-effect, 230-232

conditionality, 228-229

contrast, 224-228

disjunction, 212-215

sequence and simultaneity, 215-224

Possession:

and pronouns, 37 n.

you # and possession, 67

Possibility, 68-69, 97-98

Potential suffixes, 140-146

Prepositions, 111-118

Present time, adverbs, 90, 93

Progressive change, 55-56

Pronouns, 16-17, 21-22, 37-39, 181

Proper nouns, 16, 38-39

Punctuality, 99-100

Quantity:

adverbs that indicate quantity, 94

classifiers that indicate quantity, 23-24

numbers + classifiers, 23

quantifiers, 23

Question words

as indefinite expressions, 165-168

in parallel phrases, 169-171

Questions:

content questions, 158-160

questioning a situation, 161

rhetorical questions, 162, 247

Yes-No questions, 147-157

Verb-NEG-Verb questions, 147-150

withma 147

with shifou £ 150

Reflexive pronoun, 18

Relative clauses (see Noun and NP modification)

Relocation verbs (see Movement)

Repetition of stative verbs, 62-63

Resultative complements <.*?<? Resultative

structure)

Resultative endings and activity verbs, 76-77

Resultative structure, 135-145

potential form:

in directional expressions, 143-144

of resultative verbs, 140-143

Reverse sequence, 219-221

Rhetorical questions (see Questions)

S-7, 119-122,128

Sentence connection (see Phrase and clausal

connection)

Sentence final 7 le (see S-T le)

Sequence:

and cdi 101

and clause connection, 208

and jiu It, 100

narrative, 215-219, 222

reverse, 219-220

in the past, 126

and V-7 le, 125-128

Serial verb phrases, 125-126

shi 65-66, 234-236

Simultaneous situations, 222-224

Speaker perspective, 105-106, 180-181, 243-251

Specifiers, 22, 26-28

Split choice questions (see Questions, Verb-

NEG-Verb questions)
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Stative verbs:

of ability, possibility, and permission, 68-72

adjectival, 49-50

and aspectual suffixes, 52-53

and duration and frequency, 53

and extent phrases, 62-65

and intensifiers, 53-54, 61-62,

modification by repetition, 62

and negation, 51-52

and noun modification, 37, 43

of obligation, 72

and progressive change, 55-56

shi A, xing and you #, 65-68

Suggestions, 247

Superlative, 197

Time (see Calendar time. Clock time, Time

phrases)

Time phrases, 235

Tone sandhi, ii

Topic, 19-20, 21 il, 91, 233-234

Topicalization, 233-234

Uniqueness, 89, 99-102

Universality, 90-93

Verbs and verb phrases, 46-87

(see also Achievement verbs. Activity verbs,

Stative verbs)

Verb-NEG-Verb questions (see Questions)

when (see Simultaneous situations)

while (see Simultaneous situations)

y£ 4

both . . . and (y£ -tk* . .
.
y£ -&)

,
210

and inclusion, 93

and indefinite expressions, 166-168

linking VPs, 209

Yes-No questions, 147-157

yThbu 126-127, 215-217

yTqian VLlfr, 219-221

you

and existence, 177-178

and negation, 51-52

and possession, 67

yue (see Progressive change)

zai &
and duration, 128-129

and location. 111, 177-178

and punctuality, 99

zhe *,53, 73, 128-131

zul H (see Superlative)




